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WRITING
on "The Death o Goethe" in

1832, and thinking of the collection of

Goethe's works, then published in forty volumes,

Carlyle foretold the present year:

"To measure and estimate all this," he said, "the

time is not come; a century hence will be the fitter

time. He who investigates it best will find its meaning

greatest, and be the readiest to acknowledge that it

transcends him. A poor reader, in the meanwhile, were

he who discerned not here the authentic rudiments of

that same New Era, whereof we have so often had false

warning. This, the highest that can be said of written

books, is to be said of these: there is in them a New
Time, the prophecy and beginning of a New Time.

The corner-stone of a new edifice for mankind is laid

there. Perhaps when Goethe has been read and medi-

tated for another generation, they [these prophecies]
will not seem so strange."

Within the century since Goethe's death, his

works have certainly been read and meditated.

Reprints of them and comments upon them have

been poured upon the world, and the most minute

and intimate details of his life and character have

been so industriously investigated that the weight
of commentary is overwhelming. The livelihood of

German professors is not luxurious, but in reading
their books and attending their lectures on Goethe,

xiii



INTRODUCTION

I have often wondered how they could have lived

at all without him. Deeply as I admire the Ger-

man's resolute devotion to "the infinitely little/'

I have sometimes regretted that German critics and

biographers should have erected over their poet's

body and soul a tumulus o panicles so insignifi-

cant. If we want facts we go to them, but the facts

are often barren and incoherent. What we should

rather seek is some more solid memorial of the

man as he lived, not day by day in the common

routine which all must follow, but at the moments

or periods when his nature rose above itself and

revealed the qualities which genius alone inspires.

In Goethe's writings, as in the works of all, even

the greatest, poets even of Shakespeare, Homer,

Dante, Milton, Byron, and Wordsworth there is

a great deal which "smells of mortality," and would

not have lived through one century but for the

inspiration of those brief moments which create

the beauty or wisdom that is called immortal. As

Goethe himself once said: "In many notes the

nightingale is still only a bird among birds; but

then he suddenly rises beyond the reach of imita-

tion, as though he wished to show to all the fowls

of the air what singing really is."

My best thanks are due to Dr. William Rose,

Reader in German in the University of London,

King's College, for his scholarly assistance in read-

ing the proofs.

LONDON, 1931.
H, W. N.
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THE YOUTH OF GENIUS

UROPE was enjoying a ten years' interval of

A J peace when Goethe was born on the sSth of

August, 1749. Maria Theresa, more than Impe-
rial Consort to Franz, the Holy Roman Emperor,
who was chosen as such by a big majority of the

Electors, had sworn she would rather give up her

petticoat than Silesia; but Frederick II of Prus-

sia, caring nothing about petticoats, had taken

Silesia none the less. The Seven Years* War lay seven

years in front, and now there was a time for

Prussians, Austrians, French, and English to draw

breath and meditate other pursuits than the rivalry

of dynastic Powers at the cost of their people's
lives.

Frederick himself, soon to dispel the degrading
sense of inferiority left by the devastation of the

Thirty Years' War, turned gladly to music and

literature. In music, the Germans, though uncon-

scious of supremacy, were already supreme; for Bach

in Eisenach had still a year to live, and Handel

in London's Brook Street had ten years still. But

to Frederick, as to most amateurs, music was Italian,

and, as to literature, to him as to most people it

3



THE YOUTH OF GENIUS

was French. His guest at Potsdam was Voltaire,

alternately flattered and ridiculed, and in his Court,

as Voltaire observed, German was used only for

horses. That sense of inferiority drove German
writers to imitation, and, dwelling among books in

their stuffy libraries, they abandoned themselves

to imitation with such energy as they possessed.

They were fond of affixing to each other, or to

themselves, the names of their great models, and

so we hear of "The German Sappho" (Frau

Karsch, an innocent lady, something like our Eliza

Cook); "The German Theocritus (Gessner, who
laboured at Pastorals); "The German Tyrtaeus"

(gentle old Father Gleim, also hailed as a Horace

and an Anacreon); half a dozen other German

Anacreons, and a score of German Horaces. Aurelia

in Wilhelm Meister observes: "No German can

buckle his shoes till he has learnt to do it from

some foreign nation/' And, even more aptly, in

one of his Fables, Lessing wrote:
"
'Show me/ said

the ape, 'a beast so clever that I cannot imitate

him.' 'Show me/ said the fox, 'a beast so degraded
as to think of imitating you!' O authors of my
countryl"
Old Gottsched had for some years posed as the

Dictator of Literature, and striven to make Leipzig
the Paris or even the Athens of Germany, endowed
with such superiority as Edinburgh and Boston

were to claim a century later. But his omnipotence
was declining, and when Goethe called on him as



KLOPSTOCK'S "MESSIAS"

a student, there was more comedy than admira-

tion in the interview. The rebellion against him

was led by Gellert, a meek and lachrymose little

man, long forgotten but for the hymns which Bee-

thoven set to music. He attached himself to the

Pietists, much influenced by John Wesley, and

Goethe at Leipzig attended his edifying lectures,

sent him essays to be copiously corrected in red ink,

and in a tearful voice was advised to write a legible

hand and comply with the observances of the Lu-

theran Church.

These Pietists had fallen under English Evan-

gelical influence. They translated Paradise Lost,

constructed numerous epics upon various episodes

in the Book of Genesis, and when in the year be-

fore Goethe's birth Klopstock published the early

cantos of his Messias in hexameters, they naturally

cried, "Lo! the German Milton!" They were fondly

deluded, but half the German literary world ran

after Klopstock, and Goethe tells of a terrible scene

when he and his sister in childhood at an inop-

portune moment poured out against each other the

sonorous curses they had learnt by heart from the

Messias:

"We were sitting on a bench behind the stove, and

whispering our usual curses to each other fairly quietly,

while the barber was laying on the lather for my father's

Saturday night's shave. Adramelech had to grasp Satan

with iron hands. My sister clutched me tight, and

recited, quietly at first, but with rising passion:

"'Help mel I pray unto thee, I worship thee, if

5



THE YOUTH OF GENIUS

thou wilt have it, Monster, I worship thy name, aban-

doned one, blackest of sinners. Help mel I suffer the

pangs of eternal death and of vengeance/
"So far" (Goethe quotes a few more lines) "all

had gone fairly well. But when she cried aloud with

a terrible voice:
"
'Oh, I am ground into powderl I fain would

curse thee and cannot!' the barber started in alarm,

and emptied all the lather down my father's shirt-front.

There was a fine set-out."

The set-out was all the finer because the father,

an erect and strongly-built man, a Councillor, a

solid lawyer, a dilettante lover of fine arts, with a

fond memory of Italy and scraps of classical knowl-

edge, had a particular horror of Klopstock, whom
he regarded as a rude barbarian intruding into the

peaceful folds of literature, the Arcadian fields

where German Anacreons held their innocent revels.

For there was one set of poets who, though their

source was in Halle, determined to enjoy a truly

Hellenic life, and so drank beer and sang of wine,

courted barmaids and sang of nymphs, excited

ridicule and sang of liberty. As Lessing said of

them, "Their song was of nothing but girls and

wine, wine and girls, kisses and drinking, drinking
and kisses, wine and girls, and nothing but kisses

and drinking." Yet we must remember that all

this wild debauchery was purely poetic, and the

poets themselves were staid and estimable gentle-

men, possessed by an inclination to tears and a

mania for writing letters. The only memorable

product of their deliberate frivolity was Wieland,

6



HISTORY DURING GOETHE S LIFE

a youth of seventeen when Goethe was born. As to

philosophy, Kant was still a diligent professor at

Konigsberg, his shattering Critique still twenty

years ahead.

To fix the date of Goethe's birth by the course

of events in England, one may notice that the elder

Pitt was then a rising young statesman; it was only
seven years since Walpole dwindled into Lord Or-

ford; only six since George II with drawn sword led

the battle-line at Dettingen; and only four since

Bonnie Prince Charlie won all hearts, while no one

sang of Bonnie King Georgie. Pope had been dead

five years; Johnson was just beginning his Diction-

ary; and Gray was at last summoning up resolution

to publish the Elegy.
To estimate the meaning of Carlyle's "New

Time" (in the passage quoted in the Introduction),

and the greatness of the years covered by Goethe's

life in history and literature, we may further re-

member that he lived through the American War of

Independence, the French Revolution, Napoleon's
whole career, the return and overthrow of the

Bourbons, and the riots that preceded the Great

Reform Bill in England. As a youth he could read

the masterpieces of Sterne and Goldsmith, to say

nothing of Macpherspn's "Ossian," all of which had

a great effect on his mind. His long life covered

all the rapid lives of Byron, Keats, and Shelley;

Coleridge survived him by only two years of fading

powers, Wordsworth by eighteen. When he died,

Tennyson was the promising young poet, Browning

7



THE YOUTH OF GENIUS

was writing "Pauline." Dickens was running about

England as a newspaper reporter, and Darwin was

voyaging round the world in the Beagle. As to

music, Beethoven had been five years dead, Schu-

bert four years, and Mendelssohn had just gone to

London to conduct his G minor concerto. Certainly
the eighty-three years of Goethe's life marked a

period of extraordinary movement in European his-

tory, thought, art and science. It was one of man-

kind's great periods, to be compared with the cen-

tury of Athenian greatness, the century of the early

Roman Empire, and the century of the Renais-

sance.

Goethe was always glad that his childhood and

youth were mainly passed in a large capital city,

free from the petty interests of a little provincial

town; for a German provincial town, even more
than an English or American, may be pervaded by
dullness enlivened only by malice. It is true that

Frankfurt was then a city of only soine 30,000
Christian souls, divided by the savage theological
hatreds of Lutherans, Calvinists (Reformed) and

Catholics, and united only by common hatred of

'the 3,000 Jews, locked tight within the narrow gates
of their ghetto every evening at nine, because their

forefathers had crucified Jesus, and they were
endowed with an unchristian faculty for money-

making. The whole city, with its dark and narrow

streets, was surrounded by a moat and fortified

walls. It was a town of mediaeval beauty, the

scene of mediaeval pageantry. So Goethe saw it in

8



GOETHE'S MOTHER

boyhood when the Electors assembled there to re-

ceive the Emperor, God's Vicar upon earth in tem-

poral things, and .to elect the King of Rome as heir

to that remarkable office. But it was also the very
centre of the sunny and fertile Rhineland, where
the pretty Main ran under the old bridge down to

the great stream of Germany's legendary river, and
where a cheerful and good-tempered people could

enjoy their village dances and celebrate the festivals

of the vine. Better than all, Frankfurt, the Free

Town, escaped the ridiculous and irksome restric-

tions of monarchs and .dukes.

The very spirit of this jolly land was incarnate

in Goethe's mother, Katharina, daughter of Johann
Wolfgang Textor, an eminent citizen, and Chief

Councillor of the little State. She was twenty

years younger than her rigid and punctilious hus-

band, being barely nineteen when her eldest baby,
the poet, was born, so that she was nearer to him

by age than to his father. Friends called her Frau

Aja, from a merry character in a sixteenth-century

fairy-story, borrowed from the French; and she was
a merry girl, a true child of the sun, always hope-
ful, avoiding everything horrible or distressing,

fond of pleasant old folk-tales, which she poured
out to her son, while he sat absorbed, consuming
her, as she said, with his great brown eyes and

finishing the tale for himself if she was interrupted.
Her husband tried in vain to give her culture, but

in the way of books she knew little but Luther's

translation of the Bible, with which she imbued
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her son so deeply that in boyhood he had an un-

erring knowledge of Jewish history and poetic litera-

ture. Even her piety was cheerful. She was lax rather

than prudish, always ready to welcome sinners rather

than saints, and feeling no disgust at the common

ways of nature. Of her famous son's works she

seems to have liked his "Song of the Flea" best.

"It was I who bore him!" she would boast, on

hearing it sung or recited, gently stroking herself

down. She lived till 1808, and we have a letter of

hers, written to Goethe only a few months before

her death.1

1 This letter, written from Frankfurt, October 6, 1807, is so

characteristic of this delightful woman and of the nature in-

herited by her son that I may quote a few sentences from it:

"Mercyl What a crowd of professors there was at the fair!

A good deal of your fame and glory falls on me. People

imagine I contributed a share to your genius, and so they
all come to have a look at me. Well, I don't put my light
under a bushel, but on a candlestick. Of course I assure

them I never played the smallest part in what made you a

great man and a poet. Not unto us be the praise. To your
earliest formation in the womb, when all that you were to

be was already laid in germ, I contributed nothing. How
could I? One atom more or less of brain, and you would
have become quite an ordinary person, for it's no good
knocking at an empty door. Educate as you will, all the

model academies of Europe can't give you that. And so to

go back to my light, which I left on the candlestick, mildly

shining into the professors' eyes. The gift which God gave
me is the power of reproducing in lively colours everything
that comes under my notice, great or small, fact or fictipn.

Directly I come into a room I start on my little tales, and
the whole place gets merry and cheerful at once. So I set to

work on the professors, and they all went away happy as

sandboys. It's always so. That's the whole. trick of it. No;

in



EARLY FRENCH INFLUENCE

The opposite natures of father and mother were

interwoven in Goethe's mind and character like the

sombre and brilliant threads upon a weaver's loom.

His education was without method, but at an

ordinary day-school or at his father's side he gained

some superficial knowledge of the Classics, Italian,

Hebrew, English, music, and drawing. For many

years he tried to be a draughtsman, but the remain-

ing examples of his drawing show no touch of

genius. Like most middle-class boys, he collected

seals and kept silkworms. But by far the strongest

outside influence upon his boyhood was the intimate

knowledge of the French nature and language that

he acquired from the occupation of Frankfurt by
French troops during the Seven Years' War when

he was about ten. A polite French officer was

even quartered upon the roomy Goethe House on

the Hirschgraben, and the boy was able to attend

the French comedies and operettas given in the

town theatre. In his early works he naturally

followed the French form, and his knowledge of

the form gave power to his rebellious reaction

against it.

Just after the French occupation, the city was

thrown into the turmoil of a fortnight's festivities

to celebrate the presence of the Emperor Franz

and the coronation of the Archduke Joseph as

there's one thing more; I always look pleasant. That pleases

people and costs nothing, as poor Merck used to say."

Merck was one of Goethe's truest friends in youth,

shrewd, ironic, a pitiless critic, something of a Mephisto, as

Goethe used to call him. In the end he killed himself.

li



THE YOUTH OF GENIUS

King of Rome. Running up and down every-

where, associating with all classes high and low,

the boy of fourteen then gained a lot of experience

that suggested parts of Wilhelm Meister and the

Second Part of Faust. But far more important to

him than all the pomp of Electors, Dukes, and

gorgeous processions was the opportunity they gave
the boy for his first passionate love. It had been*

rather late incoming, but Goethe was so happily
constituted that a passion of love for women re-

mained with him for nearly seventy years, and he

remained lovable himself. Gretchen, apparently the

first object of it, was evidently a girl of fine nature

and self-restraint. "If only I were a boy," she said,

"we would go to the Universities together and

learn something worth learningl" And once when
she had shown him the favour of writing her name
under his verses, and he was springing to embrace

her, "No kissing!" she cried. "That's so common-

place" (gemein; perhaps she meant "vulgar").

"But love if it's possible!" Sensible though she was,

she belonged to a rather low and graceless set, who
were presently arrested for some supposed swindle.

She herself was acquitted with honour, but she

said she had regarded Goethe only as a little boy,
and what with that depreciation and the inevitable

parting, he was thrown into a passion of tears and

misery such as is common to first love, but none the

less overwhelming in its anguish. As the poet him-

self sang, afterwards remembering emotion, as is a

poet's way;



FIRST LOVES

"Ah, who brings the beauteous days,
Those days of earliest love,

Ah, who brings again but one hour
Of that lovely time!" *

Or again:

"Do not dry, do not dry,
Tears of eternal love;

Ah, only to half-dried eyes
How desolate, how dead the world appears!"

2

It is significant that he chose the name of Gretchen
for the type of girlhood in "Faust," lowly-born and
so lovable.

Unhappily for the poet's tranquillity, he was very
soon in love again, and even more desperately.
When Mephisto gives Faust the witch's potion, he

says aside: "With that in your body you'll soon see

a Helen in every woman." We might not say that

literally of the Faust who was Goethe, but when
combined with beauty, charm and a natural simplic-

ity, the attraction of die feminine was to him almost

irresistible. "I am easily overcome by beauty," said

Socrates, and he was a philosopher of conspicuous
self-restraint. So we cannot wonder that, when
Goethe at sixteen was sent by his father to Leipzig

University, nominally to study law, he fell des-

perately in love with Katchen (or Annchen) Schon-

kopf, daughter of the house where, as is the fashion

of German students, hewent for his dinners, together
with an older and graver student, Georg Schlos-

ser, who afterwards married his sister Cornelia.

This profound passion, at times aggravated almost

1 Erster Verlust. * Wonne der Wehmuth.

13



THE YOUTH OF GENIUS

to madness by jealousy, lasted for fully two years,

and was hardly to be controlled by the pursuit of

learning and the usual dissipations of a student's life.

None the less, much besides love was learnt in

the famous University, which provided not only the

ancient Auerbach's Cellar, and the obsolete criticism

of Gottsched and Gellert, but also the opportunities

of reading Lessing's Laocoon and other works as

they appeared, of learning from him the greatness

of Shakespeare, and of hearing of Winckelmann's

fame. By the peculiar shyness often felt by the

young in the presence of distinguished people,

Goethe and his friends among the students carefully

avoided meeting Lessing, and the poet always re-

gretted never having seen that enlightening critic.

As to Winckelmann, it was reported that he was to

pass through Leipzig on his way from Italy, and all

were excited to receive with honour the expositor

of classic art, when suddenly the news of his murder

came. He had been murdered by his servant for the

gold medals his fame had won. Upon Goethe the

blow fell like a thunderbolt, and he always re-

membered the exact place where a fellow-student

told him what had happened.
It is strange that, in spite of his admiration for

Lessing and an increasing knowledge of Shake-

speare, his own verses still followed the artificial

fashion set by France and her German imitators.

He wrote great quantities, and wisely burnt so much
that his landlady thought he had set her house

on fire. But hardly a line of what he preserved, in-

14



ILLNESS AND RETURNING LIFE

eluding two Frenchified comedies, would have been

worth remembrance if he had died before he left

Leipzig. And he very nearly did die. He tells us of

an accident in a coach, a fall from a horse, heavy

food, heavy beer, white coffee after meals, Rous-

seau's advice to approach Nature by sleeping cold

and bathing cold, and we may add the pangs of

love and the common irregularities of a student's

existence. These brought on a gush of blood, which

nearly killed him and laid him in bed for several

weeks. The calamity was lightened by the assiduous

nursing and attention of numerous friends, all the

more touching in that, by one way or another, he

had slighted and offended nearly all. At last on his

nineteenth birthday he left for home. To the Schon-

kopfs he did not say good-bye. All through life he

preferred to steal away from his best friends without

farewell: an excellent habit.

It is one of the compensations of illness that

recovery brings with it the joy of returning life. I

have found this especially true after the loss of much
blood, as from a wound, or after prolonged pain.
The commonest aspects of earth and sky then as-

sume a peculiar, an almost celestial radiance, and so

Goethe tells us that after this perilous illness he

seemed another man, so light and cheerful had his

spirit become.1 And certainly on his return home
1
Compare "The Ancient Mariner":

"I moved, and could not feel my limbs:

I was so light almost

I thought that I had died in sleep,
And was a blessed ghost."

15
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he needed all the cheerfulness possible. His father's

moods were more bearish and troublesome than

ever- He had fbted his hopes on his clever son's

University career. He had expected the expense of

learning would make him a fine lawyer and a

future Councillor like himself; and now the son

returned a hopeless failure, and delicate besides.

During the son's absence the energetic Councillor

had occupied his leisure in driving useless knowl-

edge into his helpless daughter's head, and in prac-

tising a lute, which he spent more time in tuning
than in playing. Consequently Cornelia, a clever,

sharply critical, and rather unattractive girl ("desti-

tute of passion," as Goethe said, giving the reason

for her unsuccessful marriage) Cornelia lived in a

state of suppressed but obstinate rebellion, and the

whole household was more out of tune than the lute.

Even the merry-hearted mother could not keep the

family well harmonized.

Happily, among his mother's friends and rela-

tions in Frankfurt was Fraulein von Klettenberg,
a lady of pious but pleasant disposition. She had

passed through the usual trials of the unmarried

German woman in those days, but had after

many years found peace in a religious ideal and

practice which she had thought out for herself,

though she partly derived her thoughts from the

Pietists, the Moravians, the followers of Zinzendorf,

and his Herrnhut Brotherhood. In England she

would probably have been fairly satisfied with the

Society of Friends, for she allowed herself always

16



PIETISTIC INFLUENCES

to be guided by an Inner Light, and sought for no

external authority. Naturally, she turned her atten-

tion to her friend's handsome and sympathetic boy,
and owing to his physical weakness and the conse-

quent purification of his spirit, Goethe was at the

time impressionable to her influence. She attributed

all his restlessness, his impatience, and eagerness for

varied knowledge to want of forgiveness and recon-

ciliation with God and when he replied that he

thought he too had something to forgive, she shook

her head over "the foolish boy," but persisted

quietly, as Quakers will, in her pious endeavours.

In Leipzig Goethe had met the full force of the

"Enlightenment/* then diligently pursued in France,

England, and parts of Germany. He had listened to

the attacks of incipient Biblical criticism, but had

taken little count of the easy ridicule and ignorant

injustice of these criticisms upon ancient writings
that should be judged by their own times. "For my
part," he says in his Autobiography, "I loved and

valued the Bible, for to it alone I owed my moral

growth." Besides, he never tqok interest in destruc-

tive criticism. "If you must tell me your opinions,"
he once wrote, "for God's sake tell me what you
believe in. I have plenty of doubts of my own/* And
all through life, as he said elsewhere, he was always
so glad to hold his peace when people began talking
about God and the Supreme Being.

Two queer people that Goethe met in youth are

as interesting as the gentle spirit whose moral and

religious history forms the basis of that Sixth Book
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of Wilhelm Meister called "The Confessions of a

Beautiful Soul/
5 One was a crabbed old gentleman

in Frankfurt, who, though recognized as a high au-

thority on Law, was not allowed to practise because

he was a Calvinist. Imbued with that melancholy
faith, he regarded this transitory world as a Vale of

Tears, whereas Goethe, in the high spirits of youth,

imagined that the evils of life were about equally
balanced by the blessings. None the less, he used to

visit the aged pessimist in his clean and orderly

house, and in his Autobiography he writes:

"Once when he had pictured the world from its

most perverse side, I noticed that he still held a trump
card to finish the game. As was his way at such moments,
he kept his blind left eye tight shut, while with the other

he gazed hard before him. Then he said in a snuffling
voice: In God too I detect errors!'

"

The other interesting acquaintance, on the con-

trary, was a born optimist, whom Goethe calls a

practical philosopher a cobbler to whom he

brought a letter of introduction on a flying visit

from Leipzig to the picture galleries in Dresden.

After reading the letter the cobbler, always happy
so long as he got plenty of work, shrewdly observed:

"You're a queer sort of Christian! You bring

tidings of good cheer to the meek and lowly. In

that you are like Christ. But you should remember
that He sat at the rich man's table, and had no

objection to the smell of precious ointment. You'll

find quite the opposite here!" Whereupon Goethe,
with a jolly undergraduate's wit, gave his purse to

18



ATTRACTION OF MAGIC

the cobbler's wife and performed the miracle of

turning water into wine.

But for the poet's mind during these years there

was something more vital than the Beautiful Soul's

religion. A deeply religious but puzzled mind,

always seeking firmer assurance among the quick-

sands of faith, often turns to mysticism, magic, and

alchemy in the hope of penetrating into the ulti-

mate realm of spiritual existence which surely must

lie somewhere beyond the flaming bulwarks of the

world. With this hope, the saintly Klettenberg,

guided by her doctor, who attended Goethe too, had

entered those mysterious regions of magical chemis-

try, mystical signs, and symbols, perhaps capable of

revealing God or at least of summoning demons.

Equally attracted by such alluring hopes and the

fun of actual experiments in elementary chemistry,

Goethe spent much of his invalid leisure in reading

Paracelsus and other mystical explorers, or in work-

ing with retorts and alembics in a little laboratory

of his own making. Would it not be possible to

impregnate virgin earth? Perhaps to create life in

a glass bottle, or to call up spirits from the depth of

space spirits who would answer to the call? As

tolerant sceptics say of spiritualism today, there

might be something in it. At all events, during those

languid winter months, the boy stored in his mind

the knowledge needed for the opening scenes of

"Faust," and prepared himself for his later investi-

gations into the secret of Nature that open secret

which needs so many successive revelations.

19
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THE PASSION OF LIFE

IT
was a relief to Goethe when, being now some-

thing over twenty-one, he was well enough to

make a fresh start on his career as a future lawyer.
His father chose Strasburg as his next University,
for the city was nominally French, as it had been
since the invasion of Alsace under Louis XIV, and
he was determined that his son should restore his

knowledge of French and then go to Paris to prac-
tise the perfection of civilized behaviour.

The months in Strasburg were for Goethe a pe-
riod of extraordinary development and joy. The
beautiful German city, clustered about the ancient

German cathedral, was itself a delight, and around
it extended the cheerful and idyllic country of pas-

ture, orchard, and wooded hill that leads up from
the broad Rhine valley to the summits of the Vosges,
covered with forests of pines. Of all the amazing
products of the human mind Goethe cared least for

law, but, with the help of a "coach," he did manage
to scrape through his exam, and set about the neces-

sary thesis for the final degree.
Law was too remote and abstract for a mind

that depended almost entirely on sight and touch.

What interested him was, first, the cathedral, to
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ZEAL FOR SCIENCE

the very top of which he used to climb day after

day so as to free himself from fear and giddiness;

and, indeed, that highest little pinnacle of open
work and the exposed steps up to it, are what our

mountaineers call "airy." Next, his interest lay in

medicine, and he attended the courses in midwifery
and dissection, as though to trace man's earthly
career from beginning to end, and so to accustom

himself to the natural processes that ignorance thinks

disgusting. He renewed his experiments in chemis-

try, and next to optics and anatomy that was the

line of natural science which always fascinated him
most. His insatiable zeal for knowledge also led him
out to the coal mines and ironworks of that Saar

district which caused so much heartburning after

the Great War.

To medicine he was specially attracted by
friendship with a student who came to the same
table for midday dinner a young man named
Heinrich Jung, always known as Jung-Stilling, who
tells us he noticed among the twenty students there

one youth with large and brilliant eyes, a glorious

forehead, a fine figure and a nature brimming
over with high spirits. Goethe soon dominated

the party, and when others mocked at old-fashioned

Jung-Stilling for wearing a wig, he sprang to his

defence, crying that mockery of a quiet and un-

known man was devilish. We can imagine the

scene, for Goethe in those days, we are told, leapt

upon you "like a wolf in the night/* Naturally,
this made Jung-Stilling his friend for life, and
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Stilling became the famous oculist of Germany,

especially skilled in the removal of cataract.

But far more vital than medicine was Goethe's

meeting in Strasburg with a stranger who had come

in the vain hope of curing a physical, weakness of

one eye. It was Gottfried Herder into whom Goethe

ran by accident on the steps of an hotel. Herder's

name was already known to him through his critical

essays on German literature. An East Prussian by

birth, five years older than Goethe, he had attended

Kant's lectures at Konigsberg, where he had also

known Hamann, that queer old writer, something

like Jean Paul, something like Carlyle. Herder had

been stationed in Riga as a Lutheran parson, had

visited Holland and Paris, had conversed long in

Hamburg with Lessing himself; had lately visited

Darmstadt, where he had fallen in love with Karo-

line Flachsland, one of the charming women in

German literature. His nature, over-sensitive, over-

critical, and irritable, was not sweetened by the pain

and failure of an operation. He was far from genial,

much inclined to rasp at trifles, and rather depress-

ing to youth. Yet Goethe, who, like all active men,

detested sick-rooms, was so drawn by his personality

and acute judgment that he would sit with him day
after day and all day long.

What the attraction was may be seen from a few

sentences out of the full account given in his Auto-

biography (Books X and XI) :

"Herder tore down the curtain which had covered

the poverty of German literature. He cruelly destroyed
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MEETING WITH HERDER

many a pleasant prejudice, and but few stars of any
significance were left in my native sky. All the rest he
treated as fleeting sparks,the snuffofextinguished candles.
What's more, he so depressed my own hopes of myself
that I began to despair of my capacity altogether. . . .

"I was growing up into the fashionable condition
of mutual admiration. In my own circle whatever I

produced was always considered first-rate. Women,
friends and benefactors can't find fault with the poems
one writes to please them. A strong character is thus

easily destroyed unless it is steeled from time to time to

high enterprise. And so it was fortunate that by an

unexpected acquaintanceship all my self-satisfaction,

vanity, conceit, pride and vain-glory were suddenly
exposed to a most severe trial,

"Through Herder I became acquainted with poetry
from quite a different side, and in quite a different sense

a sense that strongly appealed to me. The Hebrew

poetry, the ballad poetry, the relics of which in Alsace

he urged me to collect, die fact that the earliest records

of mankind were poetic, all proved conclusively that

poetry in general was a gift for the whole world and all

peoples, not the private inheritance of a few polite and
cultivated ladies and gentlemen."

x

1
Johann Gottfried Herder may be remembered as hold-

ing a high place in science and theology as well as in litera-

ture, for he was one of the first to mark out the lines of

evolution and of the modern conception of theology as a

part of historic human development. But it was on German
literature and life that his influence was most apparent. He
perceived the native beauty of the folk-songs of all peoples,
and he translated many from such languages as were known
to him, especially the English and Scottish. He was one of

the first enthusiasts for Shakespeare in Germany; also for

Goldsmith's Vicar of Wakefield (1765) and The Deserted

Village (1770). But Macpherson's "Ossian" was almost

equally dear to him (published 1760). In the sonorous
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One day, as though ominous of the future,

Marie Antoinette, Archduchess of Austria, passed

ancholy of Ossian's lamentations he heard the wild voice of

nature herself, and he wrote that his ideal of bliss would be
to sit in a Celtic hut on the top of a Scottish mountain in

the depth of winter and pour out Ossian's ecstatic rhap-
sodies. None would have heard him there besides the moun-
tain sheep, but that seemed to him the genuine "Return to

Nature" for which he longed and taught the German youth
to long. From Strasburg he went as court preacher and
Councillor to the small State of Biickeburg, by the invita-

tion of Wilhelm, Count of Schaumburg-Lippe, whom we
meet in Carlyle's Frederick the Great "stalking loftily

through this puddle of a world on terms of his own." Here
Herder remained for five rather melancholy years, thougjb.

he married the delightful Karoline Flachdand meanwhile.

In 1776, by Goethe's influence, he was invited to Weimar,
and lived there, with one short visit to Italy, till his death in

1803. He wrote much verse and more prose, especially Ideas

for the Philosophy of Mankind's History (well translated

by R. Churchill, early in last century)* a really valuable

series of suggestions, and other works on aesthetics and
ethics. His intercourse with Goethe during those many years
was sometimes friendly and Goethe always joyfully men-
tions when it was actually genial. But as a rule Herder
showed a strange coldness or even hostility towards the man
who owed him so much. In spite of his love for nature,
Herder was never quite capable of high spirits, and towards

the end of life was burdened by the consciousness of failure.

He never fulfilled himself either as poet or philosopher. He
was conscious of undeveloped powers. He felt hindered "by

his position in the Church, his seven children, and a conse-

quent isolation in the midst of Weimar society. A certain

jealousy towards Goethe and Schiller, whom he called the

"Twin Pillars of the Temple," was perhaps inevitable, and
in spite of his great influence and his abundant intellect, he
died a disappointed and rather embittered man. The story
of his life has been written by Haym for Germans, and by
myself for any of the few English people who care to hear

about him.



FRIEDERIKE BRION

through the city on her way to the artificial simplic-

ity of the Little Trianon, and so to the guillotine.

Her progress was celebrated with splendid festivities

and the fireworks which consumed an uncounted

number of human beings and horses to ashes,

though the disaster was industriously concealed out

of the respect due to Royalty's feelings. But from

the sick-chamber of a stern and rather ill-tempered

critic, as from all the fuss of rank and grandeur,
Goethe found unfailing refuge in long rides through
the beautiful country around the city. He was an un-

tiring rider, always loving the open air, to which in

later life he attributed the fund of creative energy de-

veloped in Byron and the English people generally.

The rides carried him far out into hills and

villages, and so it happened that, under a friend's

guidance, he one day found himself at the little

village of Sesenheim, some eighteen miles north of

Strasburg. In the old-fashioned vicarage lived an

old-fashioned clergyman and his amiable wife with a

little son and "two" (really three) daughters, recall-

ing that "Vicar of Wakefield" to which Herder had

introduced him. The second daughter, Friederike

Brion, was three years younger than Goethe* She

had a trim little figure, with smiling, cheerful face,

her neck seeming too slight to bear the heavy plaits

of blond hair that hung down her back; dear blue

eyes, short and pretty little nose, and a look as

though she had not a care in the world. She was

dressed in the German peasant fashion a white,

round petticoat, not reaching to her little ankles,
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a tight-fitting white bodice and a black taffeta apron
over both. From her arm, when she came in at

Goethe's first visit, hung a little straw hat. She

looked and was the very incarnation of the lovely,

simple nature which the young poet was seeking.

Sensible and free from nonsense she was besides. In

his fond memory of that exquisite time Goethe

notices that, though they walked together that first

evening through scenes radiant with lovely moon-

lightso lovely that they gazed rather at the sky
than at the world around themyet there was no

taint of moonshine in Friederike's conversation,

nothing to stir a sentimental feeling, but only de-

scriptions of her ordinary life, and hopes that he

would come again to learn more of it, "as all our

visitors like to."

No young heart could have resisted such young
charm in such a scene, and Goethe, as always finely

susceptible to the charm of a straightforward nature,

made no effort to save himself or Friederike from

love. The only successful effort would have been

flight, but he returned to Sesenheim again and

again. One evening, as the horse was saddled late,

he rode out alone, arriving in Sesenheim far in the

night, but finding the sisters still up and sitting in

the porch, having a presentiment that some one

perhaps himself would be coming. That ride

through the night inspired the poem that we may
call the first of Goethe's real self. It is called

Meeting and Parting? and it may be roughly
1 Willkommen und Abschied.



AN EARLY POEM

translated in prose, though I well know the loss.

Yet Goethe himself wrote in this very book of his

Autobiography:
l "I honour both rhythm and rhyme,

by which poetry first becomes poetry, but what is

genuinely and deeply effective, what forms and ad-

vances us, is that which remains of a poet when he
has been translated into prose." Like all folk-songs,

such as those that Friederike used to sing to him
as they wandered out into the woods and meadows,
the poem begins suddenly, straight away, without

introduction:

"My heart beat high. To horse, to horsel

The thing was done before 'twas thought;
The evening already cradled the earth,

And on the mountains hung the night;

Already stood in misty robe

The oak, a towering giant there,

And darkness out of leaves and boughs
Looked with a hundred eyes of black.

The moon upon a hill of cloud

Peered through the mist with mournful ray;

The winds were waving their light wings
With solemn murmurs in my ear;

Night wove a thousand monsters round,
But fresh and merry was my mood;
What fire glowed in every vein,

What heat within my heart of hearts!

I saw you, and the joy of peace
Poured from those sweetest eyes on me;

My heart was whole and one beside you,
And every breath was drawn for you;

1
Dichtung and Wahrheit aus meinem Leben, XL
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A rosy hue of springlike weather

Was shed around that lovely face,

And tenderness for me O heaven!

I hoped it, I deserved it notl

But ahl with the first gleam of dawn
The pang of parting crushed my heart:

What depth of joy was in your kisses!

And in your eyes what depth of pain!
I went, you looked upon the ground,
Then watched me go with tearful look;

And yet, what joy to be beloved,

And Oh, to love, what joy it is!"

The impassioned visit was often repeated, per-

haps too often. Goethe was at Sesenheim sometimes

for weeks together, and at first all was delightful.

But a brightness fell from the air. Friederike be-

came ill, and consumption was feared, though with-

out cause. The parents wondered how the affair

would end. Probably the villagers talked. Goethe

was torn with hesitation, and grew more and more
restless and unhappy. At last he rode away. As he

bent from the saddle to say good-bye, tears stood in

her loving eyes, for she knew it was an end. She

wrote him a long letter which, as he said, rent his

very heart. He destroyed most of the poems he had
written for her, and I think only four survive, and
one of those the lovely May Song, beginning "How
gloriously radiant nature on me shines!" perhaps

belongs to a few years later.

When eight years had passed, being again in

Alsace, he rode out once more to Sesenheim and
was welcomed by all the family, Friederike con-



END OF AN IDYLL

versing with him in warm friendship but making no

attempt to revive or refer to their former passion.

She lived unmarried, and died in Baden the very
same year (1814) that her lover was writing the

beautiful idyll in his Autobiography by which alone

she is remembered. She is said once to have told

a visitor: "The heart which has loved Goethe

could love no one else/' One may recall R. L.

Stevenson's observation that, if he had been a

woman, there were very few men he could have

married, but Goethe in youth was one. Many have

connected her with the Gretchen in Faust, especially

with the Gretchen who is seen leading her lover

ever upwards in the final Act, and it is possible that

the poet merged her memory into his conception of

"eternal womanhood."

But Friederike, the lovable girl of nineteen, was

obliged to remain drearily at home in the little

village haunted by memories of love that could not

return, while her lover found some consolation for

his torn heart in a mental vision that met him on the

way. It was himself, riding in a kind of uniform

he had never worn grey, faced with gold, the very
same that he was to wear when he came by the

same road to Sesenheim so many years later. Why
the vision consoled him, I cannot conjecture, unless

he saw in it a forecast of escape, like the hero of his

version of a folk-tale, which he called The New
Melusine. For in that tale a man falls deeply in love

with a beautiful creature who belongs to the race

of fairy dwarfs "the little people," as the Irish call
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them and she gives him a ring which reduces him
also to a dwarf, so that for a long time he lives among
dwarfs in the regal state of dwarfdom. At last, tired

of such miniature existence, he cuts the ring in half

and is restored to the common world. Goethe in-

cluded the tale in a late chapter of MeisteSs Trav-

els* but he tells us he narrated it to the family in

Sesenheim on the night of an early visit there. If

that was so, it perhaps accounts for the elder sister's

foresight in discerning how the energetic young
lover's passion for her sister would end. He cut the

ring, and at once was back again amid the interests

of larger life. The same escape, the same inevitable

necessity for expansion, is expressed by the Irish

poet, when he cries:

"Away! the great life calls; I leave

For Beauty, Beauty's rarest flower;

For Truth, the lips that ne'er deceive;

For Love, I leave Love's haunted bower." *

The great life called Goethe first back to his home
in Frankfurt, where his father hoped that this dif-

ficult son might at last settle down into the decent

profession of Law. Goethe had at all events taken

some kind of a degree that entitled him to be called

Doctor, and there was some hope that he would give

up pouring out schemes and sketches for dramas

that he never finished. But when he tried the law-

courts, he was far from a success, and he showed
an unlucrative disposition to skate far into the night

1 Wilhelm Meisters Wanderjahre, XVI.
2 The Symbol Seduces, by AE.
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or to go tramping all over the country. Sometimes

he would walk right through Frankfurt and out at

the other end as though he had never been there

before, and, to use the habitual phrase of English

tramps, he was "a stranger in these parts/' More

often he would go afoot as far as Darmstadt, where

Herder was staying with his charming Karoline and

several other young ladies of sweetly sentimental

mood. As he pushed along through rain and storm,

he sang to himself his Wanderer's Storm-Song, call-

ing on Genius to abide with him, for then he could

defy the worst that storms and winds could do.

Rather than Law he had visions of great dra-

matic poems. The legend of Dr. Faust was already

seething and rumbling in his brain, and in the

autobiography of Gottfried (Gotz) of the Iron

Hand he had found the right figure for a truly

German drama a brave and magnanimous knight,

a man of action and few words, loyal to the Emperor
and the people alike, though opposing both in turn.

And besides, there were Caesar, Socrates, and

Mohammed whose lives might be dramatized. And
there was The Wandering or Everlasting Jew, upon
which theme a noble fragment has remained. His

mind teemed with plans teemed so full that he

could not finish one before another called him.

Unhappily for artistic result, that was Goethe's

temptation throughout life, and it is the reason why
so many of his most promising works remained

fragments.

Driven by his sister's taunts upon this weakness,
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he did actually write out a first draft of Gotz von

Berlichingen* The form was different from the ver-

sion which he prepared for the stage thirty years

later. It was rougher, even more disjointed, more

defiant of all the accepted rules of Greek or French

drama, and far more outspoken and passionate in

expression. The first draft (end of 1771) was so

sharply criticized by Herder that the play was com-

pletely rewritten in the next year. When printed

then, it had an immense effect, and even in its final

form it has been called the best theatrical success of

Goethe's plays. Its power, however, was felt rather

outside its internal value. When the first draft was

sent to Herder, he objected to its want of form.

"Shakespeare has ruined you!" he said, and indeed

the utter disregard of "The Unities" was more than

Shakespearean. So was the crowding of the drama
with persons of every class. The whole is rather a

novel in scenes than a true tragedy.

But the effect of Gotz upon literature and

thought went far beyond questions of form. In

Lockhart's Life of Scott we read:

"In the baronial robbers of the Rhine, stern,

bloody, and rapacious, but frank, generous, and, after

their fashion, courteous in their forays upon each

other's domains, the besieged castles, the plundered
herds, the captive knights, the brow-beaten bishop and
the baffled liege-lord, who vainly strove to quell all

these turbulences Scott had before him a vivid image
of the life of his own and the rival Border clans,

familiarized to him by a hundred nameless minstrels.

If it be doubtful whether, but for Percy's Reliques, he
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would ever have thought of editing their ballads, I

think it not less so, whether, but for the Ironhanded

Gotz, it would ever have flashed upon his mind, that

in the wild traditions which these recorded, he had
been unconsciously assembling materials for more works

of high art than the longest life could serve him to

elaborate." *

Lockhart proceeds to give an example from Gotz

to which certainly we may find an exact parallel in

the death scene of Marmion and the storming of

the castle in Ivanhoe. So from Gotz we may trace

not only the "Waverley Novels" but most of the

literature called "Romantic" those fascinating tales

and poems which depict the stirring life of castles,

armoured knights, heavy fighting, heavy love-mak-

ing, antiquated oaths and baronial murders. And,

moving the suggestion further back in historic time,

our pious writers have adulated mediaeval exist-

ence as they fondly imagined it an undivided

Catholicity with great cathedrals and alluring ritual,

the exquisite art of illuminated manuscripts, the

economic charms of craft-guilds and cheaping-steads.

From the Lady of the Lake, through the Anglican

revival, up to the death of William Morris, the little

seed of Goethe's drama lived and spread into amaz-

ing growths.
In the final version of the drama Gotz dies

uttering the cry, "Freedom! Freedom!" In his

autobiography, when writing of this period of his

youth, Goethe observes, "There lives so sweet a

sound in that word Freedom that we could not do
i Lockhart's Life of Scott, Chapter IX.
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without it, even if it always implied error." *
It is

a splendid saying, coming from an elderly man who
had lived through the French Revolution and was

writing just when Napoleon's domination was be-

ginning to break. And it was to the cry of Freedom

that he led or accompanied the rebellious movement
of his youth. That movement kept the nickname of

"Storm and Stress" (Sturm und Drang) first given
to a play called Wirrwarr by Klinger, a fiery

young friend of Goethe, as were the other members
of the movement Lenz, the Counts Stolberg, Fritz

Jacobi (next to Herder Goethe's best friend till

Schiller came) , Burger (the poet of Leonore's ride) ,

Lavater (delineator of profiles and observer of hands

for the reading of character) , Fiissli (our English

Fuseli, the artist of whom his friend Lavater wrote

"His look is lightning, his word a storm, his jest

death, his vengeance hell. At close quarters he is

rather trying"), and Zimmermann (brooding over

his solitude, upon which he wrote an introspective

treatise). There were soon many others, for the

passion of the storm swept through the whole valley
of the Rhine from Switzerland up to Diisseldorf.

Infectious passion or communal enthusiasm is fre-

quent in Germany. We have lately known it in the

Wandervogel who became prominent just after the

War, partly as a protest against militarism. The

disciples of "Storm and Stress" were in many ways
similar.

'

Nature, Genius, Freedom were the battle-cries

1 Aus meinem Leben, Book XL
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of "Storm and Stress," and to our Hellenic youth in

England there would seem nothing strange in the

passion for outdoor life, riding, skating, tramping,

camping in the forests, bathing in cool waters, and

sleeping in the open air like pioneers. Most of us

have climbed mountains, and have haunted ruins

and solitary wildernesses. "Youth," says Goethe, "is

drunkenness without wine," and we all have known
that fine intoxication. "We wanted to live and not

to learn," he says, and most of us have contrived

not to learn. But leaving out Genius for the mo-

ment, we may find something in the German move-

ment with which we Hellenic English of the edu-

cated classes are not so familiar. "In those days,"

to quote Goethe again, "we had formed rather pe-

culiar ideas about love and friendship." Even in

England, side by side with the brutality of those

mid-Georgian times, we are conscious of a tender

sentiment that now we have almost lost, and it is to

English literature, even to Shakespeare, that Goethe

himself traces the gentle melancholy and lachrymose
affectation pervading the associates of his youth.

The letters of the time ooze the sweetness of love

and tears. Men and women wrote and said to each

other the prettiest, tenderest things imaginable;

and when die German lover does wallow he wal-

lows deep, and so does she. I should have traced all

this gush of tearful tenderness rather to Rousseau,

but Goethe says it was English, and as he quotes

examples from our literature, we must regretfully

leave it so.
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Far more in the brave English manner is the

rebellious shout o Freedom and defiance such

as Goethe himself expressed in the fragment of

his Prometheus. The demigod is represented as

uttering his noble wrath against the god of

heaven before he was clamped to the rock of

Caucasus:

"Beshroud thy heaven, O Zeus,

With misty cloud,

And, like a boy who crops the thistle heads,
On oaks and mountain peaks
Practise thy lightnings!
Yet must thou leave for me
My earth here standing,
And these my huts, thou didst not build,
And my hearthstone, whose genial warmth
Fills thee with envy.

I know nothing more wretched

Under the sun than you, O gods!
On tax of sacrifice

And breath of prayer
You feed your majesty,
And you would perish, were there not
Children and beggars,
Fools full of hope.

When I was a child,

And knew not left from right,
I turned my bewildered eye
To the sun, as though over me were
Some ear to hear my complaint,
Some heart like my own,
To pity a captive enchained.
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Who was my help
Against the proud Titans' rage?
Who saved me from death,
From slavery, who?
Hast thou not wrought all thyself,

Holy and fervent heart?

Young and good as thou wast,

Easy to be deceived,
Didst thou not fervently give
Thanks for thy deliverance

To him who sleepeth up there?

I honour thee? Why?
Hast thou ever assuaged
The pangs of one laden soul?

Hast thou dried up the tears

Of a single creature in grief?
Did not almighty Time
Weld me into a~~man

Time and eternal Fate,

My lords and thine?

Didst thou madly suppose
I must needs hate my life,

Fly to the wilderness far,

Because not all of them ripened,
Not all the flowers of my dreams?

Here I sit and I fashion

Men in my own image,
A race to be like unto me,
To suffer, to weep,
To rejoice and have pleasure,
And of thee to take no heed,
like mel"
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"THE SORROWS OF WERTHER"

A~-L
the things I've written," Goethe once said,

"have been but fragments of one long con-

fession." Or, as Merck, his keenest critic in youth,

told him: "The line or purpose from which you
cannot deviate is to give poetic form to reality."

All Goethe's greatest works are parts of a per-

sonal confession; all give a poetic form to reality;

and of The Sorrows of Young Werther that is

particularly true. What Werther suffered was what

Goethe himself suffered, and from Werther's sui-

cide he saved himself only by his inherent sanity

and humour. In obedience to the father's persistent

wish for his son's legal distinction, he went in the

spring of 1772 to Wetzlar, a beautiful old city on

the top of the Lahn valley, and the seat of the Im-

perial Chamber or Court of Appeal. Like our old

Court of Chancery, it was so cluttered with arrears

that hardly any progress was ever made, and the

place was crowded with young barristers looking in

vain for something to do.

Goethe hardly took the trouble to look, but he
soon became acquainted with Kestner, one of the

Court's secretaries, a prosaic, honest, kindly sort of

lawyer, eight years older than Goethe, and already
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cautiously betrothed for four years past to a girl,

Lotte Buff, now nineteen. She was deeply occupied
in feeding and managing her eleven brothers and

sisters, since their mother had died. She was of the

blue-eyed, golden-haired, smiling type, endowed

with what the French call beautd de diable, and as

she was so cheerful, natural, and motherly to the

children, whose supper she was carefully providing
even when she was setting out for a dance, Goethe

at the first meeting that evening fell desperately in

love with hen That was inevitable. But he did not

then know that she was already betrothed, and be-

trothal in Germany is almost as definite and perma-
nent a bond as marriage.

It was the lovely German spring, so rapid, so full

of song, and bestowing on all mankind a sense of

freedom and release. Glorious summer came, and

over the fields and woods of that most beautiful

tributary of the Rhine, the party wandered in the

ecstasy of youth and friendship which so easily

merges into love. About four months the pleasant

idyll lasted. German thunderstorms only drew the

happy friends nearer together, and Goethe loved

being with the children, who always liked him
because he was so merry and good at romping

games. Kestner was not painfully jealous, and in a

long account of Goethe he wrote: "He is extremely

impressionable, but often shows great self-control.

He does as he likes without caring whether other

people like it or not. He feels a deep respect for

women. He avoids upsetting other people's peace
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of mind with his opinions, which are still un-

settled."

Throughout Kestner showed great good-sense

and consideration. He gave Lotte full liberty of

choice between himself and the man of genius, and

she, being at least equally sensible, after a brief

struggle, chose the man of good sense and estab-

lished position. Goethe thereupon packed up and

left, as usual without saying good-bye, though he

wrote a passionate note to each. They were married

next spring, and a son was born to them the year
after. I suppose it was that son for whom Lotte came

to Weimar, begging for assistance from the famous

Minister, more than forty years later (1816). Goethe

did what he could, gave her some engravings to look

at, was kind in evely way. But forty years do make
a difference, and passion had been dead pretty

nearly all that time. As Andr6 Maurois says in his

ironic account of the meeting, only poor young
Werther was still alive.

1

Yet in memory of those months at Wetzlar

Goethe writes in his Autobiography that the whole
of the calendar should have been painted red, and,

like the lover in the Nouvelle Helpise, he could say
that sitting at the feet of his beloved he would break

hemp (should we say pick oakum?) and wish to do

nothing else today, tomorrow, and the day after,

without a change to his life's end. But the change
came soon. Directly after leaving his beloved, he

wandered along the Rhine to Ehrenbreitstein, and

e^ by Andrd Maurois, pp.
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there visited the family Von Laroche; attractive

mother of more attractive daughter soon to be

married to a widower named Brentano. The old

fellow then took offence at his pretty wife's attrac-

tive power over Goethe, and warned him from the

house. But the rather coquettish manner of Maxi-

miliane Brentano is thought by critics to have caused

a change in the character of Lotte in the second

book of Werther. An unnecessary subtlety I think it,

for a lovable woman can afford to be coquettish

without disgrace. At all events, this Maximiliane

Brentano was in due course to become the mother

of the Bettina who met Goethe many years later, and

boasted of cheering his middle age, though her fond

imagination much exaggerated the cheerfulness she

bestowed.

Back at home again, Goethe was driven to

undertake a few law-cases, in which he had no

success. Like other fine talkers, he was never a fine

speaker, and his style in those days was enough to

drive any judge crazy. So he went on trying to

draw and even to paint, though he had no real tal-

ent for those arts, and to brood over vast dramatic

schemes which remained, a fragment for many years

in the case of Faust, and for ever in the case of

others like The Wandering Jew. From that, how-

ever, he preserved a fine scene of Christ's return to

earth, and His grief at finding mankind so little

changed by His earlier sacrifice. The conception

was founded upon a traditional saying of Christ:

"Behold I come again to be crucified!" But dur-
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ing this and the following year, when he was be-

tween twenty-four and twenty-five, Goethe's lyrical

power ran very strong.

"Verses," he tells us, "would come into my head,

especially at night or in the early morning, and I often

found myself singing some lyric which I could not put
together again unless I ran to write it down on the spot.
Even the scratching of a pen would distract the thought,
and many a little poem was strangled at birth. Towards

poems thus inspired," he adds, "I felt a peculiar rever-

ence. I felt as a hen feels towards her chicks when they
hatch out and go piping around. My earlier pleasure
in publishing my verses only by reading them aloud

returned, and the thought of selling them for money
seemed perfectly horrible."

The passage is worth remembering as an answer

to Wordsworth's criticism that Goethe's poems were

"not inevitable enough."
So the months passed till suddenly, in November,

1773, he heard that a young secretary of the Wetzlar

Law Court had shot himself, partly for hopeless
love of a married woman, partly, one may suppose,
out of sheer boredom and want of occupation in

such a town.

This young Jerusalem was a moody and re-

served person, no special friend of Goethe; but the

lamentable news served to crystallize in Goethe's

mind the ideas for a little book over which he seems

to have been thinking during that year. Appar-

ently he had been collecting the letters written by
himself and his friends in those pleasant pr pas-

sionate months at Wetzlar; for some critics think
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they are reproduced in the book. The Sorrows

of Young Werther, he tells us, was written in four

weeks, "as by a somnambulist/' but the substance

must have been ready before the final form. It was

published in the autumn of 1774, and its success

was at once enormous. As sometimes happens with

a work of genius, it gathered up the mood of a crisis

through which the whole country, the whole world,

was then passing. "When I was eighteen, all my
country was eighteen too," Goethe told Eckermann

in 1824. All the young in Germany read it. In en-

thusiastic admiration, the young men adopted the

"Werther dress" long blue coat, slouch hat, buff

waistcoat, buff riding-breechesthe same sort of

dress as is represented in the sentimental pictures of

our Marcus Stone, still to be seen in lodging-houses

and seaside hotels. With even fonder enthusiasm,

here and there a lovesick youth or maid emulated

Werther's self-slaughtering despair. The book was

speedily translated into all human tongues from

Spanish to Chinese, and porcelain tea-sets told the

sad story in place of "little swallows flying high."

In a general confession we do not speak of our

virtues and excellent qualities, however highly we

may secretly esteem them. We say we have erred

and strayed and there is no health in us. So it was

in this confession of Goethe. In the personality of

Werther he shows us but one side of himself, and

it is not held up to admiration as readers at the time

believed. At the beginning, it is true, the poet ex-

actly describes his own state. We are shown a lov-
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able youth, who has withdrawn from the worries of

town life to the apparent peace of an idyllic Ger-

man village. Born of the comfortable classes, he is

not forced to work by fear of starvation, but is nomi-

nally reading for the Bar, though he detests law.

He detests all rigorous learning, but finds emotional

delight in simple and natural literature, such as the

Old Testament, Homer, Goldsmith, and especially

in "Ossian." But far above literature, he loves Na-

ture: all natural things, the woods and hills, the

.sunset skies, children and peasants. With the lan-

guor of an amateur, he tries a little drawing, but,

disconcerted by the beauty of Nature, he cultivates

his powers of emotion alone. He defies all rules of

an or society. Genius and love, he says, allow no

limitations, and he will live for delicate feelings.

Studiously avoiding all the difficulty and harshness

of common life, he trains his mind like a fine musi-

cal instrument to receive emotional impressions and
utter them again in emotional sounds.

Untrained by hardship and our daily renun-

ciations, he meets his ideal of womanhood. She is

motherly and minds the children; she reads English
novels and Klopstock; she weeps; she dresses in

white with pink ribbons; she is the child of Nature

and Germany. It is true she is betrothed, but Albert,

good soul, is away, and genius suffers no restrictions,

Albert returns, but Werther lets things slide, and

daily basks in happiness insecure. He plays with the

children and tells them stories; he gathers pears
into Lotte's apron, and weeps his woes upon her
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beloved hand. With Albert he discusses Lotte's

charms, and the justification of suicide. But Albert,

good soul, feels that the situation is becoming a Httle

strained, and Werther's tender melancholy is suc-

ceeded by gloom. He sees Nature now as an open

grave, a monster for ever swallowing her own off-

spring. His old pursuits fill him with disgust, and,

sinking into complete idleness, he rambles aimlessly

through the woods.

At last he tears himself from the place and takes

up some office in a small Court-town. As an official

he is a total failure. The vexations are too much
for a sensitive heart. His naturalness makes him
the horror of polite society. Not being of noble

birth, he is rudely excluded from aristocratic circles.

He quits the Court and wanders at random; at first

to his birthplace, where, like Goethe, he finds no

sympathy. Even when a nobleman shows him some

little kindness, Werther complains: "He values my
intelligence and talents more than this heart, which

is my only pride, the source of all my strength, my
bliss, my misery." After ten months, back he goes
to Lotte. He finds her married to Albert rigidly

married, of course. For Albert has quite common-

place notions of the marriage laws, and even hints

that he thinks Werther's presence rather a bore-

Other wretchedness accumulates. A child has died;

trees have been cut down; a flood has desolated the

valley; a lovesick peasant has murdered his rival,

and Werther's plea for pardon is rejected; he meets

a lunatic gone mad for love of Lotte herself.
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Goethe's own description of the consequence is

characteristic:

"All the annoyances that had ever fallen to his lot

in practical life: the vexations at the Embassy, all his

failures, all his slights, kept seething and tossing in his

memory. The thought of them all seemed to justify his

inactivity. He appeared to himself to be cut off from

any prospect for the future, incapable of grasping any of

those means by which we attack the business of common
life. And so, die victim of a peculiar sensitiveness and
an infinite passion, reduced to the eternal monotony of

a mournful intercourse with the being he loved while

he ruined her peace, exhausting his powers in stormy

passions without aim or object, he was drawn step by
step continually nearer to a disastrous end.'*

He resolves to die. For the last time he decks the

Christmas tree, for the last time he visits Lotte and
reads her long extracts from his translation of "Os-

sian," full of lamentations set in a scene of blasted

heaths, mouldering rocks, waning moons, and stars

that weep at the voice of Colma, at the complaint of

Torman's daughter:

"Why dost thou wake me, O breeze, thou breeze

of the spring? Thou wooest me sweetly and sayest:
'I shed as dew the drops of heavenl But the time of

my fading is near, near is the storm which shall scatter

my leaves! Tomorrow the Wanderer will come, he
will come who beheld me in beauty. Round he will

cast his eyes over the fields; he will seek me and will

not find me/ "

It is too much. In a brief and passionate scene

the lovers fall into each other's arms. Werther rushes
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through the country, carefully pays his debts, chron-

icles his last sensations, sends for good Albert's pis-

tols on the excuse that he is going for a journey.
Lotte by Albert's command gives them to the boy,

suspecting very certainly on what journey her lover

was going, and so there comes the end-

Whence came the charm of such a book a

popularity so widespread that till Faust began to

appear, Goethe was famous as the author of

Werther and nothing else, and even Napoleon,
no tender sentimentalist, carried the book about

with him and read it seven times? True, he thought
the motive of Werther's despair should have been

limited to love alone, omitting the trials and fail-

ures of practical life, and in that he was certainly

wrong. But why did the world brood and weep
over Wertherf First, there was the beauty and

simplicity of the language, and German prose is

seldom either beautiful or simple. Then, there was

the brevity, the artistic selection, the accurate

picture of German life and scene. But above all

there was the character of the man and the depth
of his passion. We may almost call the book a

revelation of passionate love. The world certainly

the German world had not heard a passion so

desperately sincere since Romeo's time. "Men have

died from time to time, and worms have eaten

them, but not for love." In spite of all absurdities,

Werther's sincerity holds our sympathy still, and in

his own day the absurdities did not appear so

absurd.
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We also feel in the book the beginning of the

revolt against the easy-going optimism that could

sing, "Whatever is, is right," and could belaud the

Great Artificer's perfect adaptations for human

happiness. It expresses that "Nameless Unrest"

of which Carlyle spoke in his account of it, and

from which he so deeply suffered himself. Werther

recognized the realities of life, its dreariness, horror

and pain as well as its beauty, and there was no

attempt to explain away realities by all the com-

fortable phrases of piety and philosophic calm.

The Rationalists-"The Enlightened"-of Berlin,

such as Nicolai, and even Lessing in Hamburg,
decried the book as an unrestrained exaggeration
of love. Lessing questioned whether a Greek or

Roman youth would ever have been driven to

despair by love, forgetting that in the Antigone the

lover of that noblest of Greek heroines actually stabs

himself, while clinging to her dead body; and that

Dido (a woman, it is true) passed into the shades

for love, like the uncertain moon which a shepherd
sees or thinks he has seen. Nicolai suggested that

Werther might easily have cured his passion by
casual unchastity. And to the average sensual man
the cure might be quite satisfactory. But Goethe,

though sensual, was not the average man, and

there is truth in Thoreau's saying that chastity is

genius.

But while others were mocking or weeping their

hearts out over Werther's fate, the author of his

being felt cheerful and free as after a general con-
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fession. That was always Goethe's way. "I am
like a snake," he said, "I slough my skin and

start afresh." Or again, "People go on shooting at

me when I am already miles out of range." The

year following the publication of Werther was sin-

gularly productive, happy, and varied. With lan-

guage and scenes of a coarseness unusual with him,

and more like Swift than Ossian, he turned upon his

enemies and himself, as though to prove that a good
deal more than Wertherish sentiment lurked in him.

The very fact of confession releases the soul, as the

Church discovered centuries before Freud set about

dissipating our complexes by urging us to chatter of

them.

Full of gaiety and high spirits, he danced round

the table in uncontrolled vitality. He welcomed

people who came from a distance to see him, as the

gentle Christian and mystic, Lavater, came up from

Zurich. With him he went to Ems, and, joined by
Basedow, a rather stuffy and tedious authority on

juvenile education, they journeyed down the Rhine

to Coblenz, where, while the two philosophers
would go on discussing abstractions, Goethe thor-

oughly enjoyed his dinner, and, by a daring paral-

lel, wrote in rhyme. "As on the way to Emmaus
I went, prophet to right, prophet to left, the Child

of the World (das Weltkind) in the middle/* The
word Weltkind is hard to translate, but as Lavater

was explaining to another guest the mysteries of

St. John's Revelation, and Basedow was teaching

yet another that baptism is an obsolete rite, we
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may explain it by thinking of Goethe as occupied

with the realities of this present world, whether

good or evil.

With the realities of this present world he was

always occupied, and so it was that, proceeding
alone to Diisseldorf and there meeting Fritz Jacobi,

a true friend and thinker, he fell into long discus-

sion with him upon Spinoza. He was specially at-

tracted to that Jewish master of logical philosophy

by his saying: "The man who truly loves God must

never demand that God love him in return/' The

rule, he says, was identical with his Philina's "bold"

saying: "If I love thee, what is that to thee?" And he

adopted that rule of complete disinterestedness in

all love and friendship. But there was more than

that in Goethe's lifelong devotion to Spinoza. Both

as poet and man of science he delighted in Spinoza's

conception of the Universe as the figure and ex-

pression of Divinity. That conception frequently

recurs in Goethe's work, and is accompanied always

with a kind of ecstasy and awe akin to worship.

The phrase of the Earth Spirit in Faust weaving the

Godhead's living robe at the loom of time is now

familiar, and if the Universe is the visible expression

of Divinity, then all mankind are sons of God, and

the animals, the trees, even stocks and stones are

included in the bond.

In that bond is also included the dim phantom
-called Self, intangible, unknowable. "From my
youth up," writes Goethe in later years, "I have

often found it true .that, in our moments of greatest
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need, a voice calls to us 'Physician, heal thyself!'

And how often have I not sighed in pain, 'I have

trodden the winepress alone!'
"

In his own case,

he goes on, this secret Self was best known and

realized in creative power:

"For years this creative power never deserted me for

a moment. When I reflected on this gift of Nature, and
found that it alone belonged to me entirely and could

neither be encouraged nor hindered by external forces, I

chose to regard it as the foundation of my whole being."

He delighted to regard it as part of the Divinity in

Nature working through him as its instrument. He
remained passive, and the soul of Nature worked

through him without his will, or even against his

will. Thus creative work became to him the ex-

pression of his true Self, the assurance of his identity

as part of the Godhead's living robe.

It was in these months that many of his finest

ballads, such as The King in Thule and many of

the most thoughtful and beautiful of his lyrics, were

produced.
For its unusual character and a sympathetic tol-

erance unusual in those days, one may notice a less-

known poem, written at this time and included by
Goethe among his Ballads. It is called Before the

Court (Vor Gericht) :

"From whom I got it, I'm not going to tell you,
The baby in my womb,
'Shame!* you spit at me: 'The harlot there!'

Yet I'm an honourable woman.
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With whom I trusted myself, I'm not going to tell you.

My darling is dear and good,
Whether he wears a gold chain round his neck,
Or wears a (poor) straw hat.

If one must bear mockery and scorn,

I'll bear the scorn alone.

I know him well, he knows me well,

And God knows of it too.

You clergyman and you magistrate,
I pray you leave me in peace!
It is my child, it remains my child,

You have nothing to do with it."

In these months also a great part of the original

sketch of Faust (the Urfausf) was written down

upon sheets that became yellow with age before the

poem was continued. In much of it Spinozism is

evident. Faust's first longing is to comprehend all

Nature and to become merged in her, one of her

children. "Where can I seize thee, illimitable Na-

ture?" he cries. "Thy breasts, where can I seize

them?"

Vast fragments of possible poems glimmered in

his mind, but like this of Faust none was com-

pleted, and early in the next year (1775) he was

deep in love again. Perhaps one should not say

"again," for he was always in love, and the expres-
sion of love depended only on the object who crossed

his path. This time the lovely and lovable object was

Lili Schonemann, the seventeen-year-old daughter of

a wealthy widow in Frankfurt. Her portrait shows a

rather ordinary, beautiful girl, with little but youth
and feminine attraction to inspire love. But she was
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LILI S BEAR

young, and a strength of character must have been

hidden behind all that commonplace sweetness.

For at the last she said she was willing to follow her

lover to America if he would take her with him.

But he felt ill at ease with her rich and fashionable

surroundings, in which he had to dress and behave

like the usual young men who buzzed around her,

probably for her wealth as much as for her beauty.

They called him "The Bear," and he accepted the

nickname as one in her menagerie of animals. A
few lines from the verses called Lilfs Park will show
his feelings:

"For so from out the forest's night
She had enticed within her cages
An unlicked bear, untrained and rugged,
And set him with her other captives tame,
And made him tame like all the rest:

Tame to a certain point, that is to say.

For woe is me! when I stand in the corner so,

And hear far off the chattering
And the flapping and the clattering,
I turn me round to go,
And howl,
And run a few steps back,

And glare around me so,

And growl,
Run up again along the track,

Then turn once more

Just where I was before,"

Goethe actually went through a form of mock
betrothal with the pretty enchantress, and he wrote

some pretty songs under her influence. His parents

too encouraged a marriage. But, fortunately, the
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bear was not to be tamed. Hearing that the two

Counts Stolberg, friends of the wildest "Storm and

Stress," were passing through on their way to Switz-

erland, he hurriedly joined them, drove into Stras-

burg again, and so to Lavater in Zurich.

Switzerland was unknown to him, as to most

visitors from Europe. Little over thirty years had

passed since two Englishmen had penetrated to

Chamonix with a sense of adventure such as one

may still feel in Tibet, and Mont Blanc was not

ascended till eleven years after Goethe's visit to the

country. We may imagine the loveliness of lakes and

mountains when there were no railways, no motors,

no hotels, no winter sports, no polyglot tourists.

Goethe made his way along the now painfully fa-

miliar route to the St. Gothard Pass, and up to

Andermatt in its pleasant open valley. He advanced

even as far as the Hospice, and there he hesitated

long. It was June, and Italy for which he had long

yearned lay at his feet. Who could resist such a de-

sire, such an opportunity? Before leaving Germany,
in an impassioned lyric (Neue Liebe, neues Leben)
he had called upon love to let him loose. Cross-

ing a lake as he entered the beautiful land he had

felt the joy of freedom in Nature's grandeur and

fertility:

"Nurture fresh and blood renewed
I suck from the free earth;

How kind and good is Nature's self

Which holds me to her breast!"

But then comes the pause of doubt:
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"Oh, why do my eyes sink down?
Golden dreams, are you coming back?

Vanish, dream! gold though thou art;

Here too is love, here too is life."

A perfectly realized vision of the scene follows a

scene of movement upon a lake surrounded by
clouds, mountains, and fruitful orchards (Auf dem

See) . But all Nature's beauty was vain. Love would

not let him loose. In July he was back in Frankfurt,

again at Lili's side. But for how short a timel One

day, she complained, he spoke only seven words to

her. I suppose the poor girl chronicled them. Next

day he came no more, but had gone in silence. Once

from the street he listened to her singing one of his

songs, and watched her shadow on the blind. A few

weeks later Karl August, Duke of Weimar, passed

for the second time through Frankfurt. Goethe had

been already introduced to him by Karl von Knebel,

a strange, restless, humorous personality, and now
the Duke again invited Goethe to visit his little cap-

ital town. In November, 1775, Goethe shook him-

self free from law, home, birthplace, and the tram-

mels of love. He drove to Weimar on a visit, and the

visit lasted his life.

He took with him the early parts of Faust (the

Urfausf) ; namely, the opening soliloquy, the invo-

cation of the Earth Spirit, and the intrusion of Wag-
ner; the interview of Mephisto with the student;

the scene in Auerbach's cellar; and the greater part

of the Gretchen scenes. Nothing was added till his

journey to Italy (1786-8).
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IN THE STREAM OF LIFE"

FOR
a man of Goethe's activity of mind and body

Weimar may well have seemed a petty sphere.

The town itself then had about 6,000 inhabitants*

It was still walled as in the Middle Ages. Except
for a tower and a few remnants, the ancient castle

had lately been burnt down. The houses were

crowded round the ruins, and round the high-

pitched roof of a largish church. There the Grand-

Ducal family kept a private pew or box as at an

opera, whence they could contemplate a large paint-

ing by Lucas Cranach: Martin Luther at the foot

of the cross, receiving on his head the gush of

blood from Christ's side. Coming through meadows
from pine-covered hills the small but fairly pow-
erful river Ilm ran along the east side of the town
to join the Saale, which meets it from Jena. The
scattered bits of the whole State numbered barely

100,000 souls, including the University town of Jena,

only ten miles from Weimar; the small weaving
town of Apolda; the ancient town of Eisenach with

its Wartburg, famous for Luther, Bach, and the

making of tobacco pipes; and Ilmenau, with its un-

remunerative mines.

The State lies on the northern slope of the hilly
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forest ground called the Thiiringerwald, which in

the centre of Germany roughly divides the basin of

the Elbe from the basin of the Danube. Except for

its picturesque wooden villages and a few walled

towns with ruined castles, it has little to attract a

romantic spirit. Goethe's memory has made it a

place of pilgrimage, but he had to live there first,

and when he drove into it for the first time he must

have been struck by the contrast between the sombre

hills and tiny town compared with the sunlit Rhine-

land and the busy trading-centre at Frankfurt.

Everything was on a small scale. Besides the ruins

of the castle (on the site of which Goethe afterwards

designed the semi-classic building, used as public

offices since the German revolution o 1919), the

Duke had a little residence at Tiefurt, two or three

miles down the Ilm; another called Belvedere, two

miles south of the town, and a few more scattered

about, as at Jena on the Saale, Dornburg a few miles

further down the river, Eisenach, and Ilnienau.

Not far from Ilmenau also stood the ruins of a

beautiful old monastery called Paulinzelle, and in

the same direction were small medicinal baths at

Berka. Though I wandered all over the district in

the 'eighties of last century, and studied German
under a fine old scholar who in his boyhood used to

watch Goethe tending the roses in his garden, I re-

member little more of obvious interest that Goethe

would have seen. For the great glass factory and the

Zeiss optical works, which have now more than

doubled the size of Jena, were hardly begun when I
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was teaching English to one of the Zeiss family, and

they did not develop to their present importance till

this century.

It may well seem to us that in accepting the

Duke's invitation to Weimar Goethe was selling his

birthright for a mess of aristocratic society. His ad-

mirers thought so at the time, and he received let-

ters of reproach from his shrewd critic Merck, and

even from old Klopstock, whom he had himself so

greatly admired in boyhood, but who could not ap-

prove the wild habits contracted by association with

the nobility. But Goethe paid no attention to these

literary and moral objections. He had always hated

the Law, which seemed to be his destiny in Frank-

furt. He hated stuffy rooms and what he rightly

called "the poisonous atmosphere of cities." He ex-

ulted in a natural passion for open-air life, for the

breath of the forest, the swimming, riding, shoot-

ing and wild-boar hunting that Weimar provided
for him as a member of the little Court. He en-

joyed the dances with peasant girls on rustic plat-

forms decked with pine branches, still such a de-

light in every German village. He enjoyed camping
out in the forest with the jolly Duke and other

companions, as described in his poem of Ilmenau

(1783). In fact, his position in Weimar gave him
all the enviable delights of German aristocrats or

English squires, and in addition he possessed his

mind.

Many of his most beautiful lyrics came into his

head during the early years in Weimar; he wrote
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various little plays and farces for the outdoor stage

he constructed at Tiefurt, and he even acted in

them, about as well as an amateur may, carrying

off his shortcomings with his handsome appearance,
as critics noticed. One of these farces was The

Triumph of Sentimentality, in which he held up
Wertherism to ridicule, much as though Oscar

Wilde had written Patience and acted in it. An-

other play was a version of his Iphigenia (in prose) ,

in which he acted Orestes. Yet another, the last

and the most beautiful, was The Fisherman's

Daughter, which opens with the ballad of the

Erlkonig, suddenly composed in an inn overlook-

ing the old bridge at Jena, and now known through-
out the world by Schubert's music. Designs for

other and larger works were always kept ferment-

ing in his brain, to be realized by degrees: plans for

Egmont, the story of a resolute man of action, in

the manner of Gotz; Tasso, the story of a poet who

might possibly be saved from misery by action,

or by association with sympathetic and stronger

natures; Iphigenia, the ancient tale of the haunted

matricide saved by a noble woman's influence;

to say nothing of the old, uncompleted themes

of Prometheus, The Wandering Jew, and a great

rhymed poem called The Mysteries (Die Geheim-

nisse) , unhappily never completed; or of the first

six books of Wilhelm Meister's Apprenticeship, trac-

ing the development of random youth into steadfast

manhood owing to companionship with strolling

players.
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The outward course of his life during the first

few years in Weimar brought him ceaseless activity,

and the wholesome happiness that activity gives.

For peace and solitude the Duke bestowed on him
a pleasing little country cottage (Gartenhaus), less

than a mile from the centre of the town, just across

the Ilm, in which he swam even in icy weather. It

is a whitewashed cottage with high-pitched roof,

containing four little living-rooms, and surrounded

by a garden just big enough to grow a few flowers

and vegetables. Goethe lived there for about seven

years, and kept it for solitude even when he removed

into a larger but very simple stone house in the

town. His pay at the beginning was something less

than $1000 a year, and much later it. rose to nearly

$3500 in our money; but in Weimar and Jena I

found that, even fifty years after Goethe's death,

money for the necessaries of decent life had double

the purchase-value of our nominal equivalent. In

return for cottage and income, Goethe was gradually
entrusted with nearly all the possible offices of the

State.

His presence was required at meetings of the

Privy Council, and at the trial of prisoners. As

Minister of War, he selected recruits, repaired high

roads, superintended supplies, and reduced the

troops from over six hundred to three hundred. As

Minister of Mines, he studied geology and conducted
the works at Ilmenau, As Minister of Finance, he

distributed the taxes, curtailed expenditure, and

tried, against much opposition, to make the Duke's
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accounts balance. As Minister o Aits, he con-

trolled the theatre and the tempers of the actors*

Finally, as President of the Chamber, he was re-

sponsible for things in general. He laid out the

beautiful public park between his cottage and the

town; he designed the new Residence; he chose

professors for the University; he listened to the

complaints of farmers, and protected the weavers

of Apolda in their misery. To save the wooden

cottages of the peasants he rode out as a fireman

by night to distant conflagrations, leaving the scene

late next day and returning scorched, blistered, and

exhausted. In less than a year after his own arrival

he persuaded the Duke (at Wieland's suggestion) to

invite Herder to come as Court Preacher or head

of the State Church, disregarding the scruples of

other clergy who suspected Herder of unorthodoxy
and wild habits, such as preaching in top-boots and

spurs. And besides all this, Goethe laid on himself

the difficult task of attempting to keep within limits

the exuberant nature of the young Duke, endowed

with the savage instincts proper to his class*

Such a manner of life was very different from

the sedentary, meditative, and rather stuffy exist-

ence of previous German poets and writers, and

from the self-centred and irritable manner o most

artists in every country. For more than ten years

Goethe published nothing, and people naturally

thought the blazing fire of his youth was extin-

guished. He seemed entirely occupied with the

cares of public life. It was as though Byron had
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become a member of Parliament with a seat in the

Cabinet. A few extracts from his letters and diaries

during these years reveal what new aspects of human
life were opening before him. In December, 1777,
he went alone to the Harz Mountains, partly for

peace, partly to comfort a poor melancholy youth
who had appealed to him; partly perhaps also to

climb the witch-haunted Brocken, which he did,

with some difficulty and risk in the clouds and snow.

From the midst of the mining villages he wrote to

Charlotte von Stein:

"What love I feel for that class of men which is

called the lower, but which in God's sight is certainly
the highest. Among them we find all the virtues to-

gethermoderation, contentment, uprightness, good-
faith, joy over the smallest blessing, harmlessness,

patience patience endurance Well, I must not lose

myself in exclamations."

Similarly, to the same sympathetic woman, from

among the poverty-stricken people of Apolda he

wrote:

"I can't compose anything here. My Thoas" (the

king in his drama of Iphigenia) "must speak as though
no weaver in Apolda were hungry/'

In his Diary for July, 1779, he notes:

"Misery is gradually becoming to me as common-

place as my hearthstone. But I never quit hold of my
ideas, and I struggle with the unknown angel, though
my thigh shrink for it. No man knows what I aim at,

nor with how many foes I fight to accomplish what
little I do. O Gods who watch my struggles and strivings
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and labours, I pray you not to laugh. Just smile if you
will, and stand by me with your aid."

And to his real friend Fritz Jacobi he writes:

"I go on my old way enjoy where others suffer,

suffer where others enjoy/'

No doubt the struggle was hard. In public life every

one comes up sharp against other people, and each

of them, being different and variable, is an obstacle.

Yet Herder, who knew him so well and was at this

time on excellent terms with him, wrote:

"Goethe deals with all these worries and anxieties

as though they were just the things he was made for."

And Goethe himself in his Diary sounds a little

note of consolation.

"Nothing," he writes, "is so wretched as the comfort-

able idle man. To him the highest gifts are nauseous."

Or, to quote from the Diary once more, on August

7, 1779, he writes:

"How little my life has profited hithertol Half of

it is over, and I have not advanced a step, but stand

here like one who has been saved from the water and
is just beginning to dry in the sun I must not be like

those who complain of headache and take drugs all day

long, and then go and drink too much again every eve-

ning."
"To the man of action textbooks and history are

alike ridiculous."

"The pressure of business is of great advantage to

the soul. When she is disburdened of it, she plays with

greater freedom and enjoys her existence."

And on February i, 1778:
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"Peace and foretaste of wisdom. A more definite

sense of limitation, and thereby of true expansion."
"Refreshed and with energies braced, let me now

enjoy Reinheit."

The recurrence of the words Reinheit, rein,

immer reiner und reiner, throughout these years is

significant. Under Reinheit are included cleanliness

(even in food, as Goethe observes) , clearness, and

purity. Through Reinheit he aimed at reaching that

"severe delight" spoken of by Wordsworth the se-

vere delight of grave livers, involving limitation, the

power to renounce and keep to the narrow path.
"It is limitation," he writes to Charlotte von Stein,

"that makes the poet, the artist, the manl" and the

central thought in many of his works at this time

and in after-life lies in his lines:

"The Master shows himself in limitation,

And Law
idpfle

can truly give us freedom."

That was a hard saying to many who expected a

poet to live at random, defying rules and launching
out into every extravagance of life and art. It is dif-

ficult to reconcile the precept with Goethe's own
insatiable curiosity and unlimited interest in every
form of life, art, and knowledge. Yet he kept repeat-

ing the rule, and in one of his latest poems he ex-

pressed it in the veiled form:

"And so long as thou has not

This precept: 'Die and Live' (Werde) ,

Thou an but a melancholy guest

Upon the darkened earth." *

1 Westostlicker Divan, Buck des SSngers.
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That word Werde one might translate "Become'*

or "Grow" or even "Rise Again." As to poetry,
Goethe now returned to his practice in Frankfurt.

He regarded his poems as something secret, almost

sacred, or, to use a favourite word of his, "dae-

monic"; something produced unconsciously by that

inner self, the true but unknown self. So we find

in a saying of this period the paradox so unwelcome

to advertising authors: "Talent is like virtue; one

must love it for its own sake or entirely renounce it.

And neither talent nor virtue is acknowledged or

rewarded except when one can practise it unseen

like a dangerous secret."
1

The energetic public life in Weimar had upon
Goethe something of the effect that initiation must

have had upon a thoughtful and poetic Athenian,

when, after the various lustral and purifying rites

of bran and hemp and fennel, he was called upon
to arise and, purged and illuminated, to utter the

solemn formula: "From evil escaped, the better

way I have found/' It is a comparison which, I

think, Goethe would have appreciated. At all

events, this busy, external life preserved him from

the common error of professional students and

writers, who regard the universe as primarily a

subject for books. Owing to the mere contrast with

the bare and often disgusting details of daily busi-

ness, every tiny glimpse of beauty appears to be

endued with triple radiance. No assiduous priest

of the Muses can realize how passing sweet it is from

1 Wilhelrn Meisters Lehrjahre: Buck IV, Cap. 2.
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the midst of Courts, offices, wars, or the haggling of

the market to remember that their temple still stands

in some quiet place, with open doors.

To be sure the man as a poet often found his

duties irksome. To himself and to Charlotte von

Stein he often complained, and we must not forget

his sorrowful lamentation to Eckermann a few years

before he died:

"How grievously was my creative power disturbed,

limited, and hemmed in by my external position! If

only I had held back from public labours and business

affairs, and had been able to live more in solitude, I

should have been happier and have produced much
more as a poet."

x

It was a mournful and natural regret. But at the

same time it was in old age that he made Faust recog-

nize as the height of all possible joy the moment
when he had nearly succeeded in draining a piece of

barren marsh and settling upon it a few contented

villagers. Only to that moment of practical success,

as Faust thought it, could he cry, "Oh stay, thou art

so fair!" One might call it a philanthropic achieve-

ment, if the word philanthropy did not by now give
out a stinking savour. At all events, it was the kind

of activity that occupied Goethe for ten years.

Through all those years he was, of course, in

love, and for the most part with one woman only.

Charlotte von Stein was wife to the Master of the

Horse (I cannot say for certain how many horses;

perhaps twenty or even more, for we read of a

1 Conversations with Eckermann: Jan. 27, 1824.
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squadron of Hussars) . We know little of him, ex-

cept that he was the common type of sportsman, ar

duller than the animals he devoted his life to kill-

ing. The Stein family had a crumbling old dwell-

ing in the remains of a fortified house at Kochberg,
a few miles south of Weimar, and they inhabited

a more presentable residence in the town. Charlotte

was seven years older than Goethe, and, by a love-

less marriage, had already been the mother of seven

children, of whom three survived. In the profile

portrait of her at this time we see an elegant rather

than a beautiful woman, resolute rather than pas-

sionate, alert, clear-sighted, and full of interest in

life. Amid the routine of maternal cares and sor-

rows, beside a husband too torpid to understand her

attraction, the sudden appearance of Goethe, gay,

full of vitality, famous, copious in wit and passion,

came like the morning of a new life. On his side

love sprang quick and eager; on hers quick, but

painfully and carefully restrained.

To lovers the chief advantage of life in a great

city is that, hidden in its recesses together, they can

often elude gossip and scandal. A like security is

offered by great forests. But Weimar was a small

town, offering little cover. As in every little town,

all knew each other by sight, and the relations be-

tween men and women were naturally discussed

with feminine curiosity. On the whole, scandal in

Weimar was tolerant to varieties of affection, and

there was more amusement than horror, for in-

stance, when the wife of the Court Chamberlain
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was smitten with passion for an interesting man,

August von Einsiedel, and proposed to share with

him a journey of exploration between Tunis and

Senegal. She gave out the news of her sudden death,

caused a life-sized doll to be solemnly buried in her

stead, escaped unobserved from the town, but was,

unhappily, recognized in Strasburg, and found she

was not suited for African discovery as a Court

beauty. So she returned with her lover, while her

husband exhumed the doll, finding with distress

that it was not his wife after all. In a letter to Char-

lotte von Stein Goethe remarked:

"For our runaways what a horrible endl To die,

to go to Africa, to start the strangest romance, and
then to get a divorce and be married in the commonest
fashion! I have been very merry over it. In this work-

aday world nothing out of the ordinary course may
be carried through."

Gossip naturally buzzed over Goethe and Char-

lotte von Stein, so famous a man, and so fascinating
and intelligent a woman, delivered from the dreari-

ness of life with the Master of the Horse. From
one side or the other, envy, the invariable cause of

scandal, afflicted men and women together. For a

few years the talk sputtered and rumbled, and then

it died away, overcome by the lovers' persistence,
and by want of proof that their passionate affection

was more than that. It is remarkable that Schiller

during his first visit to Weimar, while Goethe was

away in Italy (1787) , wrote that in Weimar the

relationship was said to be entirely "platonic" a
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falsely used but useful word. In such a case one

may always trust people to say what they think to

be the worst, and it was strange that they could

not say more. Goethe wrote to Charlotte von Stein

almost every day, and often more than once,

whether at home or away. His letters have been

preserved, and they form the history, almost the

diary, of his life for these years. Her own letters

she prudently destroyed. He visited her nearly every

day as well, until she felt obliged to restrain the

visits for fear of giving the gossips too much pleas-

ure. She also visited him, though less openly, and

for three or four years she maintained a calming
restraint which she hoped might keep passion within

bounds. At one time she was jealous of the beauti-

ful young actress, Corona Schroter, who took parts

with Goethe in his little plays, and rendered re-

straint more difficult through fear of total loss.

Goethe's openly expressed commendation of a

Countess who was one of the Duke's mistresses and

"contrived to give to every one justwhathe wanted/'

may have further shaken her resolute refusals* At all

events Goethe's letters to her become more violently

passionate towards the end of 1781 and in the spring
of 1782. One hears in them the tone in which a

poet might exult after winning at last the perfect

union of body and soul. But the question can never

be settled now, nor, since their affection was deep
and prolonged, does it greatly matter. The solution

must be left to the judgment of those who have best

known the hearts and minds of conspicuous and
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high-souled men and women passionately devoted

to each other.

Whether they were "lovers" or not, their per-
sonal friendship was deep and for some years un-

faltering. Goethe told her about everything upon
which he was engaged. They read and studied to-

gether. He almost adopted her eldest boy, and took

him to live in his house and to travel with him.

Her clear and restrained spirit suggested to him
that pureness (Reinkeit) of which I have spoken,
and that longing for peace (Friede) which so often

pervades his lyrics in these years. One or two of

them may be roughly rendered into English, though,
as in all true poems, each word is so full of multiple
intention that translation is impossible. Let me at-

tempt only the two shortest and best known, the

second through Schubert's music. Both reveal the

poet's mood during these years. The first arose in

his first spring at Weimar:

"Thou who from the heavens art,

Every pain and sorrow stillest,

And the doubly wretched heart

Doubly with refreshment fillest,

Ah, I weary of the striving!
What means all the pain and pleasure?
Oh, lovely peace,
Come, oh, come into my breast!"

The second was in 1783 written down upon the

wooden wall of a little hut on a hill above Ilmenau,
where Goethe read it in approaching old age, and
it is still to be seen:
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"On every mountain height
Is rest,

On all the tree-tops
You can trace

Scarcely a breath;

The small birds are silent in the forest.

Only wait; and soon

Thou too shalt rest/'

Both those are called A Wanderer's Song by Night.
A third, called A Hunter's Evening Song, com-

posed between the two, of equal beauty, and
well known through Schubert's music, is more

definitely a love song, but the last verse is of such

evanescent loveliness that I will not attempt to ren-

der it:

"Mir ist es, denk' ich nur an dich,

AIs in den Mond zu sehn;

Ein stiller Friede kommt auf mich,
Weiss nicht, wie mir geschehn."

Even more clearly revealed is the influence of

Charlotte von Stein in the final versions of Iphigenia
and Tasso. As a drama Goethe's Ipkigenie in Tauris

cannot compare with Euripides' play of the same

name, which gathers up in it all the tragic tradi-

tion and beauty of the Athenian mind. But there

are passages in Goethe's version which recall an-

other drama of Euripides, the Medea. So far as I

know, between the great speeech of Medea to the

women of Corinth and this play of Goethe's no

poet expressed so finely a woman's indignant pro-
test against her lot as woman. In her opening speech,
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the exiled daughter of Agamemnon utters her com-

plaint:

"I do not strive with gods; but still

Lamentable is a woman's share of fate.

At home and in the wars the man is lord,

And in a foreign country makes his way.
His is possession's joy, and victory's crown!

A death of glory ends his glorious days.

How strait the limits of a woman's blissl

Even to obey a husband's rude behest

Is duty and her solace; how woeful then

Is she whom fate has driven to far lands!

So Thoas holds me here, a worthy man,
In strict and holy bonds of slavery.*******
A useless life is but a death too soon;

That is the lot of women, most of me."

The play of Torquato Tasso, though not a

work of dramatic genius, is full of familiar quota-
tions urging to right conduct and self-control, such

as:

"A talent forms itself in solitude,

A character amid the stream of the world."

"Man knows himself only among his fellows,

And life alone can teach us what we are."

"These two are enemies, because at birth

Nature did not make one man of both."

"We must not yield ourselves to rest and leisure.

At once, whene'er we think about enjoyment,
Some foe is sent to practise us in valour,

As practice for our patience comes a friend."

And more exactly denoting the influence of Char-

lotte von Stein is the saying of the Princess;



THE HIGHER MORALITY
"If you would know for certain what is fitting,

Go, ask of noble women for the rule!"

The same tendency to high precepts upon life's

conduct is heard in another well-known poem, also

composed in these years. For the present day
the tone may appear tediously moral, but one or

two stanzas may be rendered. It is called: The
Godlike:

"Let man be noble,

Helpful and good!
For that alone

Divides him
From all beings,
Whom we know.

Hail to those unknown

Beings more lofty,

Dimly foreseen!

Let man be like them,
Let his example teach us

Belief in them!

For without feeling
Is external Nature;
The sun sheds his light

On the evil and good,
And on the transgressor

As oa the righteous
Shine moon and stars.

Wind and torrents,

Thunder and hail

Roar on their way,
And storming past

Seize in their clutches

One or another.
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Eternal and brazen,

Vast are the laws

Under which all accomplish
The rings of our being.

Man alone has the power
To do the undoable;
He severs aright,

Chooses and judges;
He can give to the moment
The length of eternity.

*

And we do reverence

To the Immortals,

As though they were men,
And did on the grand scale

What the best man among us

Does or would fain do in little."

Those two lines of splendid brevity, Nur allein

der Mensch Vermag das Unmogliche"Man. alone

can do the impossible" so like Napoleon's refusal

to hear that "stupid word impossible" was a battle-

cry of Goethe's existence.

Through the midst of liis official duties, and in-

spired rather than hindered by his close associa-

tion with Charlotte von Stein, who shared in his

enthusiasm for Spinoza's aspect of the world as

one vast whole, the revelation of the power which

Spinoza called God in spite of all these other

interests, Goethe was intensely occupied with nat-

ural science. The desire to interpret the open se-

cret of Nature was not new. He had felt it from

boyhood and as a student in Strasburg, as we have
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seen. But now he applied himself to it with more
than amateur zeal. A second visit to the Harz in

winter, and a prolonged journey with the Duke

through Switzerland, when they climbed over the

Furka from Oberwald late in the year (1779; no

easy-going high-road then!) , stimulated his interest

in geology.

But his most notable study came under Loder,

Professor of Anatomy in Jena. There he worked

with absorption at the comparison of human and

other animal skulls. And it was there that he made
the discovery which gives him a place in the history

of evolution. Herder, who was working on similar

lines in his Ideas for the Philosophy of Mankind's

History, was then on terms of great intimacy with

him. "Herder has become so good and kind to me/*
Goethe wrote, "that I can hardly tear myself from

Weimar/' And so it was to Herder that he com-

municated his great discovery in March, 1784:

"As the Gospel bids us, I hasten to tell you what

splendid fortune has befallen me. It is not gold or

silver I have found, but something that fills me with

unutterable joy. It's the intermaxillary bone in man.
With Loder I compared skulls of men and animals, and
came upon it. There it isl"

The piece of bone that caused him such unutter-

able joy had been hitherto so undiscernible that its

existence was denied by scientific professors. It is

a thin sliver wedged in between the two halves of

the upper jaw, apparent in mammals as a socket or

hold for the incisor teeth. From its supposed absence
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in man the professors had argued a permanent dis-

tinction between man and apes, but Goethe always
refused to acknowledge any break or "jump" in the

processes of Nature the Nature to which he, like

Spinoza, gave the name of God. His a priori argu-

ment simply ran: all animals having incisor teeth

have the bone; man is an animal having incisor

teeth; therefore man has the bone. Being con-

vinced that it must be there, he set about to find

it, and he found it. Others missed it because in

the adult it grows so closely amalgamated to neigh-

bouring bones as to be hardly perceptible; but

Goethe discerned it, most markedly in the skulls

of the very young. The discovery thrilled him with

unutterable joy as confirming his conviction that all

Nature reveals one uninterrupted process of growth,

development, or evolution, and that mankind has

developed in the same manner as the apes and other

living forms, without any distinctive separation from
the products of Nature as a unity.

In his Life of Goethe, G. H. Lewes tells us that

the anatomist, Vicq d'Azyr, published a treatise

announcing the same discovery in 1786, two years
after Goethe had proclaimed his to Herder, but
that the Frenchman had also spoken of his discovery
in the Academic des Sciences in 1779, five years be-

fore Goethe's joyful find. It is one of those instances

of contemporaneous discovery in science, like the

theories enunciated almost simultaneously by Dar-

win and Wallace, But it is certain that neither

Goethe nor Vicq d'Azyr knew of the other's dis-
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covery or existence*1 In the same year Goethe

wrote a little treatise on the subject and sent it

round the scientific world, but no one took it seri-

ously, except his master Loder, and forty years

passed before the value of his discovery and his part
in it were recognized.

To the genuine man o science recognition is

pleasing but unimportant, except as confirming his

conclusions. Quite undisturbed, Goethe pursued
his purpose of exploring Nature, and during the

next few years he turned his attention to the growth
and development of plants, tracing in them the

same unity under a gradual process of change. In

every plant he maintained that the flower and the

reproductive organs are but the development of

the leaf, and he thought the flower arose owing to

the purifying of the sap by degrees as it mounted

up the stem. The reverse appears to be true the

sap weakening as it mounts but modern botanists

must answer. So far as Goethe's own work was con-

cerned, his point was the development from unity,

both in the plants themselves and in the apparently

separate species. He even conceived an Original or

Primeval Plant (Urpflanze) from which all the

growths of plants might have descended- Schiller

was right in calling this an "Ideal/* in the Platonic

sense, and Goethe was annoyed at the gulf this judg-
ment seemed to lay open between their methods

of thought. But it is hard to believe that Goethe
1 For all the scientific side of Goethe's work see Chapter

IX, "The Poet as a Man of Science,'* in Lewes's Life of
Goethe.
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really expected to find his Typical Plant in present

reality, and, indeed, he denied the possibility.

His experiments on the science of bones led him
further to the belief that the skull is but a develop-
ment of the vertebrae in the backbone. How far this

theory was originally due to him, and how far it

can still be maintained, are disputed questions. The

poet's Metamorphoses of Plants was not published
till 1790, nor his theory of the skull confirmed in

his own mind till about the same date. The impor-
tance of all three conceptions the intermaxillary

bone, the development of plants, and the gradual
transformation of the vertebrae into the skull is that

they raise Goethe to a high place in the practical

philosophy of natural evolution, and justify the

eulogy passed upon him by the most critical and per-

ceptive mind of our present time. In tracing the his-

tory of the evolution theory, Bernard Shaw observes:

"Then came the great poet who jumped over the

facts to the conclusion. Goethe said that all the shapes of

creation were cousins, that there must be some common
stock from which all the species had sprung; that it

was the environment of air that had produced the

eagle, of water the seal, and of earth die mole. He
could not say how this happened; but he divined that

it did happen."
*

When a writer has made a great public success

like Werther, people naturally expect him to con-

tinue in the same line and give them another work
as like the last as possible. They resemble the critics

1 Back to Methuselah: Preface, p. xix.
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at a picture-show who prefer an artist to go on paint-

ing the same sort of mountain or the same sort of

cow from one Academy to another, and show their

irritation if he changes subject and style. The Ger-

man public did not look for natural science from a

poet of Goethe's fame. Even Herder, himself an evo-

lutionist, complained that a poet should spend his

life on bones and stones and leaves. But when
Goethe touched Nature, he became like one pos-

sessed, and there was no holding him. We may re-

call one of his Proverbs in Verse:

"That friend I call of friends the best

Who shares my warfare at my side;

But if he bids me stop and rest,

Silently out of his reach I glide/*

And still more appropriate was his answer to critics

just when he was most deeply at work upon his ideas

of metamorphosis, morphology, and colour:

"Always at botany, always at optics? What does it

bring you?

Touching a tender heart, is not that higher reward?'*

"Ah, yes, the tender hearts! Any bungler is able to

touch them.

My one prayer is to touch, Nature, the hem of thy
robe!" 1

From the tender hearts he seemed to have turned,

as he said, to granite, as being the hardest stuff

he could find, and, indeed, he wrote two little papers

1 Venetian Epigrams, 78 (1790).
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on it, partly as one of his duties in superintend-

ing the high-roads of the little State. But all these

years in Weimar he was in fact thinking a good
deal about hearts, though few of them were pre-

cisely tender. From time to time he was sending to

Herder and his lovable wife Karoline instalments

of a long story, a kind of novel, which he called at

first Wilhelm Master's Theatrical Mission, but

which afterwards became the Wilhelm Meistefs

Apprenticeship (Lehrjahre) that we know in Eng-
lish from Carlyle's translation. He sent the chapters
"to be read over the fire at tea-time so as to give a

homely feeling"; and tea-time was then the German

evening meal. The first five books in their original

form were finished during these years, and they are

by far the best part of the whole work. The sixth

book, containing The Confessions of a Beautiful

(or Pious) Soul, was thrown in, as was too often

Goethe's way, though it has no direct connection

with the story, and only a small connection with the

general purpose, which is a study of life and a guide
to living. "Remember to Live" (Gedenke zu leben)
is the motto inscribed upon that mysterious Hall of

the Past in a later book, and it was Goethe's own
motto, so different from the Memento Mori of old

tombstones. Here too, as in his aspect of the Uni-

verse, he was indebted to Spinoza, who wrote in his

Ethics:

"The man of free intelligence (homo liber) will

think of anything rather than death, and his meditation
will not be a meditation on death, but oil life."
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A young man of the middle class, instead of fol-

lowing his father's trade, as all sensible people ad-

vise, takes to writing verses and plays, as Goethe

did himself, is stage-struck, and joins a company of

strolling players. They are an easy-going, interest-

ing lot, the most interesting and easy-going being
Philina, one of Goethe's most delightful creations.

None of them thinks much of the moral law, Philina

least of all. As was natural Wilhelm, who had been

terribly deceived in love before, is rapidly attracted

by the various women in the company. Once he is

in love with five women at the same time, and on
one occasion, after writing to propose marriage to

one, he wishes to withdraw the letter a few hours

later and propose to her friend. "He wrote a letter

offering her his hand, and at this time his resolution

was so firm that, etc/* "At what time?'* asks De

Quincey in his pitiless review of Carlyle's transla-

tion: "Why, post-time, to be surel" The sarcasm was

well deserved.

Niebuhr called the book "a menagerie of tame

animals," and certainly the animals are tame. There
is no melodrama in the story, no great excite-

ment, nothing of the modern "thriller," and little

that modern young readers would call improper.
The opening books are a simple description of a

strolling company's life as then common in Ger-

many, and they would be valuable if only as a social

document. Unfortunately, the tone and subject of

the later books, written many years afterwards,

under Schiller's influence, mark a departure from
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the original plan, and introduce an appalling Se-

cret Society, a set of prying investigators, like a

spiritual Charity Organization Society, and other

solemn and mysterious complications, annoying to

the cynical, sceptical reader in spite of the depths
of wisdom with which they abound. With care

and analysis it is possible to trace a kind of

story or development from start to finish. Other-

wise the perusal is perplexing, so violent are the

author's efforts to connect one part with another.

In the first books scene follows scene in pretty fair

connection, and for general tone and method one

might compare the story to an eighteenth-century

novel, such as Tom Jones. One finds a Chaucerian

tolerance for all sorts and conditions of men, and

especially of women. We seem to be among the

Jolly Beggars of Burns, raised to a slightly higher

grade. Matthew Arnold has told us (in his essay on

Emerson) that this easy tolerance, this broad view
of life, and the recognition of peculiar virtues in

classes generally held in suspicion by respectability,
was new in England when he first read Carlyle's
translation. It was not new in Chaucer, Shake-

speare, or Fielding, though it may have seemed new
to the Victorians, and this wide tolerance is one of

Goethe's noblest qualities. "I have never heard of

the sin/' he used to say, "that I might not have
committed/'

The weak part of the book throughout the fault

that justifies the charge of dullness is the writer's

tendency to launch out into discourses and dis-
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cussions on the highest questions of art and life.

"It is a German tendency," says Aurelia, the most

sentimental character among the strollers, "to bear

heavily on everything, and to let everything bear

heavily on them." "I wish we were a little more
like the English/' sighed Goethe in old age, for he

envied the English directness of mind and freedom

from theorizing. But after all it is just these dis-

cussions and the wisdom of the writer's own ob-

servations that give the highest value to the book,

especially to the later part* It abounds in sayings
and criticisms that have passed into the mind and

language of Europe: "Here or nowhere is my
North America"; "Thought expands but lames, ac-

tion animates but narrows"; "An actor who can

act only himself is no actor"; "Words are good,
but they are not the best. The best cannot be ex-

pressed in words." Or take once again that famous

simile on Hamlet's nature: "An oak tree is planted
in a costly jar, which should have held nothing but

charming flowers. The roots expand, the jar is shat-

tered."

And in the Second Book, Chapter 2, we find the

famous defence of the artist's and the poet's life

uttered by Wilhelm in answer to the business man's

reproaches:

"What is it keeps most men discontented? What
but that their conceptions cannot be made to correspond
with realities? Pleasure slides away under their hands,

the wished for comes too late, and nothing they reach

and obtain has the effect upon their hearts which their
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desire for it led them to anticipate. Over all such things
fate has raised the poet like a god."

To advocate action, life, and earnestness, whether

in art or the conduct of ordinary existence, is the

purport of the whole book, even including the mys-
tification of the later parts. And that purport is most

briefly expressed in die final chorus of youths over

the tomb of Mignon:

"Well is the treasure now laid up, that lovely image
of the past. Here in marble it rests beyond reach of

perishing. In your hearts too it lives, it works, ever

onward. Hasten back, hasten, back into lifel Take
with you into the open air this holy earnestness! For

it is earnestness, holy earnestness, "alone that extends

life to eternity."

That figure of Mignon is the most beautiful crea-

tion in the long story, and it is no wonder that she

has gathered the affection of poets, artists, and mu-

sicians. A lovely, persecuted little dancing girl has

come from the south, she knows not when or how*.

She holds a secret she may not divulge; perhaps
she does not know it herself. Wilhelm rescues her

from hideous ill-treatment, and she becomes de-

voted to him as a dog might be. She is torn by

yearning for something she does not understand,

and tormented by a passion she feels but cannot

know the meaning of. She utters sudden words that

imply more than they can say, and she lives as it

were enshrouded behind an unearthly veil. With

her goes an old harp-player, semi-insane, and also
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haunted by the memory of some unknown sin. To
him Goethe has given some of the most beautiful

among all his lyrics and ballads: The Minstrel

(Was hor' ich draussen vor dent Tkor) , a fine satire

on wealth and state compared with the joy of art

and freedom. It is something in the tone of the

Song of the Flea and the other satire in this story,

beginning "I luckless devil, noble Lord" (Ich armer

Teufel, Herr Baron) . Here also we find the song:

"Who gives himself to loneliness,

Ah, he is soon alone;

Each lives, each loves,

And leaves him to his pain";

(Wer sich der Einsamkeit ergiebt) ; and best known
of all, as spoken by Queen Louise of Prussia when

Napoleon entered her city:

"Who never ate his bread with tears,

Who never through the wretched nights
Sat weeping on his bed.

He knows you not, you heavenly powers**;

(Wer nie sein Brod mit Thranen ass) . But let us in

parting with this extraordinary, incommensurable

book once more recall the songs of Mignon herself.

Her very soul seems to burst with longing. As Car-

lyle says in the Preface to his translation:

"Her little heart, so noble and so helpless, perishes
before the smallest of its many beauties is unfolded;

and all its loves and thoughts and longings do but add

another pang to death, and sink to silence utter and

eternal."
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(Nur wer die Sehnsucht kennt, Weiss was ich leide!)

"Only one who knows what longing is,

Can feel what I sufferl

Alone and separated
From every joy,
I gaze at the firmament

To yonder side.

Ah! he who loves and knows me
Is far away.

My head swims round,

My heart-strings are in flames.

Only one who knows what longing is

Can feel what I suffer!"

And then there is her song of Italy, torn from

the longing of the poet's own heart: Kennst du das

Land? It is known throughout the world. All is too

exquisite for translation; the second verse most ex-

quisite of all: Kennst du das Hausf Auf Sdulen ruht

sein Dach. But the bare meaning of the lovely words

is this:

"Knowst thou the house, on columns rests its roof,

The hall is shining, the chamber gleams,
And marble statues stand and gaze on me:

'What, thou poor child, have people done to thee?'

Knowst thou it well?

Thither, thither

O my defender, with thee I would that I might gol"
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Goethe, as he says himself, the passionate

JL longing for Italy had become a kind of dis-

ease. He hardly dared to think of the classic land

beyond the barrier of the Alps. Herder laughed
at him for his refusal to open any Latin book

but Spinoza. The chaotic formlessness of German

thought and art disgusted him now, and he was

weary with all the "fatigue of the North," tired

of its colourless skies, its numbing cold, its fogs

and rain; weary, too, of the northern temper, its

gloomy mysticism, its self-tormenting introspection

and "other-worldliness," its witches and goblins

still haunting the dim forests. Twice already, from

the heights of Switzerland, he had looked down

upon the promised land, and, sick at heart, had

turned to his misty home again. But now, to use

his metaphor already quoted, he was like a snake

compelled by its nature to slough its skin and start

with life renewed, and in September, 1786, he could

struggle against the compulsion of his nature no

longer.

He had been in Karlsbad with Charlotte von

Stein, the Duke, and Herder, and, just after his

birthday, he being now thirty-seven, he stole away,
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as was his manner, without giving a hint of his

purpose. He longed to be free of the past. He
took the name of Moller, in the hope that no

one would recognize the author of Werther. He

would leave all his friends and relations, his daily

cares, his official duties, and his fame behind him.

He would launch out again as untrammelled as a

ship bound for unknown seas. All travellers know

the joy of such release-the escape from the flicker-

ing tongues of gossip, the freedom from hampering

identity, the disregard of public and private opin-

ion. One may feel that delight even on a modern

liner among unknown passengers, to whom one can

pretend to be some one else. It is not true that

in crossing the sea we change our sky but not our

mind. The wise traveller changes his mind, just as a

ship changes her nature when she casts off from the

quay.
The journey to Italy is easy enough now. From

London we can reach Rome in two or three days,

being comfortably dragged along under beautiful

mountains and through historic cities without even

looking out of the window or shifting our position,

except for meals in a restaurant car. Or we can

fly there in a few hours. But when Goethe went,

the post from Weimar to Rome took sixteen days

at the fastest, and the quiet eye could gather a

splendid harvest of scenes, history, and actual life.

Goethe drove by the easiest road from Germany,
over the Brenner by Botzen and Trent to Verona,

and it was characteristic that the harvest of his eye
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"a ball of light/* as it remained to his life's end was

mainly the formation and possible use of rocks, the

varieties of plants, and the dubiously classical archi-

tecture of Palladio.

Many years after this journey he put together
from his letters and diaries the two books of the

Italian Journey and the Second Sojourn in Rome,
and some writers on Goethe have depreciated the

books as dull and wanting in poetic enthusiasm. To
myself they are among the most interesting accounts

of travel ever written. There is no gush, no attempt
at fine writing, little expression of emotion, and the

passionate preference for classic art, even in debased

forms, may seem old-fashioned to our generation,
or would have seemed so to the generations of last

century who had fallen under the influence of

Ruskin. But Goethe had never seen any examples
of genuine Greek art, at all events not till he
reached the temples of Sicily and Paestum, nor had
the beauty of the Italian Primitives and the Italian

Gothic then been revealed by our English Master.

He had now turned against all the forms of Gothic

and German art which he had so highly extolled

in his youth. A familiar sentence of Walter Pater's

represents his condition: "With a kind of passion-

ate coldness, such natures" (those who follow self-

culture) "rejoice to be away from and past their

former selves/* 1
Nothing would content Goethe

but the sunlit openness and regular form of classic

architecture, and the strict limitation of classic

1
"Essay on Winckelmann** in The Renaissance.
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sculpture to the actual object expressed, form and

intention being exactly co-extensive. He resolved

to devote his future only to the art of the Hellenic

spirit. "I will occupy myself/' he writes, "only with

lasting conditions, such as we see in the Greek

statues. Here is necessity, here is God." And again,

"I am determined henceforth to write such things

only as the mature man, the man of experience and

affairs, might read with pleasure."

Apart from Homer, he was not deeply read in

Greek literature, and he knew nothing of that pro-
found abyss of gloom, terror, and mystery lying
below the Hellenism that seemed to him, as to

others still, so sunlit and filled with human glad-

ness. In Italy he showed little interest in what we
call "history." When a guide wanted to explain
Hannibal's battles to him, he implored him not to

call up "those departed spectres." No British Evan-

gelical could have shown greater contempt for the

Roman Church, or deeper ignorance of her gran-

deur, her past services, . her consistency, and her

motherly patience with the poor. He saw only her

frippery, her moral and intellectual constraint, her

opposition to Hellenism, her vile misgovernment.
"The only reason that the Papal States continue

to exist," he exclaims, "is that the earth positively
refuses to swallow them!" He could not endure

the religious pictures of Christian martyrdoms, the

crucifixions, die shootings with arrows, the behead-

ings, the hideous tortures of men and women. It

may seem stranger that, when an enthusiastic stu-
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dent of Dante maintained that no foreigner could

possibly understand the great Italian poet, Goethe

agreed; for to him the Inferno appeared abhor-

rent, the Purgatorio ambiguous, and the Paradiso

a bore. He spoke in partial irony, but the en-

thusiast was pleased to have his own theory con-

firmed.

What Goethe loved in Italy was the free and open
life of the common people, happy with so little in

that warm and fertile land, caring so little for what

we northerners regard as the hidden decencies of

life, seldom reflecting, and never "thinking on

thought/' He loved everything but the Church and

the dirt, the inspiring sunshine most of all. Even

from Botzen he writes, "Here the sun is hot, and one

can once more believe in God/' "Here for the first

time/' he writes later on, "I can properly be said to

live/' And again, from Rome, "The northern trav-

eller comes to Rome expecting merely to fill up a

gap in his existence, but he finds that he has to

begin from the very beginning again/* And even

more definitely, from Naples, he writes:

"Naples is a paradise; every one lives in a kind of

drunken self-forgetfulness. I am just the same; I hardly
know myself; I seem to myself quite a different man.

Yesterday I thought: 'Either you were mad in the past,

or you are mad now/ "

Verona, Vicenza, and so to Venice, still a power-
ful State, with a Doge still processioning in splendid
robes. There the poet had his first sight of the

sea, but was chiefly occupied with the forms of

9 1
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life upon the shore, and as to St. Mark's, that

was far removed from his classic interest. His one

thought then was to hasten to Rome, and dashing

through Bologna, with hardly even a glance at Flor-

ence and Assisi, he at last entered Rome at the end

of October. There he stayed, in the house of Tisch-

bein the painter, till the end of February, 1787.

Then he visited Sicily and Naples, but returned to

Rome in June, and, in spite of all resolves to follow

duty to his offices in Weimar, he stayed on in the

beloved City till the spring of 1788. What he felt

for Rome was expressed in one of the Roman Ele-

gies, written afterwards in regretful memory rather

than in tranquillity:

"Oh, I am happy in Rome! I think sometimes of the

the seasons

When the grey light of the North compassed me
drearily round.

Dull was the sky and sad, as a weight it lay on my
temples;

Where I wearily turned, formless and colourless all;

And I silently sank in contemplation unresting

Tracing the gloomy ways of my unknowable self.

Now the brilliance of clearer air encircles my forehead;

Phoebus, the Sun God, calls outline and colour to

life.

Bright with stars is the night; it echoes with tenderest

singing,
And to me shines the moon brighter than day in

the North.

Oh, what bliss for a mortal is mine! Do I dream?

Am I taken,

Jupiter Father, by thee to thine ambrosial home?
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Here I lay me, and stretch my hands in prayer and

entreaty

Up to thy knees. Oh receive, God of all strangers,

thy guestl

Art thou the God of all strangers? Oh, then, reject
not the wanderer!

Spurn me not from thy sight down from Olympus to

earthl

Toet, where art thou losing thy path?
1

Forgive me,
for truly

Here on Capitoline Mount stands thine Olympus
again.

Suffer me here for a while; then Hermes be my
conductor

Past old Cestius* tomb, silently down to the dead/* x

No English reader needs to be told the signifi-

cance of the way past Cestius* tomb, for close beside

that ancient pyramid was laid the English Heart

of Hearts, only thirty-six years later. It was there

also that, not Goethe himself was to be buried, but

his son by a beloved woman whom he had not met

when he wrote the lines.

During the many months of his stay in Rome,
Goethe lived in quiet retirement and as cheaply
as possible, chiefly among a small company of

German painters, of whom Angelica Kauffmann

was the best and most attractive. Tischbein was

a pretty fair painter too, and at great pains he

elaborated that well-known portrait of Goethe

reclining among classic ruins in the Campagna
an affected composition, now in Frankfurt. Goethe

1 Romische Elegiecn, VIL
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himself laboured zealously at painting and even

took lessons. From youth up he had hoped to

be a painter. Like most o us he enjoyed handi-

craft, always so beneficial to the brain, and liked

to turn to a secondary occupation. But he never

showed more than an amateur's capacity for the

ait, and after his failure in Rome he abandoned

the attempt, though with regret. Towards the end

of his second residence there, he wrote with a

sigh:

"Daily it becomes more clear to me that I was in

reality born for poetry and in the ten years left me
the utmost that I can count upon for work I must
cultivate this talent to the full. From my long residence

here I have gained the knowledge that I must renounce
the practice of the arts."

And in one of the Venetian Epigrams written two

years later, he laments:

"Many the arts I have tried, drawing, engraving on

copper,

Painting in oils, and in clay also have modelled a

lot;

All was inconstant and vain, and nothing was learnt

or accomplished,

Only one talent I brought near to a Master's demand:

Just to write German. And so I remain an ill-feted

poet
On the most wretched of stuffs wasting my life and

my art."

In the early morning he would use that wretched

stuff on material for rewriting in more classic
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form those dramas of Iphigenia and Tasso which
he had begun in Weimar; and, far more im-

portant, he drew out the pages, now yellowed
with time, of the scenes he had written for Faust

in Frankfurt. To them he added most of the scene

called Forest and Cavern, and the long scene of

the Witches' Kitchen, in which he forgot his classic

surroundings and recovered the northern manner of

his youth.

Apart from writing and his attempts at the

arts, he wandered daily about the city, and, though
he took little interest in her medieval and ecclesi-

astic monuments, she overwhelmed him, as she

overwhelms us all. But from February to June,

1787, he was away, first visiting Naples, where he

climbed three times to the summit of Vesuvius,

then in violent eruption. Though in considerable

danger, he was so intensely interested in the rocks

and lava flung up from the depths of the earth

that he lingered peering down into the crater, and

wondering at the irony of nature which thus opened
the mouth of hell just in the midst of the loveliest

paradise. In Naples he went more into ordinary

society than in Rome, and he even dined with the

British Ambassador, Sir William Hamilton, and the

lovely Emma Hart, whom Hamilton married three

years later. Nelson was still eleven years ahead, and

Romney had not yet immortalized her. So various

have been the records of her appearance and man-

ners that this glimpse of her from Goethe's notes is

interesting:
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"Sir William Hamilton, after long dalliance with
art and study of nature, has now discovered the height
of all the joys of nature and art in a beautiful girl

an English girl, about twenty. She is very beautiful

and well-made. He has had a Grecian raiment cut

for her that becomes her admirably. She lets her hair

down, takes a scarf or two, and makes such a changeful
succession of postures, attitudes and gestures that in the

end you would really think you were dreaming. You
see what so many thousand artists would so gladly have

accomplished, here realized in movement and astonish-

ing variety. Standing, kneeling, sitting, lying down,
serious, sad, mocking, wanton, repentant, alluring,

threatening, anxious, and so on. One follows out of

the other. She can arrange the folds of the veil for

each expression and make a hundred kinds of head-

dress from the same bit of stuff. The elderly knight
holds the light for her, and gives his whole heart to

the performance. He finds in her all the antiques, all

the lovely profiles of the Sicilian coins, even of the

Belvedere Apollo, himself. Certainly the display is

unique. We have enjoyed it two evenings. Early this

morning Tischbein is painting her." (Italian Journey,
March, 1787.)

Herder, who saw her rather more than a year

later, gives a calmer view:

"At bottom she is a very commonplace person,
without any true feeling for what is sublime, grand,
or eternally beautiful, but such a she-ape as never

was."

And on his second visit to Naples, even Goethe

thought her rather a poor witless thing. But per-

haps just then his senses had been a little dulled

by a terrible storm off Capri, from which the ship
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narrowly escaped wreck. During the crisis the poor

passengers and crew were so panic-stricken and tur-

bulent that Goethe only just contrived to calm them

by calling upon them to pray to any saint likely to

help, which they all did, with excellent effect upon
their spirits.

He was then returning from a long tour through

Sicily where the peculiar loveliness of land and
sea naturally delighted him. And there, i any-

where, he thought it possible to discover that Orig-
inal or Typical Plant (Urpfianze) from which he

still hoped to trace the development of the whole

plant world. Perhaps he was only half serious in the

belief that such a plant still actually existed. At all

events he never found it

Meantime the months ran by. They ran to twenty-
two before he got home again, and even one year's

absence is dangerous to lovers. More than a month

separated a letter and its answer between Weimar
and Rome, and all lovers know the irritation of

letters that cross upon the road, the anxiety of

delay, the despair when none arrives. For two

months Goethe kept a careful diary for Charlotte

von Stein, but by neglect or accident it was not

sent. His sudden departure was unexplained, and

she had no news of his whereabouts. When at last

she received a letter from Rome, she answered coldly
and spoke of "insult/* She asked him to return all

her letters, and it was probably now that, to guard
her reputation, she burnt her previous letters to

him, left in her charge. He wrote passionately
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pleading excuses, and imploring her to be kind

and good to him as in the years gone by. Grad-

ually she became more cordial, but still there was

a change.
It is always difficult to maintain a correspond-

ence at a distance even at a month's distance-

all the more when the interests o one lover have

largely changed, and the new interests can hardly
be explained or comprehended by the other.

Charlotte von Stein, was still shut up in the small

forest town, engaged in. a woman's routine of

children, household, and an uninteresting husband.

What was the good of telling her about the land

of the sun, the life of freedom, the inspiring in-

fluence of Hellenism, the beauty of classic architec-

ture, or even the chance of discovering the Urp-

flanzef The mind of her lover was changed as well

as his sky, and to the lonely woman in the little

streets of Weimar or the medieval farmhouse of

Kochberg the change was hardly more comprehen-
'

sible than a translation to heaven. She only felt

that she was growing old, and love was slipping

away with life.

Most of Goethe's letters at this time were, in

fact, written to Herder, for whom, and his quick-
witted wife Karoline he now felt unusual affec-

tion and admiration. In the last months of his stay

in Rome he hardly wrote to Charlotte von Stein at

all, and probably there was another cause for his

silence besides distance. The attraction of Italian

women in that open-hearted and uncensorious land
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is notorious. We know from his own account that

he was rapidly falling in love with a beautiful young
Milanese, dark but blue-eyed, when, finding she was

already engaged, and not wishing to repeat the

misery of Wetzlar and Werther, he broke away,
and refused to renew the relation even when she

in her turn had broken off her engagement. After

that there was another, whom we can only call

Faustina, evidently a beautiful young girl of a

lower standing. To her rather than to Christiane

Vulpius, his later lover and wife, the inspiration

of the passionate Roman Elegies has been attrib-

uted, and I should agree if I did not know that

a poet's inspiration does not come from some par-

ticular beloved object but from his own passion

of love. This may have been the girl who, a few

months later, was described to Herder by"Roman

gossip as all too wanton. In any case, the scene, if

not the passion, of the Roman Elegies belongs to

Rome, and all Goethe's persistent power of affec-

tion for women was based as its ultimate founda-

tion upon the natural, sensual emotion common
to all mankind. "Not every man has the luck to

get to Corinth/' said the old classic proverb, hint-

ing at the alluring temptations to which a man was

exposed as he approached that city through the car-

nal suburbs. And Rome was likely to be as alluring

to Goethe as Corinth to a Greek.1

1 For this supposition as to the woman of the Romische

Elegieen, see Bielschowsky, Vol. I, p. 406, and Note 82

(Edit. 1905).
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Goethe had no thought of settling in Italy for

life. Italy may be the land of exiles but, in spite

of the great English examples to the contrary, it

is doubtful if genius does not suffer like a plant

when torn up by the roots. It is no wonder Goethe

clung to the land of his new life, where he had

many friends, many admirers, the sun, the air,

intense interests, and free, unknown bodily satis-

faction. The Duke generously gave him indefinite

leave of absence on salary, though people in Weimar

were beginning to grumble at having to pay taxes

for a man who was doing no work for his pay but en-

joying a life of dilettante leisure among picturesque

ruins and a Catholic people of questionable be-

haviour. It seemed impossible to go, but at last

the abhorred shears slit the thread of the renewed

life, and amid wide lamentation Goethe said fare-

well to his friends, and drove northward again. On
the way he lingered in Florence and other famous

cities, putting off the final parting, as we cling to

the last touch before the ship casts off. He seems

to have crossed the Alps this time by the Spliigen,

and in June, 1788, under the light of the full

moon which has done so much service in our

northern lands, he drove once more into the

silent town of Weimar, which he had left nearly
two years before with such passionate longing to

be away.
Whilst he was in Rojne he had been revising the

first collected edition of his works, and in the Feb-

ruary before he left he wrote in a letter:
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"At the same time I have been looking through

my shorter poems, and thinking of the eighth volume,

which I shall perhaps publish before the seventh. It

is strange to gather up, as it were, such a summary of

one's life. How small is the trace of an existence that

remains!"

He had now almost reached the half of his

existence. He had laboured incessantly and with

great variety of active endeavour. Yet how small

was the sum, how narrow and evanescent the track

left upon time by all that he had attempted to

accomplish! As he wrote in a rather earlier letter,

he would at all events now give himself no rest

till he had shaken free from mere words and

tradition, but had grasped the conception of living

reality.

"Now that old age is coming, I will at least attain

to the attainable and do the do-able, since I have for

so long a time, deservedly and undeservedly, endured

the fate of Sisyphus and Tantalus."

In what sense his residence in Italy and his pur-

suit of Hellenism assisted liim towards this attain-

ment of reality in thought and art, may perhaps

most simply be explained by a passage in his own

essay upon his predecessor, Winckelmann, where he

says:

''When a man's healthy nature is working as one

whole; when he feels his place in the world a part of

a complete circle of greatness, beauty, and worth;

when a sense of harmony and delight fills him with a

pure and liberal joy, then the whole universe, if it were
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conscious of its existence, would shout for gladness

because it had attained its end, and would stand in

admiration before the crown of its own creation and

existence. For what is the good of all this set-out of

suns and planets and moons, of stars and milky-ways,
of comets and nebulae, of worlds created and still being

created, but that at last a happy man unconsciously

may enjoy his existence?

"While a modern throws himself into the infinite

at almost every observation he makes, and after all

his pains returns once more, if he is fortunate, to one

single limited point; the Ancients, on the other hand,

without making a tour through infinity, felt their sole

happiness immediately, within the dear limits of this

lovely world. Here they were placed, to this they were

called, in this their activity found its sphere, and their

passion its object and food/'

Though Goethe's insight into Greek art and lit-

erature would now be considered inadequate and

one-sided, that was what he meant by Hellenism

by "the Classic" and even to the present day it

has its advocates. The question inevitably arises:

of what use to us can the gospel of Hellenism pos-

sibly be? Here we northerners sit, shivering in

filthy air, which we continually make more filthy

still. Here we dwell in teeming towns, many o

us cold, many hungry, many vulgar. What has

Hellenism to do with us? The mill-hand who

spends hours a day watching the progress of a thread

through a machine knows little of the free play of

mind and body, the art that expresses only the ideal

beauty of the external world, and all those other

enviable joys of Hellenism. As Matthew Arnold
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said when discussing this very subject: "To the

vast majority of mankind how little of a feast for

their senses can life possibly be!" These are ques-
tions to remember at this turning-point in Goethe's

life.
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OETHE'S return to Weimar brought much
VJT unhappiness to him and to others. He felt

himself a new man, and he found only the old

world grown older. His friends perceived so great
a change that they hardly recognized their former

companion, and could not understand the new in-

terests of which he made so much. We have his own
account of his feelings at the time:

"From Italy so rich in form I had been cast back

upon shapeless Germany. I had exchanged that cheer-

ful sky for the gloom of the north. My friends, instead

of comforting me and attracting me again by their

sympathy, brought me to the verge of desperation. My
enthusiastic delight over objects so far away, so little

known to my circle my regrets, my lamentations over
what I had lost were taken as slights to themselves.

No one showed me any sympathy, no one understood
the language I spoke. In such a miserable plight I

knew not which way to turn. The sacrifice of renuncia-

tion was too great. My outer man could not accustom
itself to the change; but my inner man awoke in course

of time, and endeavoured to preserve itself from hope-
less loss/* *

1
Bildung und Umbildung organischer Naturen: Schicksal

der Handsckrift (1817).
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It was by the pursuit of natural science that it

endeavoured to preserve itself, he went on to say.

That was sad for him, but the old friends in Wei-

mar had their side. Very few have the patience or

desire to listen to tales of travel in distant lands,

especially if the tales tell chiefly of the amazing

happiness which the returning native has there

enjoyed. When the tales are illustrated by pictures,

most of us fall into the depression of a Sunday-
school class, and Goethe brought back with him

large numbers of sketches and engravings. Dis-

appointed at the want of interest, he held himself

aloof, and assumed an unnatural coldness of manner,

which grew on him with the years, except when
thawed by intellectual sympathy or woman's love.

Two months after his return, Herder set out for

Italy, and Goethe missed his best of friends. As he

had promised, he went almost daily to see Karoline

Herder and her children, but that quick-sighted

woman soon perceived the change. She wrote to

her husband that Goethe had taken as his motto

the words: "If you hold your peace, help will come
to you," and she complained that he was hiding his

real self, and for this purpose was constantly chang-

ing the conversation. "He has begun/* she wrote,

"to put on his coat of mail, and when he spoke of

himself it was as of one driven by despair." "He
is a riddle to me," she wrote again; "he says that

for his own part he has plenty of happiness it comes

streaming in upon him from every side; but for

others he has no happiness/' To me that seems no
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riddle. Happy for self, unhappy for others! It is the

common fate of all who, like Dido, in misery's school

have learnt to give succour.

Yet in all her difficulties Karoline turned to

Goethe for help, and his kindness never failed.

Later on she declared, in her impetuous way, that

Goethe was "fatal" to her, meaning oppressive or

even abhorrent. Then she feels at one with him

again and understands him better; how, though he

was conscious of his greatness, he was yet the best

and most unchangeable of all men. A fortnight

later she writes that she is tired of "his despotism
and hundred little vanities," and is far enough
from making a god of him. Then in May she says,

"Goethe has fallen out of my hands for some time

back, because he receives good men and evil with

equal friendliness." That, as we know, is charac-

teristic also of the sun and the rain. But in less

than a week she writes: "Oh, how I blame myself
for having doubted him for a single moment! His

soul is true and manly throughout, and I am glad

you recognize this again in your last letter." So the

charming woman's judgment swung this way and

that. She saw more of him than any of his other

friends, and what she wrote represented the un-

certainty and variation in Goethe's own mood in

those months.

Jealousy will fill a lover's mind with strange

suspicions, and Charlotte von Stein fixed upon
Karoline Herder as the possible cause of the change
in her former lover's affection. As we have seen,
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she recognized a difference of tone in his letters from

Italy, and a difference in the absence of letters. She

had herself written with a certain proud aloofness,

and now when the lover returned, she felt that he

offered her only the coldness of friendship, which,

as Heine said, begins when love ends, and it was

love she wanted. She was now forty-six, which in

those days was thought a more than mature age
for a woman's love, and her unhappiness drove her

to assume indifference and even sarcasm in self-

defence. When Goethe gave up a pressing invita-

tion to accompany Herder to Italy gave it up, as

he wrote to her, simply for the sake of "the friend

for whom he had unwillingly returned'* she an-

swered it would have been just as well if he had

never come back, for all his sympathy had departed.

She was deeply wounded by his apparent coldness,

and her own repellent behaviour deepened the

wound and estranged her former lover the more.

It was in vain that he wrote imploring her to

remember how much they owed to each other, and

how much, too, each had borne. She was right in

reflecting that, as always happens in such cases, the

woman had most to bear. Their friends in the little

town, it was true, had been very tolerant of their ten

years' friendship. Most people grow tolerant of a

love that burns brightly, is beneficent, and lasts long.

But still, she had risked her reputation and all upon
that one close alliance, and scandal renews its venom

when such an alliance begins to dissolve.

In any case, the former love could probably
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never have been restored, and, as in divorce, it is

usually best for lovers not to attempt a renewal when

love has fled beyond the limits of a lovers' quarrel.

But there was a far more definite cause for estrange-

ment than want of sympathy and artistic interest.

In February, 1789, she heard what all Weimar had

known weeks before: that Goethe had taken into

his house a beautiful young girl of an inferior class

daughter of a petty official who had died of drink,

and herself a working girl supporting life by making
artificial flowers. All Weimar was horrified at the

scandal. Taken into his own house! If he had kept
the girl in some humble lodging as a solace for

masculine proclivities, that would have been quite

usual and in accordance with conventional regula-

tions. Or an intrigue with a lady of standing, that

would have been usual too, and to one case or the

other society might have turned at least one blind

eye. But for the most celebrated man in the State,

an ex-President of the Council and still a member
who had the right to take the Ducal chair when the

Duke was absent for him to establish a little maker
of artificial flowers in his own official residence, that

was hardly pardonable!
A month after his return from Italy, Goethe was

walking one morning in the public park that he
had helped to lay out beside the little river Ilm. He
was sunk in deep depression deep for so happy-
natured a man. All his former friends, except
Herder, had been chilly in their welcome, and had
shown little interest in his enthusiasms, which, in-
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deed, rather bored them. His former lover was cold

and sarcastic. She took even less interest than the

rest in his raptures over Italy and art. No one
cared in the least for the dramas of Iphigenia and

Tasso, which he had sought to reduce to classic

form; and, what was worst o all for an author,

the early volumes of his collected works were not

selling. All the world was running after some tur-

bulent, formless, youthful dramas The Brigands

(Die Rduber) and goodness knows what by a

young fellow named Schiller, who seemed to be still

living in that "Storm and Stress" period that Goethe

himself had left so far behind. He felt lonely, cold,

and slighted. Then suddenly a young woman of

about twenty came up to him on the path, ask-

ing him as a Councillor to help her brother to some

little appointment. She was very pretty, very attrac-

tive, endowed by nature with all the charm of sim-

plicity and frankness that Goethe always found it

hard to resist, even if he wished to resist iL And
now he had no such wish.

He saw in her the certainty of fresh and un-

calculating affection, undisturbed by taunts or

memories of past happiness. There was a touch of

Italy about her open-hearted and sunshiny beauty;

people compared her to a young Dionysus. Some-

thing perhaps reminded him of that amorous "Faus-

tina" whom he had left behind in Rome so far

away* At all events, with this exquisite form be-

side him by day and night he would not be lonely

or embarrassed or treated with educated scorn- Pas-
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sionate desire for feminine love did the rest, and she

was easily persuaded to change her harsh struggle

for existence. He took her, first, I suppose, into his

pretty little Garden House looking out on the park,

and then into his residence in the town.

That was his first social mistake. His second was

that he actually married the girl. From the first

he regarded the connection with Christiane Vulpius
as what he and others of the time called a "con-

science marriage," something like the "companion?-

ate marriage" of today, but far more binding and

permanent. A son was born to them in some-

thing over a year, but the actual form of legal mar-

riage was not adopted till just after Napoleon's in-

vasion and the overwhelming defeat of the German

forces at Jena. She then showed great courage as the

enemy came pouring through Weimar. But it was

not her courage that turned Goethe's thoughts to

marriage so much as his desire to give her a stronger

position in that time of danger and confusion. Most

unhappily, the beautiful girl had inherited a cer-

tain craving for wine, which ultimately destroyed
her beauty and charm, and, what was worse, she

passed on the craving to their son. The double dis-

tress cast a deep shadow over Goethe's later life, but

he uttered no complaint.
For the time being, the natural, sensual side of

the poet's desire was entranced by the affection of

the lovely girl who gave herself to him without re-

serve or condition. His profound delight in such

a gift was expressed in the series of twenty poems
no
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called Roman Elegies, written in the style and, un-

fortunately, as I think, in the metres, of Propertius

or other elegiac poet of the Augustan age. Nearly
all his poems during these years were composed in

that elegiac metre of alternate hexameter and pen-

tameter which run so smoothly in Latin, but sound

clumsy and uncouth a "barbarous experiment" in

our Teutonic languages, where accent takes the place

of quantity, and such a mouthful as "Rothstrumpf
immer gehasst und Violetstrumpf dazu" is forced to

stand for the gently descending cadence of the pen-

tameter. Lewes in his admirable Life of Goethe has

specially praised the lines in the fifth elegy where

Goethe tells us that, while the girl lay asleep in his

arms, poems would come to his mind and he beat the

measure of the hexameters upon her back. The con-

fession seems to me rather pedantic, rather insensi-

tive, and in any case I wish he had beaten some less

classic a measure upon that lovable surface.

The Elegies were from the first denounced as

"pagan," and probably from them originated the

title of "The Great Pagan" which still clings to

Goethe's memory. Certainly, as was noticed in the

last chapter, the scene is carefully set in Rome and

the deities or beliefs of classical Rome are freely

introduced. Throughout the whole series the poet

interweaves fond memories of Rome, and of the

north he makes no mention except as a dim and

dreary region from which he has escaped. He even

speaks of "Faustina" by name, and perhaps she

was the girl who in Rome gave him such bodily
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delight as he was now enjoying with Christiane.

But, though Goethe often declared that all his works

were but parts of a great personal confession, it is

useless to separate the origins and details of a pas-

sionate relation here expressed. The poet's aim was

simply to reveal such physical and mental joy as he

himself had felt, and as any man might feel in such

surroundings, with such a passion in his heart and

at his side.

Only in one point are we directly reminded of

Weimar. He turns upon "good Society" with a scorn

less frequent in middle age than in youth. The sec-

ond Elegy begins:

"Honour whomever you will! For myself, at last I am
hiddenl

You, pretty ladies, and you, lords of Society's

world,

Ask after uncles and cousins and all your old aunts

and relations,

And let your tiresome cards follow the dull line of

talk.

Fare you well, all of your circles, fare well the great
and the little,

Which have often e'er now brought me so near to

despair.

Not so soon will you find me here in this my dear

refuge,
Which Prince Love as a king gave to protect from

you all"

The same scornful tone is found in the Venetian

Epigrams, where it was more to be expected, for they
were written a few months later during or after his
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second visit to Venice, which was a disillusioning

disappointment :

"I cannot wonder that men towards dogs show such

loving kindness;

For such a pitiful beast, just like a man, is the dog."

Or, more appropriately to our present point, and

referring probably to Wilhelm Meister:

"Good Society have you not known? Your book shows
us nothing,

Almost nothing but mobs, jugglers, and vulgarer
still."

"Good Society I've known well, the good that is so

called,

Which gives never a chance even for the tiniest

song."

And from Venice too came the proud confession of

his own attitude towards those whom good Society

scorns:

"Blessed saints, so they tell, show special love to all

sinners,

Men and women alike. That is my very own way."

But that was not the way of good Society in Wei-

mar, and it would have been too much to expect
Charlotte von Stein to show love to "that low-born

creature," as she called Christiane, who now shared

bed and board with her own former lover. Her

letters at this time were destroyed with the rest,

but from Goethe's answers we may conjecture their

tone. He protests that her reproaches cannot anger

him, for he remains always too deeply in her debt.
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But he does say that her treatment of him since his

return was hardly to be endured. She had refused

to listen to his conversation, though he had hoped
to interest her. When he showed himself friendly

to others, she charged him with coldness and neglect

of herself. She appeared resolved to maintain a

repellent and ill-tempered mood towards him, and

so made it difficult to re-establish the confidence

that once was so complete. Unhappily, he added as

a postscript that she was too careless about her

health, and disregarded his advice on her diet,

especially as to the misuse of coffee. On the outside

of this letter she wrote "OIH" Certainly it offered

no conciliation to a woman who thought herself

scorned; all the less because in one paragraph
Goethe defended his relation to "that poor little

thing" by asking who was harmed by it? Who suf-

fered by the loss of the time he spent with her? To
whom did he show himself less friendly or service-

able on her account?

A few days later it was well on in the summer
of 1789, and Charlotte von Stein had visited his

mother in Frankfurt no doubt feeling rightly that

he had been harsh and rudely intimate when pas-

sion's pulse was failing, he wrote again, entreat-

ing her not to close the door between them, for in

her he had found the greatest happiness of his life,

and he still hoped that if only they might talk things
over calmly, confidence might be restored. Appar-

ently she did not answer, and though they must have
met pretty often in so small a town, all friendly
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communication was broken off for many years. As

epitaph upon their love Goethe inscribed only the

dignified couplet:

Eine Liebe halt' ich, sie war mir lieber ah alles!

Aber ich haV sie nicht mehr! Schweig und erirag den
Verlust!

I had a lover once; she was to me dearer than all else!

But I have her no more! Silently bear with the loss! *

Restless and ill at ease in a society that left him
isolated, and so near the woman who strove to"love

him no longer, he vainly sought peace in travel.

In the spring of 1790 he crossed the Alps again and

joined the Duchess Amalia, mother of his friend the

Duke Karl August, in Venice. But the distraction

was worse than useless- He could not recapture the

ecstasy of that first journey south. Every stage only

dragged him farther from the home which, after all,

he had made for himself the home in which a

lovely companion and their baby were his own.
1 Polite and even friendly intercourse was to some extent

renewed after about seven years, and we have a letter

written by her to her son Fritz, of whom Goethe had always
taken such care. It is dated January, 1801, when Goethe

lay apparently dying of one of the few serious illnesses of

his life, and she tells her son that till this illness she had
not realized how dear her "former friend Goethe" still was
to hen She describes his illness minutely, and two days later

she says he was recovering and had enjoyed some soup she

had sent him. She also adds that his son August was al-

ready drowning his troubles in drink, and when he was

staying with her she had much trouble in keeping him from
wine. She died in January, 1827. Goethe never referred to

her death. Old people in Weimar who remembered her

funeral told me she had given orders it should not pass his

house, for fear of causing him pain.
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Even Venice in all her glory seemed to him but a

muddy pond of frogs, and in his series of Venetian

Epigrams there is plenty of rather cynical wisdom,

and a good deal of defiance, but no delight in the

sunny land and its easy-going people. The weather

was cold, snowing and rainy. The people looked

slovenly and dishonest compared with his own. The

only event of importance upon the journey was the

finding of a cleft sheep's skull on the Lido, which

confirmed, if it did not suggest, his theory that the

skull is but a development or combination of verte-

brae, and the brain a development of the spinal

marrow: Other famous towns were visited, but with-

out enthusiasm, and in June he hurried back to

Weimar, where Christiane, being a German girl,

as well as beautiful, kept his home as trim and com-

fortable as a bird's nest.

One would have thought that, like his Lothario

in Wilhelm Meister, he might have said, "Here or

nowhere is my North America." He might have

found a poet's sense of peace in attainment, for

in the collected volumes of his works published
this year (1790) was included Faust; a Fragment,
and upon the development of that fragment his

highest fame was to rest. But almost at once he was
off again, this time with the Duke to Breslau, Upper
Silesia and those mining districts that have since the

Great War become one of the sources of contention

between Germans and Poles. When he came back,
he deliberately turned away from poetry and, as

often before, sought refuge in attempting to unfold
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the secrets of nature. Here was something clear

and definite at all events something that could not

be warped by passion or sullied by slanderous

tongues. There is always something "classic" about
natural science. It stands to other interests of the

mind much as Bach stands to other music, and it

was Bach that Goethe loved to hear, saying it was
like the song of the stars when at creation they sang

together.

So now he elaborated his great theory of "The

.Metamorphoses of Plants/' and, perhaps unfortu-

nately, began to work out that Theory of Light and
Colour (Farbenlehre) upon which he was to expend
so much labour. To the last he believed that this

would be acknowledged as the greatest of his works,

and on that subject alone he could not endure
contradiction. He believed he had upset the New-
tonian theory of the division of white light into

the colours of the prism, but even today we have

seen that it requires a different kind of genius to

upset Newton. We are told that Goethe's error be-

gan with his use of imperfect prisms for experiment,
and as to his obstinate pride in his supposed discov-

eries, the pride of genius in its second-best or tenth-

best achievement is a commonplace of mental aber-

ration.

It has, however, been claimed for Goethe that

he was the first, or among the very first, to observe

and analyse the peculiar faculty of the eye in repro-

ducing the antagonistic colour when die original
colour is removed and there is no external reality
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corresponding to the lingering, opposite hue created

by the eye itself. The Contributions to Optics in

two parts were issued in 2791 and 1792, but the two

vast volumes of the Study of Colours (Farbenlehre)
were not completed till 1810, when Goethe in a let-

ter to Charlotte von Stein described his relief at

having at last freed himself from a burden heavy
as an irredeemable debt, though he maintained that

he had himself received great benefit from the

enormous task. The work contains a whole history
of the theories upon light and colour, a series of

experiments, and much rather violent denunciation

of Newton and his followers a denunciation that

reminds one of Samuel Butler's heated attacks upon
Darwin and the Darwinian theory. Being destitute

of any scientific knowledge upon the subject, I can

only say that many passages in Goethe's speculations

suggest a new and interesting observation of the

splendid colouring of the Italian landscape and Ital-

ian pictures. It was in fact the glory of Italian col-

ouring that first induced Goethe to attempt the

solution of a question which occupied so many years
of his later life.

1

In 1791, the Duke, always a true friend and
admirer, and now inwardly rather pleased that

the man who had in the past disapproved of

*A full but on die whole destructive discussion of
Goethe's Theory of Light and Colour may be found in the
first part of the chapter, "The Poet as a Man of Science" in
Lewes's Life of Goethe. A more favourable appreciation of
Goethe's services on this subject is contained in Bielschow-

sky's Life of Goethe, Vol. Ill, Chapter, "The Naturalist"

(Edit 1905).
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his numerous love-affairs, should be openly involved

in a serious love-affair himself, appointed Goethe
Director of the Theatre, a new and permanent
building in place of the little stages at Tiefurt

and elsewhere. Goethe held the position for some

twenty-five years, and it gave him great opportuni-
ties for the development of the drama, especially

during the years of friendship with Schiller. His
main difficulty lay with himself to subdue his

natural susceptibility to attractive actresses, who
were willing or eager to grant favours in return

for the great Director's favour. It is the common

temptation of such high place and patronage. But
Goethe showed exceptional resolution in resisting
it. As he said, the relationship was unfair, and he
could not yield to allurements without detriment

to the theatre and all concerned.

But the Duke's invitation in the following year
was to a different stage. It was a call to war, and
Goethe accepted it, as he accepted everything that

came. The revolutionary wars of the Dynasts against
France were just beginning. Goethe tells us that

every one had thought him mad for paying so

much attention to the scandal of the Diamond

Necklace, and even writing a little play about it.

But since that affair the course of revolution in

Paris had moved rapidly. Germans, he tells us again,
continued to live in a state of dreamy security, and

for the most part they loitered over their artistic

criticism, their tea-parties, and classical emenda-

tions. But Schiller (as "Gilleers") , who had written
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"Die Rauber" and his Ode to Joy (An die Freude) ,

adopted by Beethoven for the last movement of the

Ninth Symphony, was included with Priestley, Tom
Paine, Wilberforce, Clarkson, "Klopstoc," and other

foreigners as worthy of French citizenship, though
the document did not reach him till 1798, when

Danton, Roland, Anacharsis Clootz and all who had

signed it had gone the way to the guillotine. Other

fine enthusiasts, like Wordsworth, had greeted the

ideal of future brotherhood with equal joy, and

Karoline Herder, always so nobly alive to hope,

wrote, even after the September massacres of 1792:

"The Sun of Freedom is rising. That is certain, and
it is certain that this is not the business of the French

alone, but of the whole age. You can see that for your-
self* (she was writing to Fritz Jacobi on the Rhine)
"from the letter to the Pope in the Moniteur. In Ger-

many we shall sit awhile in darkness, but the morning
wind is here and there rising into voice/*

To this outburst Herder himself added a post-

script assuring Jacobi that his wife was not really

suffering from "the delirium of Freedom," but at

heart remained a good German "in this terra obe-

dientiae" Later on, when Frankfurt fell, arid her

own land lay open to invasion, Karoline Herder
admitted that under all this violence and pillage
she had turned against the revolution, "but la-

mented nothing, except that the Germans (Prussia
and Austria) had not the sense to appease the ex-

cited and raging lion by wise negotiations instead

erf always stirring him up more and bringing misery
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on all our heads." The suggestion shows a benevo-

lent simplicity.

Goethe himself did not at first realize the im-

mensity of the forces behind the uprising against

privilege and monarchy in France. When he took

on himself to still the panic on board the imperilled

ship off Capri, he said he always hated anarchy
worse than death; so now in revolution he saw an

interruption to the gradual advance of mankind

towards a higher civilization without the violence

and bloodshed that revolutions usually bring in their

train. He could not join in the chorus of exultant

praise to abstractions of Brotherhood and Universal

Love. He could not join in Schiller's Ode to Joy
when it proclaims a "Kiss to all the World*':

"Men in millions above telling,

Join in rapture of embrace!

Far above yon starry space
Some dear Father has his dwelling."

When a gentle philosopher was belauding man-

kind as being by nature so sweet and good, Fred-

erick the Great replied, "Ah, my dear Professor, you
do not know that accursed race!" Goethe would

not have called mankind accursed, but he knew a

good deal about men and women. He distrusted

fervid ecstasies, and had no reason to expect that

an uneducated populace would creat a happier

country than a wise and benevolent ruler might.

O such rulers he had examples in his own Duke
and in the great Prussian King who had died In

August, 1786. He also had the example of himself,
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who without thought of reward for so many years

had expended such energy upon the service and

advancement of his little State. If all rulers had

done as much, there would have been no need for

the uprising of an indignant people* and the pref-

erence for a benevolent despotism as compared with

a democracy, so easily ridiculed, is a commonplace
with men of genius as old age approaches.

1

In advocating a similar commonplace, Goethe,

like Wordsworth and other men of genius nearer

our own times, showed a lamentable decline in ar-

tistic power. The brief plays that he wrote upon
the subject are of small importance. The Natural

Daughter is the best, but the first part did not ap-

pear till 1803, anc* ^e drama as a whole was never

finished. No one except professors will ever read

the others again. F&r toore valuable are his ac-

counts of The Campaign in France and The Siege

of Mainz. These prove what a model war-corre-

spondent he would have made, if he had not been

writing a few years before the time when Crabbe

Robinson started the profession for The Times in

the Peninsular War. Certainly, he confesses that the

higher interest of his own theory of light and colour

often occupied his mind more than the movement
of armies, and he was happy it was so. In the pauses
of comparative quiet, he sought relief like towns-

people and peasants or "any one whom the pro-

longed misery of warfare has not deprived of all

*In Germany and the French Revolution Dr. G. P.

Gooch has analysed Goethe's attitude with his accustomed

thoroughness.
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belief in humanity/' He detested war and the

killing of human beings for political or national

aims. But nothing escaped those seeing eyes. He
observed and noted all the sufferings of the in-

habitants, the pangs of the wounded, the natural

habit of soldiers to sing indecent songs as they march
to almost certain death, the mistaken estimates of

fighting power, the wretchedness of retirement in

the rain, the hampering effect of "that fourth ele-

ment/' Mud.
One may recall in summary a famous passage

in his own account. He had joined the Duke's

regiment which formed part of the King of Prus-

sia's main army. That army, proud with the mem-
ories of the great Frederick and his father, who be-

tween them had created it, was advancing into that

region of France so familiarized by terrible events in

later wars the region between the Meuse and the

Aisne, marked by the names of Verdun, Toul, Bar-

le-Duc, and the Argonne. They had advanced so
near Chalons that the signposts pointed to Paris.

The army in fact had Chalons in their rear as they
faced back to meet the French now drawn up be-

tween themselves and their own country at the mill
of Valmy. It might have been possible to cut the
French force off, but they could not be stirred

from their position. Goethe says that 10,000 rounds
of cannon-ball were fired in one day by both
sides combined, and the Germans lost 1,200 men
to no purpose. In summary, his own story con-
tinues:
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"I had heard so much of cannon-fever that I wanted
to find out what it was really like. Boredom and that

spirit which challenges us to boldness and even reckless-

ness, induced me carelessly to ride forward to an out-

work called the Crescent. It was again occupied by
our men, but the outlook was savage roofs shot away,
sheaves of corn scattered about, the mortally wounded

lying on them here and there, and many spent cannon-

balls rattling on the ruins of the tiles.

"Quite alone, and at my own will, I rode to a hill

on the left, whence I commanded a good view of the

French position. They stood quite calm and secure in

an amphitheatre, Kellermann being on their left wing
nearest us.

"I came upon a party of the General Staff and
officers of my regiment, who were much astonished to

find me there. They wanted to take me back with them,
'

but I told them I had a particular object in remaining,
and they left me to my own well-known peculiar ways.

"I had now come right into the region where the

balls were playing over me. The sound of them is

curious, like the humming of tops, the gurgling of water,

and the piping of birds combined. As the ground was

wet, they were less dangerous, for each stuck where it

fell, and iny crazy ride was free from the risk of ricochet.

In this position I soon observed that something queer
was happening inside me. I paid close attention and yet I

can explain the sensation only by metaphor. One seemed

to be in a very hot place, but so permeated with the heat

that one felt oneself exactly in the same element The

eyes lost nothing of their strength or clearness, but the

whole world seemed to take on a brownish-red tinge,

which made one's situation and the surroundings appear
more threatening. I could not perceive any agitation

of the blood, but all seemed swallowed up in that hot

glow. Hence it is clear in what sense this condition can
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be called a fever. It is remarkable that this ghastly

uneasy feeling comes to us only through the ears. For

the thunder of the guns, the howling, whistling, and

crashing of the balls through the air are the true cause

of all these sensations,

"As I rode back and found myself in perfect security
I was interested to find that all that glow faded away,
and not a trace of feverish agitation remained. The
situation is, however, far from desirable, and among all

my dear and noble comrades in the war I found scarcely

one who expressed a really passionate impulse to share

it"

The day ended. The French remained unshaken,

and even took up a stronger position. Among the

Germans consternation reigned, for in the morn-

ing all had expected to run the French upon spits

and eat them up like birds. Even Goethe him-

self had felt absolute confidence in the army and

the Duke of Brunswick. Otherwise, he says, he

would not have been tempted to share in so dan-

gerous an expedition. But now every one went

about with downcast eyes, cursing and swearing at

everybody in the way. At night the officers found

themselves gathered in a circle, in which they dared

not light the customary fire. Most stood silent, a

few spoke, but no one dared give an opinion or

judgment on the event. At last some one called

upon Goethe, who had been in the habit of cheer-

ing them up with some brief and witty saying. He
said: "From today and from this very place a new

epoch in the history of the world is beginning,
and you can say you were present at it." It was
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September 20, 1792, that the famous prophecy was

uttered, and Valmy became one of the decisive bat-

tles of the world. Raw levies of citizens, inspired by
the enthusiasm of freedom, had defeated a highly-

trained army of regulars.

Amid the extreme misery of an army retiring

under drenching rain, deep in mud, hungry, and

sleeping on the sodden earth, Goethe, who shared

fully in all the discomforts, gradually made his way
back to the Rhine by way of Trier and Luxemburg.
From Coblenz he rowed down the river to his friend

Jacobi in Dusseldorf, and by December he was back

in Weimar. On his way, he tells us, he took an ironic

vow, if he got home, never to complain again that

the gable of a neighbouring house shut out the view

from his room, and never to complain again about

the vexation and boredom of a German theatre. For

he longed only to see his house once more, and in a

theatre one was at least under a roof, no matter what
went on upon the stage.

None the less, in spite of these advantages in

peace time, he accompanied the Duke in May, 1793,
to the siege of Mainz, but when the French were

driven out there, he left the army, as did the Duke.

On this occasion and on the last, happening to be
so near Frankfurt, he went to see his mother there,

for the first time in twelve years. He had often

written to her, but it may seem strange that in all

those years he had taken no opportunity to see the

lately widowed woman who remained so devoted

to her only son, now risen to such distinction. He
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was at this time offered a high position in the city

of her family, but refused, chiefly, he tells us, out

of gratitude to his Duke.

Those were dreary years for a poet, especially

in Weimar. In January, 1793, Louis XVI was exe-

cuted in Paris, and the guillotine continued to rise

and fall without intermission. Bit by bit the French

revolutionary troops retrieved defeat till they held

almost the whole of the Rhine's left bank, and

even Frankfurt was not safe, though Goethe's

mother courageously refused to move. Goethe's

circle of friends in Weimar had shrunk to very

few, and even the Herders were estranged. In the

interval between his two campaigns the poet wrote

tfye satiric farce The Citizen General (Der Burger-

general} , interesting as a reversed example of that

"Captain of Kopenick" who in 1906 amused Eu-

rope by revealing the profound influence of uni-

form upon the German mind. He distracted his

anxieties by converting the old German legend of

Reynard the Fox (Reineke Fuchs) into a long hu-

morous and satiric fable of animal personages in

his favourite form of German hexameters. In 1795
he wrote the allegorical and mystifying story called

The Fairytale (Das Mdrchen) , capable of many in-

terpretations, philosophic, religious, and political.

Carlyle, that true disciple who first introduced

Goethe to English readers, wrote of The Tale, as he

called it, with ecstatic admiration in the year of

Goethe's death (1832):

"So much I will stake my whole money-capital
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and literary character upon: that here is a wonderful

emblem of Universal History set forth; more especially

a wonderful emblem of this our wonderful and woeful

'Age of Transition'; what men have been and done,

what they are to be and do, is, in this Tale of Tales,

poetico-prophetically typified, in such a style of gran-
deur and celestial brilliancy and life, as the Western

Imagination has not elsewhere reached; as only the

Oriental Imagination, and in the primeval ages, was

wont to attempt,'*
*

As a disciple of both Goethe and Carlyle, I

quote this characteristic judgment, though I can-

not agiee with it. In Goethe's works and person-

ality, Carlyle always attempted to discover some

aspect of thought that might serve to restore or for-

tify his own youthful conceptions of religion and

morality. After reading Carlyle's early essays, Goethe

himself observed to Eckermann that he was a moral

force of such importance that it was impossible to

foresee how profound his influence might become.

Goethe's perception was well justified, but Carlyle's

own judgment was often misled by his exaggerated
insistence upon the moral and religious side. I we
consider the date of the work and the circumstances

under which it was written, it seems more likely

that this Fairytale should be interpreted as politi-

cal in purpose and referring to the turmoil caused

by France.

But in any case the interpretation is difficult,

and hardly worth while now. Its importance really

lies in marking the first definite step towards

*
Carfyle's Critical and Miscellaneous Etsays, Vol. IV.
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Goethe's later habit of throwing his thoughts into

abstract and allegorical forms, as we see in Wilhelm

Meisters Wanderjahre and the Second Pan of

"Faust." One should notice that, though this habit

has often been attributed to Schiller's influence,

the Fairytale was written before that influence be-

came strong. In one of Goethe's little poems,
to show how absurd it %vas to call him original,

he traces to his mother his love of telling fables

or fairy stories. Perhaps to that gallant and imagi-
native old woman in Frankfurt we must attribute

a manner of expression which to myself seems un-

fortunate.
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THE FRIENDS

MARRIAGES
between true minds of opposite

nature are often as happy as other marriages;

perhaps because, as one of Goethe's favourite Ger-

man proverbs says, "Care is taken that the trees

do not grow into the sky/* so that the children

do not grow too lofty or one-sided. Goethe him-

self was, indeed, a happy product of two strikingly

opposite characters in a man and a woman, who
came together by the common accident of prox-

imity. It is possible that in the same way differences

promote friendships between man and man, and

certainly the differences between Goethe and Schil-

ler were obvious. To outward observation nothing
could have seemed more unlikely than that one of

the most famous friendships in literature should

arise between them, until it arose.

The first two or three meetings did not promise

anything. Schiller was ten years the younger, and
Goethe was strongly prejudiced against him by the

exaggerated turbulence and sentimentality of his

early plays. With careless generosity he caused his

far more popular rival to be appointed to a tiny

professorship of history in Jena, partly for his rather

amateurish history o The Revolt of the Netherlands
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to be followed by The Thirty Yean' War, partly for

the sake of the very charming girl whom Schiller

afterwards married. It was in 1788, just after

Goethe's return from Italy, and when we read Schil-

ler's description of Goethe at the first meeting we
must remember how dreary and isolated Goethe
then felt; how he was beginning already in self-

defence to wrap himself in a chilly covering of

silence and aloofness. Writing to Christian Korner,
his faithful friend in Dresden, Schiller said:

"Goethe's first appearance was rather disappointing;
I had heard so much of this attractive and beautiful

figure. He is of middle height; stiff in bearing and

gait; his face is reserved, but the eye very expressive,
and one hangs with pleasure on his glance. In manner
he is very earnest, but good-tempered and kindly. He
is dark, and looks older than he is. His voice is remark-

ably pleasant, and his conversation flowing, spirited,
and full of life. One listens to him with extraordinary

pleasure, and when he is in the mood, he likes to talk,

and talks with interest. He speaks of Italy with passion-
ate remembrance. On the whole my really high idea of

him has not been diminished by personal acquaintance;
but I doubt whether we shall ever approach very near

each other. He has already outlived much that is still

interesting to me, much that I still wish and hope for.

He is so far in front on the road that we can never

meet, and his whole nature is differently constituted to

start with. His world is not mineour modes of thought
are essentially opposed."

In a letter to the same friend a few months later,

one sees the common jealousy of writers and artists

peering out:
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"This man, this Goethe, is once for all in my way,
and he too often reminds me how hardly fate has dealt

with me. Destiny has borne his genius lightly forward,

whilst I have had nothing but fighting and striving up
to this very minute" (March, 1789).

Schiller's life had certainly been hard, even for

a poet. Born at Marbach on the Neckar, he had

the advantage, like Goethe, of springing from the

southern Germany of the Rhineland, but his youth
was passed under the domination of Karl Eugen,
Duke of Wiirtemberg, a typical aristocrat, who

robbed, persecuted, and ravished his subjects at

pleasure, until, under the influence of a pious mis-

tress, he suffered conversion. Then, being sick of

pleasure, he turned to philanthropy, the common
resource of growing age and sickness. Having estab-

lished a School of Anns for boys, and a School of

Morals for girls under the superintendence of his

Evangelical mistress, he drove his youthful subjects

to one or other of the schools according to the

accident of sex. For it was absurd to be thwarted

for lack of material upon which to exercise his pious
intentions. For seven years Schiller suffered the

rigorous discipline of the military school, for it was

the Duke's will to make him an army-surgeon, a

profession for which he was entirely unsuited. Then
he wrote The Brigands or Robbers (Die RSuber) ,

and got it performed in Mannheim with cautious

emendations (1782) ; whereupon the Duke com-

manded him never to write another word. The
command need not surprise us, for a German prince
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once observed to Goethe: "If I had been God on
the point of creating the world, and had foreseen

that Schiller would write The Robbers in it, I

should not have created it."

Escaping from benevolent despotism, Schiller

lived for a time the life of a hare, seeking refuge
from town to town, applauded and starving. When
from Dresden he came to Jena and settled there,

with some hope of making about one pound a week,
he was justly regarded as the German apostle of

freedom, the champion of the uprising in France.

But Jena was the centre of the new philosophy of

Kant, and he rushed into Kantism with the eager

hope of opening vistas into regions beyond the

reach of logical understanding. A poetic glow was

diffused over Kantism from the first. The youth
of Germany were genuinely inspired, and took de-

light in the power and solidity of a supreme intel-

lect displayed in passages of stem eloquence, and in

a strength of thought that endued the rugged expres-
sion with grandeur. Reinhold, Kant's chief disciple
in Jena, rashly foretold that in a century his master's

name would have caused the name of Christ to be

forgotten.

As to the movement in France, Goethe remem-
bered the ancient law that Nature does nothing by
leaps and bounds, and as a humorist he distrusted

revolutionary magniloquence; heroes posing like

Greek statues, and uttering the elevated language of

Plutarch; the worship of an incarnate Goddess of

Reason; the re-naming of the months and re-dating
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of the years. Above all he hated the blood-lust and

brutality of the extreme revolutionaries, as even

Schiller came to hate them- "Nothing is so detest-

able as the majority," was one of his sayings, as

though anticipating Ibsen's "Enemy of the People."
"What government is the best? That which teaches

us best to govern our own souls." "Let no one sup-

pose that the world has been waiting for him to save

it." In practical politics Goethe never got much fur-

ther than the wisdom of such sayings.

In spite of Schiller's denunciation of tyrants and

the citizenship conferred upon him by the French

Revolutionaries, Goethe always maintained that

Schiller was more of an aristocrat than himself.

The explanation lies in Goethe's sympathetic and

personal interest in all working people. Lewes tells

us that when he knew Goethe's daughter-in-law
Ottilie in Weimar, she told him she was astonished

at the pleasure Goethe had in talking to common

people. She could not comprehend what attrac-

tion his great intellect found in conversation with

an old woman baking her bread, or a carpenter

planing a fir-plank. "He would talk with his

coachman, pointing out to him the peculiarities of

the scenery, and delighting in his remarks." Stately
and silent as he often was to travelling bores, and
to literary men with no ideas beyond the circle of

books, he was talkative and interested whenever
one of the people came in his way. There is noth-

ing astonishing or incomprehensible in all this.

From the days of Werther and the early lyrics to
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Hermann and Dorothea, the completion o the First

Part of "Faust/' and many of his latest poems, it

was his close sympathy with the working people
and common humanity that made Goethe a true

poet, and whenever he forgot or relaxed that sym-

pathy, he fell short of poetry. His genius then

failed. But Schiller, with all his splendid concep-
tions of abstract freedom and equality, hardly ever

touched the realities of men and women. Once

or twice he came near them, as in Wallenstein's

Camp and the Red Indian's (Nadowessier's) Dirge.

But how seldom 1 As Madame de Stael said, "He
lived as though there were no wicked people in the

world!"

To anticipate by thirty years, we may here give

a few sentences from Goethe's own judgment on

the French and other revolutions. Talking with

Eckermann on July 4, 1824, ^e sa^ :

"No end of abuse has been hurled at me for my
political attitude, and Schiller, who was far more of an

aristocrat than I, passes as the true friend of the people.
It is true, I could not be a friend of the French Revolu-

tion. Its horrors were too near me and drove me wild

with rage every day and every hour, whereas its benefi-

cent results could not then be foreseen. Neither could

I look with indifference while some people tried by arti-

ficial excitement to introduce into Germany similar

scenes to those which in France were the consequence
of inevitable necessity. But just as little was I a friend

of capricious absolutism. I am fully convinced that a

great revolution is never the fault of a people but of the

Government. But because I hated revolutions people
called me a bigoted conservative.
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"Again, only that can be good for a nation which

springs from itself and from its own necessities, not from

imitation of some other country. All attempts to intro-

duce innovations from abroad, the necessity for which
is not rooted in the very heart of the people itself, are

foolish, and all deliberate revolutions of that kind re-

main unsuccessful. They are without God, for God

always stands aloof from such amateur bungling. Where
there exists in a people a genuine necessity for great re-

form, God is with it, and it prospers. He was visibly on
the side of Christ and His disciples, for the revelation of

the new doctrine of love was a necessity for the nations.

He was also visibly on the side of Luther, for the puri-
fication of that doctrine as disfigured by the priesthood
was a necessity as well. No one would call those two

great powers bigoted conservatives. They were pene-
trated by the conviction that the old leaven must be
cleared away; that things could not go on any longer
in that state of falsehood, injustice, and insufficiency."

As to Kant and Schiller's enthusiastic devotion

to the new philosophy, Goethe could not fail to be

influenced by the stir that Kantism aroused. The
three great books of the Critique (of Pure Reason,
of Practical Reason, and of the Power of Judgment)

appeared between the years 1781 and 1790 just

those years when Goethe was seeking a clear and

definite understanding of the visible world and of

mankind as conceived by Greek tradition. Except,
erf course, to professors and those who, in Schopen-
hauer's phrase, live not for philosophy but on philos-

ophy, it cannot be said that Kant's first two books

are absolutely clear and definite. Even philosophic
and religious minds hardly agreed upon the central
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dextrine. To some it appeared negative, destruc-

tive, or at best agnostic. Writing of Kant, Heine

vividly described the result of his doctrine: "Do

you not hear a bell ringing? Down on your knees!

They are bearing the sacrament to a dying God.'*

But to many devout hearts with a natural tend-

ency to divine worship Kantism, especially as re-

vealed in the second Critique, seemed to establish

the necessity of a Divinity conceived under various

forms by the human mind. Goethe was a disciple

of Spinoza from youth upward, a believer in a poetic

pantheism. He never cared to discuss the question.
"For myself* (to quote his saying again) , "I am
so glad to hold my tongue when people talk about

God and the Supreme Being." As to the metaphysi-
cal side of Kantism, he was content to leave it alone.

"All speculation and criticism/* he writes in his

Autobiography, "imply some hitch or stoppage

(Stockeri) in the creative power/' And again, "I

have never wasted my time in thinking upon
thought/' But still he could not escape the dom-

inating influence of Kant. "No one/' he said in

later life, "has ever opposed Kant without serious

loss to himself." And he studied the Critique of the

Power of Judgment, in so far as it dealt with beauty
and art, diligently and with deep appreciation. For
after all he was a German, and could not altogether

escape the national tendency to theorize, speculate,
and define the shadows of abstraction. Hence arose

that correspondence with Schiller which forms a

textbook of criticism and aesthetics.
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"Differing only in opinion," as Carlyle said of

himself and John Sterling, the two poets were united

in earnestness and integrity. It was art and science

that at last brought them together, and, as one of

Goethe's own sayings expresses it: "He who has art

or science has religion too. He who has neither art

nor science had better have religion/'

For six years while Schiller was living and

lecturing in Jena, so close at hand, Goethe was

usually in Weimar, famous but isolated and even

avoided:

"Like to a lonely dragon, that his fen

Makes feared and talked of more than seen." *

Chiefly owing to his otherwise happy and com-

fortable connections with Christiane Vulpius, he

was coldly received in ordinary society. Towards the

end of these years the Herders, hitherto his best

friends in spite of Herder's captious temper, vio-

lently quarrelled with him about a sum of money
that they urged him to procure from the Duke, he

thought unjustly. Whereupon Karoline Herder, al-

ways so vehement in defence of her family, wrote

him such stinging letters that Goethe had to refuse

to read them. In the end the Duke, under Goethe's

pressure, reluctantly gave way, but the breach was

not healed. Cut off from intellectual sympathy,
Goethe felt himself failing in poetry, drama, and

science. Schiller was in every respect the more pop-
ular figure in German esteem. That weary habit of

1 "Qmolanus," Act IV, Sc. i.
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contrasting the two, and attaching such meaningless

terms as "Realist" and "Idealist" to one or the other

in praise or condemnation, was already beginning.

"For the last twenty years the public has been dis-

puting which was the greater, Schiller or I," said

Goethe in old age. "They ought to rejoice that they

have two such fellows to dispute about!" In this

state of silent discouragement, Goethe was sud-

denly delighted in 1794 to receive from Schiller a

letter asking him to contribute to a new review he

was starting, to be called The Hours. He readily

complied. He would both contribute and share in

the management.
Then followed the decisive meeting in Jena.

Goethe has himself given a full account of it in his

Annals. We may summarize:

"I found Schiller once at a meeting of the Natural

Science Society, and it so happened that we came out

together, and began talking of what we had heard. He
seemed to have been interested, but remarked with

much insight that this disjointed way of dealing with

nature was far from encouraging to a layman. I answered

that perhaps it was not altogether pleasant even to the

initiated, and that there might be another way of repre-

senting nature, not as split up into compartments, but

working in full life and energy from the whole into the

parts. He said he could not understand how such a

method could proceed from experience, and, being

tempted into his house, I explained to him the meta-

morphosis of plants, drawing before his eyes a symbolic

plant point by point He followed with keen intelli-

gence, but at the end he shook his head, saying, 'That's

not experience. That's an Idea/
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"I was annoyed, for in those words the line that

separated us was clearly shown, but collecting myself,

I answered: 'Well, it's a comfort to have Ideas without

knowing it, and actually to see them with eyes/ The

dispute ended in an armistice, but the ice was broken.

Schiller had great powers of attraction, and his wife,

whom I had known from her childhood, added her share

to a lasting friendship. And so, owing to that great

controversy between Subject and Object, that perhaps
will never be finally settled, we concluded an alliance

that remained unbroken and conferred much benefit on

ourselves and others. For me especially it was a new

spring in which everything burgeoned into glad and

abundant life as from opening seeds and budding
branches."

In an eagerly accepted invitation to Schiller to

stay with him for a fortnight just after that signifi-

cant meeting, Goethe promised: "All that is mine or

in myself I will gladly share with you. How great

the privilege of your sympathy will hjp you will

readily discover when you perceive in me a certain

indecision and hesitation of mind which I cannot

overcome, though well aware of it." A few years

later, when he was forty-nine, he wrote: "You have

given me a second youth, and converted me again

into a poet, which I had as good as ceased to be/'

That was his tone for the rest of his life. He com-

pared himself to one who in Italy had visited the

upper sunshine but had returned to dwell in the

shadowy gloom of the Platonic cave. "Then came

my relation to Schiller, the greatest blessing for-

tune has given me in my later years. He saved me
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from the charnel house of science, and gave me back

to poetry and life." And in old age he said: "There

is no writer in any literature to whom Schiller can

be exactly compared, but he came nearest to Byron"

(nearest, one may suppose, in the impulse of free-

dom and energy that both gave to the thought and

action of the time). Or, to sum up, one may quote
what he said to Eckermann:

"Every week Schiller was a new and more complete
man. Each time I saw him he appeared to me to have

advanced in reading, knowledge, and judgment. He
was indeed a magnificent creature, and was taken from
us at the very height of his powers."

For Schiller the friendship was at least equally
beneficent. Every trace of jealousy vanished. In a

letter to Korner he admitted without a pang that,

compared with Goethe, he was but a dullard in

poetry. Confirmed by the friendship and applause
of so eminent a man, he could no longer distrust his

own powers. His whole existence took a new and

stronger tone, and even on his bodily health his

wife and others always noticed the beneficial influ-

ence of Goethe's presence, so sane, wholesome, and

outwardly serene. For in body as in mind the

two were differently constituted: Goethe sturdy,

erect, seldom ill, brown of face, and always living

for choice in the open air; Schiller nearly always

ailing, stooping, short-sighted, pale or hectic, work-

ing at night, shut up in his study and stimulating his

genius with strange incentives, such as the smell of

rotting apples, hidden in a drawer, and fit, as Goethe

found, to make one sick. But, as though in com-
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pensation, nature, as often happens in the case of

apparently feeble constitutions, had bestowed on

Schiller a fund of inexhaustible cheerfulness and

hope.

Looking back upon those years of ideal partner-

ship, Goethe wrote (in 1 829) to Carlyle, whom he so

justly valued: "With us it was then a time of un-

limited endeavour. No one thought of demand-

ing a reward. Our sole effort was to do good serv-

ice."
l
Unhappily, their first attempt at good serv-

ice was far from successful. Schiller's review, The

Hours (Die Horen) , started with a splendid set of

names as contributors, most of them living in Jena.

There were Wilhelm and Alexander Humboldt;

young Fichte, philosopher and patriot (soon de-

clared by the editor too difficult for human com-

prehension) ; Gleim, the veteran poet; Fritz Jacobi,

always hunting shadow-land for the lost convic-

tions of his youth; Herder, embittered now and

jealous of "the Jachin and Boaz of the Temple/'
as he called Goethe and Schiller, but always an in-

spiring writer; and the brothers Schlegel, sons of

stage-thunder.

But the subscribers, numerous at first, soon fell

away, the fact being that a review to do people

good seldom succeeds. You may bring the best medic-

inal water to the public, but you cannot make

them drink. Schiller was not a good popular

editor, though he possessed enviable skill in "cut-

1
Quoted by Max Miiller in the Contemporary Review,

June, 1886.
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ting down," and Goethe tells us that he once saw

him reduce a contributor's poem of twenty-one

stanzas to seven without the smallest loss! But the

subjects of the review were beyond the interest of

all but philosophers, and even in Germany philos-

ophers cannot make a paper pay. Schiller's own
admirable essay on "The Naive and Reflective in

Poetry" and his "Letters on the Aesthetic Educa-

tion of Man" failed to attract, and even when

Goethe tried what now would be called "sex ap-

peal" by publishing his Roman Elegies in the re-

view, they only raised the common howl of im-

morality among a growing sect of mystics and neo-

Christians, who burnt the earlier books of Wilhelm

Meister in public, and before long developed into

the "Romantic School/* Old-fashioned material-

ists and new-fashioned metaphysicians joined the

mystics in the outcry, and The Hours rapidly faded

away.
The friends were disappointed, and in their

irritation one of them suggested a series of epigrams
in which to strike back at their common foes. In

Schiller's Muses' Almanack, an entirely poetic maga-

zine, they issued about 400 Xenien, in imitation of

Martial's Xenia or Parting Gifts. Remembering
Samson's cunning device, Goethe wrote for intro-

duction:

"Hence, merry foxes, with your tails alight,

Consume Philistia's crops of black and white!"

It is impossible to allot the authorship of the epi-

grams. Goethe says the friends worked together, one
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sometimes suggesting the subject, the other the form,

but as a rule Schiller's were the sharpest. All were

cast in the Latin elegiac metre, but the general effect

may be given in ordinary verse:

On the Revolutionists (certainly by Goethe) :

" Twas Luther once, 'tis now the Frenchman's rage
That from true progress turns an erring age."

On the teleologists:

"See the Creator's grace in all his works:

He made the cork tree just to suit the corks/*

More personal are the following: on Nicolai,

who was always appealing to the support of Les-

sing:

"Speak not of Lessing; here he suffered scorn;

But in his martyr's crown thou wast the thorn.**

And on his materialism:

"So blind you are, unless you touch, you cannot under-

stand;

And what you touch is foul'd and smudg'd by contact

with your hand/'

On old Lavater, once a friend:

"
'Man's a poor creature!* Yes, I know; and wanted to

forget it,

And came for comfort unto you, and deeply I regret
it!"

And to the same:

"Great indeed is the gulf from grandeurdown to inanity;
To bridge it over in man Nature inserted vanity/*
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On the brothers Schlegel:

"What only yesterday they learnt, they teach today
without a question.

O what a blessing it must be to have so rapid a diges-
tion!"

On the commentators of Kant:

"
'Tis strange how one man's wealth the need of many

assuages;
And what a monarch builds, the hodmen get good

wages/'

On Wolf, who had recently published his cele-

brated Prolegomena to prove that the Iliad and

Odyssey were by several different poets:

"Seven towns once strove for Homer as their own;
A Wolf now rends him, and gives each a bone."

To poetasters was addressed (almost certainly by

Schiller) the famous epigram:

"Because your verse runs smooth in some long-cultured

tongue
That rhymes and thinks for you, have you the gift of

song?"

And one of a gentler kind:,

"We hate each other, we strive, we're always ready to

fight,

And all the time your hair, like mine, is turning white/'

But that appeal to common mortality could

not assuage the wrath of critics, mystics, and

minor poets. Among intellectual circles storms

arose, as when Pope's Dunciad or Byron's English
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Bards and Scotch Reviewers appeared, and the

friends suffered. Perhaps they should have consid-

ered the truth afterwards expressed in Schiller's fa-

mous line: "Against stupidity the gods themselves

contend in vain/' l Or Goethe's own rule in subse-

quent life: "Never answer critics. Do better your-

self, and go forward." In fact, that was the course

the poets followed.

On Goethe's side, the firstfruits of this whole-

some resolve was his long idyllic poem, Hermann
and Dorothea, written at great speed (Schiller tells

us at an average of 150 lines a day) , though, as

usual with Goethe's works, there were intervals, and

the whole was not published till 1797. The plot was

suggested by a story of the Protestant refugees driven

from their homes by the Archbishop of Salzburg in

1732 with the hope of purging the true faith of

heretics, but Goethe altered time and place. His

scene is a small town in one of the beautiful and

fertile valleys of the Rhineland; on the Nectar, for

instance, so fondly familiar to him from childhood.

We see described with loving minuteness the old

German houses with high-pitched roofs, the little

gardens carefully tended, the orchards hung with

fruit, the sunny square, the bench before the kindly

1 The line occurs in Schiller's "Maid of Orleans'* (1801)
"Mi* der Dummheit karnpfen die Cotter selbst vergebens."
Both the language and die context of the play have sug-

gested to me the translation: "With stupidity on their side,

the gods themselves contend in vain." I think that interpre-
tation gives a finer and more subtle meaning, but the

ordinary one is now too firmly established to be changed.
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inn, where innkeeper, parson, and chemist or doctor

converse with the friendliness of people who have

known and respected one another all their lives.

It is a scene of ancient peace, but the year is 1 795,

and behind the quiet and the sunshine we feel the

approach of storm. At first we hear with what joy

and hope the very heaven of freedom and equality

revealed by the revolution in Paris had been greeted

by Germans as by French. Life had seemed a fes-

tival of sweetness and fraternity. But now the in-

vading troops of the Republic had come right up
to the Rhine, and in terror of their lives the inno-

cent peasants were pouring in a long stream for

refuge through the peaceful valley and little town.

The meeting of the innkeeper's son with one of the

refugee girls at a well, their shy and hesitating love,

and the ultimate consent of his parents are told with

all Goethe's charm and penetrating sympathy. For

his memory could recall scenes of similar love.

The ideal described in Hermann's mother is the

ideal of the thrifty but sweet-tempered housewife

in all races and times. It is the same so exactly

indicated by the Oriental writer to whom the pas-

sionate "Song of Solomon" is also strangely attrib-

uted.1 In Herrmann we see the very type of that

1 A few sentences may revive the memory of the familiar

passage: "She seeketh wool and Sax and worketh willingly
with her hands. She is like the merchant ships: she bring-
eth her food from afar. She riseth also while it is yet night,
and giveth meat to her household, and a portion to her

maidens. She considereth a field and buyeth it; with the

fruit of her hands she planteth a vineyard. She perceiveth
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dutiful, sturdy, honest-hearted German youth, justly

praised and claimed as genuinely national by pro-

fessors, preachers, and generals before the Great

War. Certainly, Goethe touched the whole theme

with a gentle irony, as much as to say (as indeed he

afterwards confessed) : "My dear German people,
if this is the sort of thing you want, here you are!"

There is something burlesque in the mock-Homeric

form (which induced even Schiller to hail it as "Ger-

man epic"!) , and in the hexameter line, so unfor-

tunately chosen. That the poet intended it to be a

semi-humorous picture as well as a love-idyll upon
a tragic background is evident from such passages
as the apothecary's plaintive account of his garden
before a rival appeared:

"Long my house used to smile, decked out in the latest

of fashions;

Long did the sashes gleam with big square panes in

each window.
But who'll rival the merchant, who not alone has the

money,
But knows every trick how the best can always be

purchased!
Look at his house over there now, that new one!

Bright in the meadows
Gleam all white against green the stucco and elegant

twiddlings!

(tasteth) that her merchandise (shopping) is good; her
candle goeth not out by night She is not afraid of the

snow for her household; for all her household are clothed

with scarlet (double garments). She openeth her mouth
with wisdom, and in her tongue is the law of kindness,"

(Proverbs xxxi.)
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Why, the glass is all plate, and the windows shine like

a mirror!

Yet in the good old days since the fire our two were
the finest,

Mine with the sign of the Angel, and the inn with the

Golden Lion.

Then my garden was famous all round this side of the

country,

Every traveller stood and gazed through the bright
red palings,

Gazed at the figures in stone, the beggars and dwarfs

gaily painted.
And when I gave my guests their tea in that glorious

grotto,

Oh, how pleased they all were with the varied and

glimmering colours

Shed from the shells in rows! Why, even professors
were dazzled

Seeing the sparkling ores and the roseate hue of the

corals."

The idyll became widely popular at once, partly

owing to its entire innocency and its German ideal.

For in the main it was serious in praise of the estal>

lished habits of German country life, and the irony

escaped notice, as irony always will. German critics

say that it might have reached the popularity of

Werther but for the cumbersome hexameters. In

which case one may regret all the more that Goethe

did not adopt some other narrative metre, like By-

ron's, for instance, in Don Juan, which in later life

he so fervently admired.

Perhaps to revive in detail the memories of his

beautiful and sunny native region, Goethe broke

off the composition of the poem when it was two-
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thirds finished, and went to stay with his mother in

Frankfurt again. He took Christiane and their boy
with him, but they stayed only four days, though
the warmhearted and unconventional mother gave
them every welcome. Perhaps the townspeople were

censorious, and scented the irresistible joy of scan-

dal. At all events, Goethe himself, after lingering
for a week or two, set off again for Switzerland, con-

templating a renewal of Italian happiness, if still it

could be found. But from the summit of a pass he

again turned back, drawn as he said by love for

Christiane and their little son.

The year of the completion of Hermann and

Dorothea was also marked by a rivalry between him-

self and Schiller in the composition of ballads.

Goethe contributed The Treasure Seeker (Der

Schatzgraber) , the series of The Millers Daughter,
The Prentice Magician (Der Zauberlehrling) , and
the two companion ballads, The Bride of Corinth

and The God and the Bajadere which both for

similarity of theme and contrast of treatment may
be compared with Wordsworth's Laodamia (1814) .

Goethe was always fond of the ballad form, so

sudden in beginning, so simple in narration, and
he continued the practice of it at least till 1813.
But he never quite equalled the perfection of his

earlier ballads, such as The King in Thule, The

Erlking, The Fisherman, The Bard (Der Sanger) ,

and Before the Court (Vor Gericht) . Goethe him-

self also classed Mignon's song, Kennst du das Land,
as a ballad.
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Schiller
f

s ballads of the same year (1797) in-

cluded many of his best-known The Diver, The
Cranes of Ibycus, The Glove, The Ring of Polyc-

rates, and The Way to the Forge, and Goethe,
with his invariable generosity, always acknowl-

edged himself defeated in the contest. There
is mention of Schiller's Song of the Bell in

this year too, though it was not published till 1799.
Schiller took the motto, "Vivos voco. Mortuos

plango. Fulgura jrango" from the inscription on
an old bell at Schaffhausen, and it was as Epi-

logue to this poem that Goethe in 1805, that

year of mourning, composed his fellow-poet's lasting
memorial.

But there was another type of song in which
Schiller could not attempt rivalry, not possessing the

abandonment and gaiety of spirit. Goethe had a

fine delight in what he called "Gesellige Lieder"

They came into his head at various times, even up
to old age, and were always full of fun, sometimes

as satire or parody, sometimes merely as delight in

living and comradeship. We cannot translate the

name as "Drinking Songs"; and "Community
Songs" would mean something different now. Many
of them were specially composed for a small circle

of friends who assembled in Jena in 1801 and 180?.

The general tone tells of the joy of living. "Truly
life's a lovely thing on the lovely earth!" cries the

Table Song (Tiscklied) . No regrets, no sad remi-

niscences! Live ever with eyes to the front! Rule
and win, not serve and lose! Triumph, not suffer!
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Be the hammer, not the anvil! Such words of en-

couragement or caution are scattered here and

there* "I have believed; now for the first time I

believe aright! And no matter how strangely, how
ill it goes with me, I stand by the order of

believers!" That is a saying characteristic of the

man who said: "If you must tell me your opinions,
tell me what you believe in. I have plenty of doubts

of my own!"

But best of all these jolly songs is the General

Confession (Generalbeichte) . It calls on the circle

of friends to grasp as it passes the earnest mood
that comes so seldom, and to join in the confession

of their sins:

"We have often dreamed when waking, have not

emptied the glass when the wine was foaming; have
often missed the idyllic moment, the hasty kiss upon
beloved lips; have sat silent and stupid when Philistines

chattered, counting their silly noise finer than song
divine; and when they called us to account for happy
moments we could pride ourselves upon. If thou wilt

give thy true disciples absolution, we, at thy direction,

will ceaselessly strive to wean ourselves from half-heart-

edness, and in the complete, the good, and the beautiful

to live without flinching; always bravely to cut the

Philistines short, not to sip the foaming wine like flies,

not to ogle with stolen glances, but to cling hard and fast

to the beloved mouth-"

In that resolve, "To wean ourselves from half-

heartedness and without flinching to live in the com-

plete, the good, and the beautiful," we may find the

very centre of Goethe's life as he strove to live it.
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But all through these nine or ten years of close

friendship with Schiller his main interest lay in the

theatre. He took his office as Director with intense

seriousness, choosing the plays, allotting the parts

to the actors, superintending the rehearsals down
to the minutest detail, sitting as judge in the quar-
rels of actresses, watching the performances (seated

in the middle of the pit) , restraining the ill-judged

opinion of the audience, and at least on one occa-

sion quelling the laughter, probably of students

from Jena, by rising and shouting with his splendid

deep voice, "Let no one laugh!" For more than

twenty-five years he remained absolute dictator, and

he resigned only when, with the Duke's permission,
a comedian introduced a performing dog on the

stage (1817). The productions of his own plays

were very rare, but nearly all Schiller's greatest

dramas were written and performed during the years

of their friendship the three parts of Wallenstein,

Mary Stuart, The Maid of Orleans, The Bride of

Messina, and William TelL Unhappily, the drama
of Demetrius which seemed likely to develop into

the greatest of Schiller's plays, was left unfinished

at the poet's death.

As with The Hours, the combined labour o the

two poets on the theatre did not produce popular
success. Neither the Weimar public nor the Jena
students appreciated compulsory elevation. Like

other audiences they wanted amusement, or in-

tense emotion, at least now and then, and except
in Wallenstein's Gamp, Schiller's dramas make no
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attempt to amuse, and the plays, though tragic,

seldom rise to the height of intensity in emotion.

Perhaps unfortunately, the expenses of the theatre

were borne by the State, so that the poets were not

driven to consult the needs of the box-office, and

the presence of Goethe and the Court overawed

criticism. Still, enough interest was aroused to

suggest the malignant pleasure of dividing the two

friends by jealousy. The indifferent but popular
dramatist Kotzebue, coming to the town, was ig-

nored by Goethe, and in revenge plotted a cere-

mony in which, after the performance of scenes

from Schiller's plays, a vast pasteboard bell was to

be wheeled on to the stage and split asunder, re-

vealing Schiller's marble bust. Schiller told Goethe

he would feign illness and stay away, but there was

no need. The bust and the use of the Town-hall

were refused. The rehearsals and costumes were

wasted, and the alliance of the friends remained un-

disturbed (1802).
Yet the century opened gloomily. In 1800 both

fell deadly ill, and the shadow of death was fall-

ing over the past. Rousseau and Lessing had al-

ready gone. In 1803 old Father Gleim and Klop-
stock followed, and at the end of that year Herder,

the earliest inspirer of Goethe's genius, died too.1

1 In his Annals (end of 1803) Goethe gives a poignant
account of his last meeting with this remarkable man. "A
short time before his end/* he writes, "I experienced an

example In little of our joys and sorrows through so many
years. I had heard that he had spoken well of my piece
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In that same month of December, the prevailing

gloom was at all events varied by the arrival of

Madame de Stacl, who came with the intention of

extolling the Germans in contrast to her frivolous

French people, as Tacitus had done in contrast to

Romans. Schiller received her courteously, but wrote
to Goethe, who had hidden himself in Jena, that

she had no real sense for poetry, but could appre-
ciate only passion, rhetoric, and generalities. After

a few weeks Goethe, in spite of his natural objection
to being interviewed for a book, agreed to meet her
in his own house; but he seems to have remained
stiff and reserved, as was now his habit with stran-

gers. Yet she describes him as "possessing extraor-

dinary spirit in conversation, if only one can get him
to talk at all."

In the next year (1804) Napoleon assumed the

title of Emperor, and secured the murder of the

The Natural Daughter, and while we were both living in
the castle at Jena, he came one evening to my room and
repeated all manner of good things about it. He showed
hearty sympathy as a friend, but the pleasure was short-

lived, for he ended by a trump-card, good-humouredly
played it is true, but singularly inopportune, and the effect

of all the rest was undone. I looked at him but answered

nothing, and in this symbol the many years of our inter-

course rose before me in startling and terrible guise. Thus
we parted, and I never saw him again/'

I have found no authority for the statement that the

trump-card was Herder's final exclamation: "I prefer your
Natural Daughter to your natural son!" (Ludwig's Goethe,
Vol. II, page 68). Herder's widow Karoline, one of the most
vehement and attractive women in German literature, died
in 1809.
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Due d'Enghien. Pitt was preparing resistance to

the expected invasion of England. But to Weimar
for the present all rumours of war sounded far away,
and the quiet pursuit of the arts and theatre was

not interrupted. In the following winter both

friends were seriously ill again, but with the spring
Schiller declared he xvould behold Switzerland and

the sea before he died. Toward the end of April
he walked down the street to call upon Goethe, for

since his removal from Jena in 1799 he had been

living in a house near by. Neither of them spoke
of his recent illness a fine testimony to the noble

nature of both. Goethe returned the visit on the

sgth, and found his friend just leaving for the

theatre. Not strong enough to sit through the per-

formance, Goethe accompanied him to the door,

and there they parted. Next day Schiller was ob-

viously worse, and, though he continued to write

at his Demetrius, his strength failed from day to

day. On the 8th of May he said he felt better and

better, more and more cheerful, and in the evening
he told his wife to draw the curtain back that he

might see the sunset. Those were perhaps his last

conscious words, though he continued to speak for

a time, chiefly in Latin. Next afternoon (May
gth, 1805) , he died. "Death/* he used to say, With

characteristic optimism, "can be no evil, for it is

universal."

No one dared to tell Goethe the truth, but see-

ing from the looks of his household that something
was wrong, he said at once, "Schiller is worse/*
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There was no answer, and he said again, "I see that

Schiller must be very ill." That evening he spent
in silence, and at night he was heard crying in his

room. Next morning he said, "He is dead, then/'

All the interests of life seemed to cease together, and

the blank pages of his diary chronicled the dreari-

ness of his soul. Three weeks later he wrote to his

friend Zelter, "I thought I was going to lose my own

life, and now I have lost a friend, and in him the

half of my being."
He had indeed lost from his side one of the

noblest figures in literature. Justly could he say of

him in the Epilogue to the Song of the Bell, recited

in the Weimar theatre a few months after Schiller's

death:

"His spirit strode with powerful footsteps here

Towards the eternal True and Good and Fair;

And like an empty show behind remained

The Commonplace that holds us all enchained." *

For, unlike Wordsworth as Schiller was in nearly

every point, a German may say of him, as Sir

John Seeley said of Wordsworth, no modern

writer has done more to redeem our life from

vulgarity.

1 la the original this famous final couplet reads:

"Und hintcr ihmf in wesenlosem Scheme,

Lag, was uns Allc bandigt, das Gwncine"
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masterpiece is the First Part of

Fattrf. It is one of the few supreme poems
created by mankind, and it places him on the

level of Homer, the Greek dramatists, Virgil,

Dante, Shakespeare, and Milton the poets that

may justly be called immortal* The characters,

the thoughts, and much of the language in Faust

have passed into the common heritage of all

thoughtful and educated people throughout Europe
and America. Among them a knowledge of the

poem may be assumed. For creative power, depth of

thought, and beauty of expression it stands as a

noble memorial of genius, and after the course of

many generations there are no signs that its in-

fluence and the admiration paid to it from the first

are diminished.

Except in the case of his finest lyrics, it was

Goethe's habit an unfortunate habit to produce
so spasmodically that many of his greatest works

remained fragments, and were published as such.

Even in the composition of Werther and Hermann
and Dorothea there were intervals, and Wilhelrn

Meister lingered for years. The poet's mind, in-

terested, as we have seen, in almost every subject
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in the world in love, public work, government,
natural science, classical and romantic art, war,

the theatre, and every kind of poetry was always

tempted to shoot off from one interest to another,

and the temptation was seldom resisted. All his

longer works suffered from lack of coherence and

artistic form and, in consequence, the poet who

thought and wrote more upon art and the laws of

art than any other poet of great eminence, \vas in

his longer works the least artistic of them alL The
interests of his active and inquiring mind were too

wide, too variable, for the perfect artist's concentra-

tion. He was conscious of his weakness a weakness

that came from his own mental alertness but he

confessed himself unable to put restraint upon his

nature. And of all his works the masterpiece of

Faust was composed at longest intervals, and suf-

fered most. If we include the Second Part, as he

certainly designed, the composition extended over

fully sixty years, and sometimes the work lay dor-

mant for ten, once for twenty years, without an ad-

dition, and almost without a thought*
From the first the Faust legend had a natural at-

traction for him, for the legendary Faust, like him-

self, was an enquiring soul, standing between two

worlds. Behind him lay the beautiful and credulous

Middle Age; around him seethed the incalculable

forces of the Renaissance and the Reformation. Like

others of the time, he was at once a mystic, a magi-
cian, and a natural philosopher. Like the crowds

of wretched witches, he was accused of intercourse
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with the Devil, to whom he had bargained away his

soul.

German critics tell us that the first mention of

Faust occurs in a churchman's letter of 1507, where
he is spoken of as being still alive, a necromancer

who knew Plato and Aristotle by heart and could

perform Christ's miracles. In 1547 he is mentioned

again, together with a black dog, who would some-

times change into his servant. But the writer speaks
of Faust as already dead, strangled by the Devil in

accordance with the bond. About forty years later

Johann Spies of Frankfurt wrote The History of Dr.

Johann Faust, the infamous Magician and Practicer

of the Black art, compiled from his own Manuscripts
for the Instruction, awful Example, and earnest

Warning of all presumptuous, over-curious, and im-

pious People. He is here said to have studied at Wit-

tenberg, but to have turned to magic and called up
the Devil in the shape of Mephistopheles, as though
to prove his assertion that "the Devil was not so

black as he was painted, nor Hell so hot as generally

supposed." With him Faust visited Hell and the

stars, Romeand Constantinople, where they practised

merry jests with the Pope's dinner and the Sultan's

wives. Faust also called up Helen of Troy from the

dead, and she bore him a son. But next year the

twenty-four years of the bargain were up, and one

evening the stiidents perceived that he was very mel-

ancholy. In the morning his fragments were found
strewn about his study in most amazing disorder.

This was the book that came into the hands of
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Christopher Marlowe, who composed upon it his

great drama, The Tragical History of Doctor Faus-

tusf which includes the famous address to Helen

and other splendid passages. It was certainly acted in

1594, and was early introduced into Germany, per-

haps by English actors* In that year another biog-

raphy of Dr. Faust included the figure of his disciple

Wagner, and many versions quickly followed, with

varying details of place and time, as is the way with

folk legends.
1 A most popular Puppenspiel or Mari-

onette Show (like our Punch and Judy) was acted

up to 1770 and was evidently well known to Goethe
in his boyhood. It ended with the words: "Faust,

thou art being judged Faust, Faust, thou art

damned." It was about that same year that Goethe
records: "Already the legend of Faust was begin-

ning to sound and resound in my mind in varied

and mysterious tones/'

Parts of his own poem, including the first

soliloquy, the evocation of the Earth Spirit, the

interruption of Wagner, the dialogue between

Mephisto and the student, the sport in Auerbach's

Cellar (mainly in prose), and most of 'the early
scenes with Gretchen, were read to several friends

before 1775, and form the so<:alled Original Faust

(Urfaust), which, copied in manuscript by a

woman, was discovered in 1887* The prison scene

was there, but in prose. Goethe recast it in vene

* Karl Engel in his Zusammmstcttung der Faust Schriftcn

gives the titles of 2,715 books, plays, and pamphlets deal-

ing with this irresistible theme.
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"so as to make it less horrifying." For, being al-

ways compassionate to human suffering, he could

not endure being driven to the extreme horror

of tragedy. The scene of the Witch's Kitchen

and the passage called "Forest and Cavern" were

xvritten in Rome in 1787 or 1788, and the poem
called Faust; a Fragment (published in 1790)
ended abruptly with the fainting of Gretchen

in the cathedral, though the Urjaust contained

much more that was afterwards embodied in the

final form.

After 1787 followed another long pause until, in

1797, under Schiller's persuasion, the poet took up
the work again, and between that year and 1801

added many of the most beautiful and effective

scenes and verses, such as the exquisite "Dedica-

tion," in xvhich he laments the departure of the

many friends to whom he recited the earlier ver-

sions; the "Prologue in the Theatre," in which the

Director, the Poet, and the Clown discuss the na-

ture of a drama that is to please the public, and the

poet utters the lovely description of youth which

cannot be recalled; and the "Prologue in Heaven,"
with which the drama really begins. For here, after

the superb song of the angels in praise of creation,

we see Mephistopheles intruding into the presence
of the Lord, like Satan in the Book of Job, and con-

cluding with Him the wager for Faust's souL

The variegated scene of human delights outside

the city walk may have been written early, but

probably belongs to those years too, as do the scene
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between Faust and the magic poodle in the study,

and the first and second appearances of Mephisto.

To those years belong Faust's curse upon all life,

and the bargain struck for his soul. The scene with

Valentine at Gretchen's door was written in 1800,

and so was the "Walpurgis Night." The mistake

of throwing in the "Intermezzo of Oberon and

Titania's Wedding" was committed about the same

date, and is interesting only as an instance of

Goethe's strange habit of introducing disconnected

episodes without considering the general form, so

unhappily exemplified again in Wilhelm Meisters

Wanderjahre and the Second Part of Faust. Then
followed the Prison Scenes, rewritten in verse dur-

ing those years. To the same period is due the epi-

sode of "Helena/* afterwards embodied in the Sec-

ond Part. In 1800 Schiller wrote regretting that

he feared he would never induce Goethe to finish

Faust. Yet in those very years the poet was writ-

ing far more for the great drama than at any time

since his youth, and writing it at the same high
level, or even at a higher. Besides the "Helena,"

there are many signs that he always kept the Second

Pan in mind, but he appears not to have taken it

seriously in hand till after the death of Byron in

1824.

Goethe himself described the whole drama as "in-

commensurable," and, indeed, like life itself, it sur-

passes the measure of logical understanding. He tells

us it is vain to seek one clue or central idea in so

vast a panorama of human existence:
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"The Germans/' he said to Eckermann in May,
1827, "are certainly a queer people. By the deep
thoughts and ideas which they seek in everything they
make life much more burdensome than it need be. Do
not imagine all is vanity if it is not an abstract thought
and idea. People come and ask me what idea I meant
to embody in Faust. As if I myself knew and could

inform them! A fine thing indeed to have strung so

rich and varied a life as Faust's upon the slender thread

of one pervading idea! It was not in my line as a poet
to embody anything abstract.'*

We English find no difficulty in following the

poet's advice and avoiding the pursuit of abstract

ideas, at all events in the First Part of Faust. In

the Dedication the poet speaks of the dim, waver-

ing, or shadowy forms (schwankende Gestalten) re-

turning to his mind after so many years in which

friends and lovers have vanished away. But there

is nothing dim or shadowy in the figures of the First

Part. With entire clearness we are shown Faust, the

wearied aftd disappointed thinker, longing in vain

to solve the open riddle of life and the universe,

but longing also to escape from the intolerable bur-

den of thought and learning, and to emerge into

the sunlit delights of pleasures such as ordinary men

enjoy; and then always baffled and frustrated; or

else entangled in the misery of others, just when

pleasure holds her cup to his lips and he has begun
to drink it deep. We are shown Wagner, the typi-

cal man of learning, content to browse among his

books, "lost in the gloom of uninspired research,"

as Wordsworth called it, but not conscious o the
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gloom, for the research was sufficient for him, and,

as a man of academic culture, he remained indif-

ferent to the common and unclean life beyond it;

Valentine, the gallant, average man, following with-

out hesitation the accepted rules of decent be-

haviour, especially as laid down for women and

girls; Martha, the garrulous, avaricious, slightly

wanton old woman; and Gretchen, the most ex-

quisite of innocent, loving, and trustful working-

girls, the most lovable and pathetic figure ever cre-

ated by genius.

Above all, there is Mephistopheles, one of those

deeply significant creations which, like Prometheus

and Hamlet, pass beyond the limits of time and

place, and remain universal. He is a necessary and

inevitable part of mankind, for evil; but not alto-

gether for evil. On one side of his power, Mephisto
is the active spirit in man. He is like leaven,

working and stirring the whole lump of dough.
True, he is "the spirit that denies," the superior

cynic who, as Gretchen felt at once, has never loved

a human soul. But the Lord sees in him a serviceable

power:

"Of all the spirits that deny/* says the Lord in the

Prologue, "the rogue (der Schalk) is to me least burden-
some. Man's activity can too easily run slack. He
loves to sink into unlimited repose; and so I was glad
to give him a companion who excites and works and
must create, as Devil."

Thus is explained the existence of the Evil One.

He is the leaven "working" in man's dullness, the
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gad-fly that rouses him from the sleepy indifference

of contented cattle, the cat-fish that in a fisher's

tank stirs the flabby cod into firm and wholesome
flesh. Mephisto almost identifies himself with rea-

son. For, after apologizing for his intrusion among
such fine people as the heavenly Court, and observ-

ing that he has not the skill to talk about sun and

worlds like the three archangels, he continues:

"I see only how men plague themselves. The little

god of the world remains always of the selfsame mould,
and is as queer a thing as on the first of days. He'd
live a little better hadst thou not given him a glimmer
of the heavenly light; he calls it reason, and uses it

alone to be more brutal than any brute."

Perhaps there lies a similar idea in the much-

quoted but difficult saying of the Lord: "Man errs

so long as he strives" (Es irrt der Mensch, so lang
er strebt) . The poet cannot have implied that the

strife was evil, for the secret and consummation of

the whole great drama of mankind is given at the

end of the Second Part in the lines:

"Wer immer strebend sick bemiiht,
Den konnen wir erlosen"

"Whoever strives without resting, him we have power
to redeem."

So sings the angel who bears upward the remains

of Faust. For from the first it was impossible for

a man of Goethe's hopeful and happy temperament
to follow the ancient legend of Faust's damnation.

Innocent and lovable Gretchen is brought to the
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headsman's block, but even in that last scene of

overwhelming pity, after the words "She is judged/'
the poet inserted a "Voice from above** proclaim-

ing, "Is delivered!" She is delivered, not indeed
on earth, but in that heavenly realm into which, in

the last scene of the Second Part, she leads her lover

as his guide.
But meantime Mephisto wanders the earth as

the spirit of evil, searching, with the eyes of a lynx
"a lynx of hell/' as a witch says for what he may

destroy. He likes best to destroy the young, "with
the round, fair cheek of youth." He purposes the

gradual corruption of innocence natures, the wast-

ing consumption of hope and aspiration, the fad-

ing of illusions into the common light of day, and
the humiliation of an elevated soul till like the
snake it eats the dust with pleasure. Yet he is not

very hopeful about the triumph of evil. In the first

interview with Faust he laments he has not accom-

plished much. In spite of all his efforts, earth and
sea still hold together, "and that damned stuff, the
brood of man and beast, still multiplies." "How
many have I buried!" he sighs, "And still the fresh

new blood circulates without a pause. It's enough
to drive a body mad!" At the same time, as though
echoing the words of the Lord, he defines himself
as "a part of that power which always wills the evil

and always works the good."
In Mephisto there is little left of the familiar,

tricksy old Devil that Luther knew, and that won
the soul of the original Faust. The few scenes that
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show something still of that merry Devil belong to

the poet's youth the scene where Mephisto befools

the young student, and the scene in Auerbach's

Cellar, where he makes wine without grapes (no

great miracle nowadays, as a German critic has

pointed out) . As the poet passed into middle age,

his conception of the spirit of evil developed into a

very different being. He has now become a wit,

given to ironic or cynical laughter. One of Goethe's

own sayings was: "The clever man laughs at every-

thing, the wise man at almost nothing," So Mephisto
in the "Prologue in Heaven" feels rather sorry that

the Lord has long since given up laughter, and

among the company of the heavenly host there lurks

in his tone a slightly contemptuous amusement such

as a man of the world necessarily feels in the society

of saints and enthusiasts. He cannot help displaying
a little superiority to these good people who take

everything in solemn earnest, and in that, as in all

respects, he is distinct in nature from the grand

solemnity of Milton's Satan.

When the witch in her kitchen does not recog-
nize one so changed from the grotesque Devil of old

days he explains that Culture, which licks all the

world to shape, has kid her finger on the Devil too.

That northern phantom is no longer seen. He has

gone with horns and hoofs and tail and claws. The
name of Satan is written in the fable-book. But men
have not gained much by the exchange. They've
lost the Wicked One but they keep the wicked."

For himself, Mephisto would like the title of Baron,
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and is a cavalier like other cavaliers. He hates the

country, especially romantic scenery:

"What's the good," he asks Faust, "of sitting in caves

and clefts of the rock like an owl? What nourishment

can you get from spongy moss and dripping stone, like

a toad? A pretty pastime! The bookworm of a Doctor

still sticks in that body of yours. What a fine unearthly

pleasure to lie in wet dew on the hills al! night, and
with rapture to embrace the earth and sky!

1 '

He is all for the joys of the town, and in the best

society he would be neither an embarrassment nor

a bore. He never declaims or volunteers informa-

tion, but on occasion he can put in reflections that

would enlighten the cynical habitue of a London

Club, and suggests scandals fit to amuse a ladies*

tea-table. As Goethe himself once said of him, "He
is the living result of a vast observation of the

world." But it is not observation alone which can

create such a living character as this. Deep in one

part of Goethe's own nature Mephisto had a dwell-

ing. Many who knew him best have told of the

double side in Goethe's character. But every one

has far more than a double side to character, and

in a nature like Goethe's there was an incalculable

number of sides, one of which was the nature of

Mephisto himself.

Another side-light upon the new Devil may be

noticed, very characteristic of Goethe, and distinct

from any conception of the other Devils, whether of

Dante, the Middle Ages, or Milton* In the Prologue
the Lord says, "Dost thou always come to bring
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complaints and accusations? Dost thou for ever

think nothing right on earth?" and Mephisto re-

plies, "True, Lord! I find everything there still

horribly bad. Men grieve me in their days o mis-

ery. I am even unwilling to plague the poor things

myself." So too in his moment of compassion for

Gretchen's innocence, there is just the touch of

pity for pain and wretchedness that began to ap-

pear throughout the eighteenth century. We feel

the same in the Address to the Devil by Burns, who
died the very year (1796) when Goethe was per-

haps writing the Prologue:

"Hear me, auld Hangie, for a wee,

And let poor damnfed bodies be;

I'm sure sma' pleasure it can gie

E'en to a Deil,

To skelp an' scaud poor dogs like me,
An' hear us squeel."

Though the scenes were composed, or at all

events written down, at such different times of the

poet's life, Goethe fitted them together so as to

form successive incidents in a great spectacular and

spiritual drama of human life. First we see Faust

in his dingy and antiquated study, surrounded by

dusty books and bones. He is a man between thirty-

five and fifty (both ages may be conjectured from

the text) . His father had been a physician, and

both had laboured at risk of their lives to stay a

pestilence some years before, but Faust thinks their

drugs had killed more than the plague, and his
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prayers had not saved a single life. He has now mas-

tered all the four Faculties of academic knowledge
in turn philosophy, law, medicine, and ("alas!")

theology* He is a famous professor; his lecture-

room is crowded with eager young stndents. But

the more he has learnt, the more he perceives that

knowledge is impossible, and he is sick of teach-

ing what he does not know. Through learning he

had hoped to pass behind the veil of things visible

and gaze upon the inner workings of nature and

spirit. He had practised monastic self-denial. Earthly

and natural desires remained unsatisfied. Youth had

gone, and to his yearning for wisdom he had sacri-

ficed even the humble joys of love and friendship,

of field and hill. But wisdom is as far off as ever,

and he calls upon the moon, that melancholy friend,

so often the witness of his fruitless toil, to behold his

anguish*
In despair he has turned to magic as a short

path to the highest knowledge and joy. He opens
the mysterious book of Nostradamus,1 and gazes

with awe and rapture on the sign of the Macrocosm

or universal world. But the vision is too vast for

human intellect. He cannot grasp the breasts of in-

finite Nature, and with a sigh, he turns to the lesser

symbol of the Earth. The Earth-Spirit appears and

utters the famous lines on the storm and flood of

life and death, always seething to and fro upon this

world:

1 Michel de N6tre Dame of St R6my in Provence, a

Jewish astrologer, 1503-66.
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"Thus at the roaring loom of time I ply,
And work the Godhead's living robe."

To that Spirit Faust feels himself near, but he is not

of kin, and the Spirit escapes him.

At that moment, while he stands so nearly in

commune with the soul of Nature, the pedant

Wagner knocks at the door. In a dialogue such as

may still be heard in any University, we are shown
the gulf lying between the professional philosopher
and the seeker after truth. When Wagner goes,

Faust sinks into deeper gloom, meditating upon
the woes of all mankind, the decay of the noblest

thoughts and hopes, the bodily satisfactions which

clog the soul, the cares and misfortunes of house

and home, wife and child, the wretchedness of use-

less life dragged on through generations of torture.

In his misery he resolves to die, to plunge into noth-

ingness itself, if that should be the end. He is hold-

ing the poison cup to his lips when, outside in the

street, borne upon the air of a spring morning,
rises the sound of the Easter hymn, mingled with

the joyful clash of bells. Though his belief has long
since departed* Faust hears the message. He remem-
bers how lovely it all seemed in the happy days of

childhood and early youth. "Sound on, ye songs of

heaven," he cries. "Sound on in blessed strain, My
tears flow fast; the earth holds me again/* The boys

repeat the Easter hymn, and angel voices take up
the song.

The scene among the crowd outside the city
walls on Easter Day is brilliant with common life,
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in contrast to the melancholy study. It is one of

those scenes in which Goethe showed his knowledge
of the working classes and his sympathy with them.

Here they are the artisans, the schoolboys, the

working-girls, the servants, the beggars, the citizens,

the soldiers, all alive and full of joy in celebrating
the rising of the Lord, for winter is passed and they
themselves have risen. Faust and Wagner move

among them, and again we see the gulf between the

pedant and the seeker after truth. Faust is soothed by
the sight of all this joy; Wagner deplores the rough-
ness and want of culture. He is the typical Univer-

sity man, and it jars on his highly educated sense.

Climbing a little hill, they watch the setting sun,

and Faust, in some of the loveliest lines in all

Goethe's works, utters his yearning to follow its

light over mountains, plains, and seas, like a crane

winging to its home. Deeply conscious of the division

in his own heart, he calls to the spirits of the air

to aid him, and then suddenly he perceives a black

poodle circling around them. To Wagner it is but
a common dog that will fetch and cany and beg.
But Faust sees a trail of fire following its course*

Accompanied by the poodle, Faust returns to

his study, full of good-will towards ment and sets

himself down to translate the New Testament. He
dhopses the most difficult passage in the Bible, the

Fim Chapter of St John, and is checked at once,

How can one say, "In the beginning was the

Word'? Should it not rather be Mind or Power
or Deed? But the poodle keeps snarling and growt-
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ing. It takes strange shapes, swelling to a crocodile

or an elephant. Then it is smoke and cloud, giving
no heed to Faust's magic adjurations. As from a

cloud Mephisto appears, dressed like a travelling

scholar, cool and courteous as ever. In a dialogue
of polished irony he declares his nature, and then

puts Faust to sleep, bidding a choir of spirits sing

the joys of life to be found in sunshine scenes of

delight. When he returns, now dressed in the gay
and startling clothes we all know him by, he, with

faultless dexterity and knowledge of a weary schol-

ar's nature, tempts Faust to the fatal bargain. He
will serve Faust with every human pleasure on con-

dition that Faust serves him hereafter in the lower

world. Faust, despairing of all happiness, agrees to

yield himself up if ever he can say to the passing

moment, "Oh, stay, thou art so fairI" Mephisto

accepts the terms, and while Faust makes ready
for a journey into sensual joys, Mephisto assumes

his Doctor's robes, and spends the time in befool-

ing an inquiring young student. On a magic car-

pet he then flies with Faust to Auerbach's Cellar.

As I noticed, both the interview with the student

and the drinking party in the Cellar were written in

Goethe's youth, and are touched by the ancient con-

ception of the German Devil as a rather tricksy and

jocular spirit.

From Auerbach's Cellar Faust is transported at

once to the Witch's Kitchen, a scene composed in

Rome when the poet's powers were mature. Into

it, as into other scenes, he weaves his early stud-
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ies in magic, and we see Faust surrounded by cats

and apes and other traditional symbols of man's

grossness. In a mirror he is shown a magic vision

of feminine beauty as an enticement to sensual de-

light, and while he gazes, entranced with desire,

the witch comes, and with some difficulty recognizes

her lord and master, now transformed and released

from the familiar attributes of Satan. With rhymes
of mystic and profane nonsense she mixes the magic

potion which is to restore Faust to youth and in-

spire him with indiscriminate lust. "With that drink

in your body/' says Mephisto aside, "you'll see Helen

in every woman."
Hot with promiscuous passion, Faust in a street

suddenly meets, not Helen indeed, but Gretchen,

more innocent and no less fain She is so innocent

that at the confession from which she was just com-

ing, she had found nothing to confess. Over her

Mephisto says he has no power. But Faust urges

that she is more than fourteen, and threatens to

break off the contract unless he may possess her that

vary night. Mephisto taunts him as a wanton French*

man, and protests it is more enjoyable to go slowly
in seduction. In this case he would want a fort-

night to win. Faust tells him that at that pace he

could win without Satanic aid, but agrees to be led

into Gretchen's bedroom in her absence and lay a

present there.

In Gretchen's room, drawing the curtain from

her bed, Faust is so overcome by the very atmos-

phere of innocence that he almost repents of his
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purpose. But Mephisto appears with a box of jewels

which he hides in her cupboard, and they escape

just as she returns* She now perceives in her room
the very atmosphere of wickedness, and to soothe

her inexplicable fear she sings as she undresses the

ballad of A King in Thule, telling of a man's death-

less love. Then she discovers the jewels, such glori-

ous jewels as poor people like her can never hope
to enjoy. In the next scene, while Faust is walking
to and fro, divided between desire and pity, Me-

phisto tells him Gretchen had foolishly shown the

jewels to her mother, who had taken them to the

priest, who in turn had swallowed them for himself,

as the Church swallows so much into her big belly.

Faust demands another box of treasures, and that is

also given.

Scenes of mingled irony, inner conflict, and deep-
est pathos follow. In the most ironic passage of

Goethe's works, Mephisto comes to old Martha with

false news of her husband's death in foreign parts;
Faust and Gretchen meet in Martha's garden; she

counts the petals of a daisy and innocently con-

fesses her love. Faust makes another effort to tear

himself from the approaching temptation, and to

purify himself in forests and caverns, but is de-

feated by Mephisto's sneers, and his pathetic pic-
ture of Gretchen's longing and loneliness. Gretchen
at her spinning-wheel laments her lost peace, and
utters (not in song, though Schubert has so beauti-

fully set her lament) the passionate longing of her

heart. Then we see her happy once more with her
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lover in the garden, questioning him on his religion,

and listening with loving uncertainty to his outpour-

ing of vague and futile belief. Futile, for immedi-

ately after Gretchen has expressed her instinctive

horror of Mephisto, Faust gives into her hand a

sleeping draught that will prevent her mother wak-

ing while that very night he steals into Gretchen's

bed. And so the mother sleeps to death.

Step by step misery creeps upon the loving girl.

At the fountain she can no longer join the other

gossiping girls in mocking at one of them who had

yielded to a faithless lover. Next she lies stretched

in prayer for aid before the image of the Mother
of Sorrows. Her soldier brother, hearing of her

shame, comes to avenge her, and is slain by Me-

phisto's art upon her doorstep. In the cathedral,

where once she had nothing to confess, she is now
haunted by evil voices, and overwhelmed by terror

at the service for the dead:

Quid sum miser tune dicturust

Quern patronum rogaturus;
Cum vix Justus sit sccurus.

She faints with sickness and horror. And at once

from the cathedral we are whirled away to the

Witches* Sabbath on the Brocken. It is May the ist,

Walpurgis Night, and Faust with Mephisto is toil-

ing up the mountain guided by a Willo^the-wisp*
The whole district is glowing with threads of fire,

A furious storm passes over the forests* Witches

come whirling up the wind on broomsticks and sows.

Mephisto draws Faust aside into a quieter circle of
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bewitched sensuality, where they find Lilith and

join in the witches* dance, Faust having a lovely and

yielding young witch for partner. But from between

her lips a red mouse springs, and in the distance he

suddenly beholds a sad, pale spectre, with a thin line

of crimson running round her neck. It is the phan-
tom of Gretchen after her execution. For in this

infernal element, life and death are not measured

by space and time.

Goethe intended here to continue the scene with

the further devilry of Satan's high court, and Me-

phisto as the Devil himself sitting enthroned. An
almost complete scene has been preserved in the

Paralipomena, but the poet omitted it, perhaps as

being too grossly sensual for people of his time.

In its place he, unfortunately, inserted the Inter-

mezzo, which has no connection with the drama. So

we pass from the Brocken to a gloomy day in the

open country. Faust has heard that Gretchen is con-

demned to die in the public square for child-mur-

der. He pours out lamentations, and curses Mephisto
in vain. "She is not the first," he replies with devilish

calmness. But in the end he agrees to provide magic
horses on which to gallop to the prison where Faust,

with a magic key, may open the gate and release

the unhappy girl. The scene is in prose, and in style

and subject belongs to the Faust of the poet's youth.
No reason is given for Mephisto's willingness to

assist in the rescue.

They ride away on black horses, passing one

strange and brief scene of witches' art at work
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around a gallows* And so they reach the prison
doors, where Faust feels the misery of all man-
kind lay hold upon him. At sight of him Gretchen

supposes him to be the headsman come for her

execution, though it is not morning. When at last

she realizes who it is, she recalls the scenes of their

love. He implores her to escape into freedom, but

she instructs him on the proper form of the family
burial the mother in the best place, the brother

beside her, herself a little at the side, "but not too

far away," and her baby on her right breast. She
will not come. She thinks she is watching her baby
drown in the brook. It will rise. It struggles still.

She cries for help. Then she sees her mother sitting
on a stone, sleepily nodding her head. She slept
that they might enjoy their love, and now she will

not wake. The day is dawning, and Faust calls to

her to come. But she sees only the crowded place
of execution, and the axe is ready. Dumb lies the

world like the grave.

Mephisto appears, calling to them to stop their

talking and be quick. She cries to her lover to send
him away. What does he want in this holy place?
"He wants me!" she cries, and she appeals to the

judgment of God:

"Thine I am, O Father! Save me!
Yc angels, ye hosts of heaven,

Compass me around for my defence!

Heinrich! Tis for thee I tremble."

Mcphitto. "She is judged!"
Voice from above. "Is delivered!
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Mephisto to Faust. "Hither to me!"
Voice from within, dying away. "Heinrich! Hein-

richr

So, in a scene of unsurpassable pathos the First

Part of the great drama ends. Goethe, certainly,

never intended this to be the end of the whole poem.
As early as 1801 he sketched out the episode for the

Second Part called "Helena," which he did not fin-

ish till 1826. It is possible that but for his intense

feeling for Byron at his death in 1824, he would
never have completed the poem as he from the first

designed it. But, none the less, he had always re-

garded it as the main creation of his life, express-

ing, not only his poetic power, but the inner reality

of his whole existence. Fine as passages in the Sec-

ond Part are, it is on this First Part that Goethe's

feme as one of the great poets of the world must
rest. It was this that quickly raised him to the high-
est renown after its publication in 1808, and when-

ever the name of Goethe is mentioned in the civil-

ized world every one thinks at once of the poet who
created Faust, Gretchen, and Mephisto,
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SCHILLER'S
death in the spring of 1805 left

his friend drearily isolated and unoccupied. A
mind of such varied activity suffered most from

want of vital interest. There seemed no sufficient

cause for bodily or intellectual action and the weeks

passed in the mere monotony of living. He at-

tempted to finish Schiller's promising drama of

Demetrius, but in vain. He wandered from place

to place, endeavouring to find consolation in the

classical arts and the society of the classical scholar

Friedrich August Wolf. Also at his own University

of Jena, so close at hand, he could contemplate
the very opposite of classic art and temperament*
For the new Romantic School had lately taken root

there, and was spreading to growths that Goethe

could not foresee.

It was the natural successor of that "Storm and

Stress" movement which he himself had led in

youthful manhood, and, in spite of all his classicism,

the new leaders looked to him as their head They
dedicated their works to him* Like priests burning
mediaeval incense before a statue of Zeus, they flat-

tered turn with worship, and in the little Univer-

sity town, side by side with the philosophers Fichte,
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Schelling, and Hegel, the Romantic poets and crit-

ics, Tieck, Novalis, the Brothers Schlegel, and at a

later time, Werner, Hoffmann, Fouqu, and Riick-

ert, began to gather. They preached a return, not

only to the mediaeval arts, but to the mediaeval

faith, in the hope that by strength of belief the

beauty of mediaeval arts might be resuscitated. With

this hope many of them joined the Roman Church,

drawn by her aesthetic and symbolic charm. But

perhaps their faith was never quite strong enough
to reach the inner beauty of the mediaeval spirit,

just as Lavater's was never quite strong enough to

move a mountain near Zurich, though he and a

friend often prayed it to begone.

In those days, as we have seen, Germany was still

the home, sweet home, of ghosts, and now the Ro-

manticists enticed them from their lurking places

in swarms. Out they all tumbled spectres and fair-

ies and kobolds and elves and sprites, melancholic

water-nymphs, men without shadows and shadows

without men, and phantom bridegrooms andclammy
brides. Out they tumbled, delighted to exchange

chilly old castles, churchyards and fens even for the

garrets of literary men. Intruding into the lecture-

rooms of the University itself, they danced round

the professor's chair and whirled in his brain. They
amalgamated with national life. They inspired the

national contest for freedom, and in the vast turmoil

of the next ten years there were combatants who
have never been reckoned by military historians.

German ghosts sat behind the horsemen, steeling
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their arms to strike, and whispering fairy consola-

tion into their dying ears.

With his love of reality and definite outline,

Goethe was naturally suspicious of all these Roman-
tics. Looking back, twenty years later, upon the

movement, which had vastly developed in France

and England too, he said, "I call the Classic the

healthy, and the Romantic the sickly":

"Most modern work is not romantic because it is

modern, but because it is weak, sickly, and diseased;
and the ancient is not classic because it is old, but be-

cause it is strong, fresh, cheerful, and healthy/'

But a little later, he added:

"Classic or Romantic, it's all the same in the end.

It only depends how you use the forms, and whether

you reach excellence in either. It's quite possible to

be ridiculous in both, and in that case one is as worth-

less as the other/* *

Goethe*s sensitive and sympathetic nature could

not altogether escape the Romantic infection, any
more than he escaped Schiller's tendency to sym-
bolism. Romanticism recalled his own youth -the

spirit of Gotz and Egmontand was deeply im-

planted in his Gennanic mind, though he vainly

protested he was not a German at all. In the next

few years after the death of Schiller he was to recog-
nize the spirits of a united German race, and the

need of all the ghosts that could be recruited.

1 Conversations with Eckcrmann, April s and December
16, 18x9.
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A few months after Schiller's death, Napoleon,

disappointed of an invasion of England by the de-

struction of his fleet at Trafalgar, turned his army
south-east through Europe and overwhelmed the

Austrians at Austerlitz. Of the German States

Prussia alone remained unconquered, and Prussia

trusted to the prestige of Frederick the Great,

though Frederick had gone. The Duke of Weimar
threw in his lot with Prussia as before. In August,

1806, the Prussian army was mobilized, and the

little State of Weimar, projecting into the central

watershed of Germany, became the obvious point of

attack or defence. Striking with his usual rapidity,

Napoleon reached Jena early in October, and on

the i4th, under a screen of autumn mist, brought
men and guns to the summit of the low hill just

north of the town, on the plateau of which the Prus-

sians were encamped. The battle lasted only a few

hours, and the Prussians were driven in hasty re-

treat along the ten miles of highroad to Weimar,

vainly trying to escape from the pitiless pursuit of

the French cavalry. I have spoken to old peopte in

the villages along that road who had heard from

their parents the horrors of that day: how the French

slaughtered the cattle and fowls, took the bread

from the ovens, drank all the beer and milk, ripped

up the bedding and coverlets, and scattered the

feathers to the October winds. Things like that we
know must be.

It was more remarkable that, when the other

townspeople fled northward with all the possessions
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they could carry, Goethe remained quietly in his

house, helping the miserable refugees and retreat-

ing soldiers as far as one man could. Presently the

French cavalry began to arrive, and a party of

Hussars were billeted in Goethe's house. In the

night two others forced their way into his bedroom,

threatening his life, but Christiane helped to drive

them out (they were very drunk) , and showed great

courage in the defence. Next morning Marshal Ney
came for a few hours, and was succeeded by Mar-
shals Lannes and Augereau, who gave special in-

structions that "in consideration for the great

Goethe," his house was to be guarded. Soon after-

wards Napoleon himself arrived, and stormed an-

grily into the Ducal Palace, where he was con-

fronted by the Duchess Luise. "Where is the Duke?"
he shouted, and she calmly replied, "At the post
where duty calls him/' "I pardon him only for

your sake," said Napoleon, and Karl August was
saved by a woman's courage, as Goethe had been
saved.

Perhaps it was the shock of danger, perhaps grati-
tude to Christiane for her courage and for the

long years in which, at the cost of her reputation
and amid the scorn of Weimar's little society, she

had borne and brought up his son, looked after

his household, and tended him through a long and
serious illness, that now compelled Goethe to a
formal marriage. It was quietly celebrated five days
after the Battle of Jena, but it did not raise Chris-

tiane conspicuously higher in the esteem of so-
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ciety. The whole question of marriage began to

occupy Goethe's mind more than before, and the

difficulties which it raises were suddenly increased

in his own case by a brief but violent passion for

a young girl, Minna Herzlieb, whom he met in

Jena, where he had retired quietly to continue the

second part of Wilhelm Meister. She was a lovely

girl of eighteen, the adopted daughter of From-

mann, a highly educated bookseller in Jena, where

his simple wooden house still stands, with an in-

scription by Goethe over the door. Finding the eve-

nings in Jena lonely and dull, since the University
had to be rebuilt after its ruin by the war, Goethe

spent his time these, and, as usual, was overcome

by feminine beauty and charm. He was nearly sixty

now, but love raged again, and it was returned. His

fame, sympathy, and physical attractiveness were

enough to stir a young girl's feelings. But with heart-

rending effort he tore himself away after a few weeks

in the winter of 1807, and early next year he began
what he called the purging (catharsis) of his soul

by throwing his suffering into artistic form. From
the time of Werther that had been his way, and all

his works, as he said, were parts of a personal con-

fession. So now, with unusual rapidity, he wrote,

early in 1808, the greater part of Elective Affinities

(Wahlverwandtschafteri) , but in that year he was

interrupted by other events, and the novel was nbt

finished till 1809.

The theme of the Elective Affinities is the prob-
lem of marriage. How far, if at all, should marriage
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be permanent and indissoluble? Or hoxv far, if at all,

may it be superseded by an irresistible attraction

between a man and a woman who by natural dis-

position appear to themselves to belong together

and to combine of necessity, as chemical elements

rush into each other by elective affinity and combine

into a fresh formation? Perhaps it is only in middle-

class or professional life that such problems arise.

Working people are too much occupied with feed-

ing and sheltering themselves and their children

to trouble about these delicate questions. Aristo-

crats set them aside as unnecessarily troublesome,

or easily solved by recognized intrigues. But here

Goethe shows a mercilessly accurate picture of the

upper middle classes and their life in the Germany
of his time. We see the immense boredom, the la-

borious struggle for occupation, the absence of pub-
lic concern, and the triviality of interests. The most

industrious and capable man in the story thinks he

is working hard when he alters gravel paths, runs

two ponds into one, and selects the prettiest site for

a summer-house. He undertakes to draw a plan of

the estate as though he were mapping the North-

West Passage. There is as much ceremony and

anxiety about the foundation of that summer-house

as if it were a cathedral. By elaborating the detail

of landscape-gardening, fireworks, tableaux, reading

aloud, and talk about education Goethe produces
the most suitable setting for a miserable tragedy

arising in the comfortable life of a northern country.

He anticipates Ibsen, and, as in an Ibsen drama, the
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terror is heightened by the stillness, the monotony,
the uninterrupted commonness of the passing days.

On a country estate, amid this lamentable in-

activity, four persons are dwelling: Eduard the

owner, Charlotte his wife, a Captain, and the lovely

girl Ottilie. Partly out of sheer boredom, they are

attracted to each other by elective affinities which,

unfortunately, follow the chemical rather than the

moral law. Eduard, filled with thoughts of Ottilie,

and Charlotte, filled with thoughts of the Captain,

yield to the passion called legitimate, but in reality

as shameful as any breach of marriage. And as a

result their baby shows the features of Ottilie and

the Captain commingled. Happily for married cou-

ples, such a tell-tale result seldom, if ever, occurs in

nature, and so the spiritual pedigree of children

remains obscure. Charlotte and the Captain have

the strength to renounce each other's affinity; but

Eduard, a weak-willed and self-occupied creature,

cannot renounce Ottilie, though he goes off to the

war with some dim hope of breaking through the

natural attraction. Ottilie in his absence tends his

child, but seeing him suddenly after his return, and

being overwhelmed with passionate devotion, she

slips from a boat and drops the child into the little

pond. Nothing can console her grief, and she silently

starves herself to death. Beneficent miracles are

wrought around her body (it is strange that Goethe

should have borrowed this piece of superstition from

the Romantic Movement), and Eduard soon fol-

lows to tfye sanctified grave of his affinity.
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That is the heart of the story, though other in-

cidents and characters are introduced, such as two

frivolous specimens of .the aristocracy who have to-

gether run away from their "legitimate dramas/'

and proclaim their belief that marriages should be

arranged on the principle of five-year leases. The

story has been called "immoral/' and critics have

questioned Goethe's intention. But there was no

need for question. Goethe wrote it, as he wrote so

often, in defence against himself. He had lately felt

a powerful elective affinity. He felt those delight-

ful affinities all through his life, as probably most

men feel them. But to assume that they are in them-

selves sufficient sanctions for union is a dangerous

doctrine, as the tragedy of the story shows. Goethe's

own reasoned and almost settled opinion is expressed

by an ex-parson named Mittler, who mixes in the

circle, but stands aloof from the tragedy, and Mitt-

ler holds forth on marriage at some length. For in-

stance, he says:

"Marriage must be indissoluble, for it brings so

much general happiness that any individual case of

unhappiness connected with it cannot come into ac-

countIt is beyond all calculation under what obliga-
tions married people lie to one another. That is an

infinite debt which an eternity is needed to cancel.

Sometimes it may be disagreeable. That is just what we

might expect. Are we not married to our conscience,

which is often far more troublesome than any man or

woman can be?'*

Partly to fill up space and allow the due time to

pass, Goethe inserted a few pages from Ottilie's
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terror is heightened by the stillness, the monotony,
the uninterrupted commonness of the passing days.

On a country estate, amid this lamentable in-

activity, four persons are dwelling: Eduard the

owner, Charlotte his wife, a Captain, and the lovely

girl Ottilie. Partly out of sheer boredom, they are

attracted to each other by elective affinities which,

unfortunately, follow the chemical rather than the

moral law. Eduard, filled with thoughts of Ottilie,

and Charlotte, filled with thoughts of the Captain,

yield to the passion called legitimate, but in reality

as shameful as any breach of marriage. And as a

result their baby shows the features of Ottilie and

the Captain commingled. Happily for married cou-

ples, such a tell-tale result seldom, if ever, occurs in

nature, and so the spiritual pedigree of children

remains obscure. Charlotte and the Captain have

the strength to renounce each other's affinity; but

Eduard, a weak-willed and self-occupied creature,

cannot renounce Ottilie, though he goes off to .the

war with some dim hope of breaking through the

natural attraction. Ottilie in his absence tends his

child, but seeing him suddenly after his return, and

being overwhelmed with passionate devotion, she

slips from a boat and drops the child into the little

pond. Nothing can console her grief, and she silently

starves herself to death. Beneficent miracles are

wrought around her body (it is strange that Goethe

should have borrowed this piece of superstition from
the Romantic Movement), and Eduard soon fol-

lows to tfye sanctified grave of his affinity.
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That is the heart of the story, though other in-

cidents and characters are introduced, such as two

frivolous specimens of the aristocracy who have to-

gether run away from their "legitimate dramas/'

and proclaim their belief that marriages should be

arranged on the principle of five-year leases. The

story has been called "immoral," and critics have

questioned Goethe's intention. But there was no
need for question. Goethe wrote it, as he wrote so

often, in defence against himself. He had lately felt

a powerful elective affinity. He felt those delight-

ful affinities all through his life, as probably most

men feel them. But to assume that they are in them-

selves sufficient sanctions for union is a dangerous
doctrine, as the tragedy of the story shows. Goethe's

own reasoned and almost settled opinion is expressed

by an ex-parson named Mittler, who mixes in the

circle, but stands aloof from the tragedy, and Mitt-

ler holds forth on marriage at some length. For in-

stance, he says:

"Marriage must be indissoluble, for it brings so

much general happiness that any individual case of

unhappiness connected with it cannot come into ac-

count. It is beyond all calculation under what obliga-
tions married people lie to one another. That is an
infinite debt which an eternity is needed to cancel.

Sometimes it may be disagreeable. That is just what we

might expect. Are we not married to our conscience,

which is often far more troublesome than any man or

woman can be?"

Partly to fill up space and allow the due time to

pass, Goethe inserted a few pages from Ottilie's
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diary into the story, and placed among her brief

notes some o his own wise sayings, far beyond the

capacity of the fragile girl; such as "Every freely

spoken word arouses contradiction"; "People say,

'He's going to die/ when any one acts contrary to

his habits"; "No one would come into a friendly

room with spectacles on his nose if he knew how
we women at once lose all pleasure at seeing or

speaking to him"; "An educated soldier has the

greatest advantages in ordinary life as in society";

"People say a valet has no hero; that is only because

a hero can be recognized only by heroes";
*
"Sowing

is not so difficult as reaping."
The inmost problem of the situation, as of nearly

all marriages, is whether it is or not better to yield

to the almost irresistible attraction of affinity;

whether each of the two men and two women would

not have lived a finer as well as a happier life if

they had yielded. It is the perpetual question of

monogamy, and, as so often, though not invariably,

in his own life, Goethe's answer is "Renunciation."

"Renounce! thou shalt renounce! That is the eter-

nal song which sounds in every ear all our lives,

and louder every hour," cries Faust in his despair,
and in this story Goethe extends renunciation even

into the legalized habits of married people. When
the husband and wife have yielded to loveless pas-

sion, keeping the thought of those whom they really

*This anticipated Hegel's famous saying: "No man is

a hero to his valet, not because the hero is not a hero, but
because the valet is a valet."
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DEATH OF GOETHE S MOTHER
loved in their hearts, he shows us the husband creep-

ing away next morning ashamed and full of gloomy

apprehensions. The real crime, the depth of "im-

morality" lies in the loveless, though legitimate, car-

nal intercourse.

As we have seen, though the Elective Affinities

was for the most part written rapidly in 1 808, a gap
of many months intervened before it was finished

in 1809. The gap was due partly to the death of

Goethe's old mother, who had lived just long

enough to see an edition of his works in eight vol-

umes, containing the "First Part of Faust." She re-

tained to the last her free and happy spirit, and a

jolly humour that arranged the minutest details for

her funeral feast, such as that plenty of raisins

should be put in the cakes, for she had always been

annoyed at other funerals when there were not

enough.
The story was further interrupted by Napoleon's

Congress at Erfurt in September, 1 808. Besides the

Emperor himself, the Tsar Alexander I was there,

not to mention four kings and a sparkling crowd

of Grand Dukes, Princes and other nobilities, fa-

mous and forgotten. Goethe, though^ invited by his

own Duke, hesitated to go, for Napoleon retained

his grudge against Weimar and had threatened the

Duke with vindictive harshness. The threat had
roused Goethe to unusual fury, and he defended the

Duke as having an absolute right to relieve wounded
Prussian officers and to advance a large sum of

money to Blucher after the battle of Liibeck.
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"If the Duke is deposed," he cried to his friend

Johann Falk, Councillor of Legation, "I will accom-

pany him as a beggar from town to town of Germany.
The women and children, when they meet us in the

villages, will wipe their eyes and say to each other:

'That's old Goethe and the man who was once Duke
of Weimar, whom the French Emperor drove from his

throne because he remained true to his friends in mis-

fortune* I will sing for bread. I will become a ballad-

monger, and tell our miseries in song. I will wander
to all villages and schools where the name of Goethe is

known." x

Falk reported this noble outburst, and though
some have questioned the accuracy of the latter part,

we can only wish that the opportunity to fulfil his

purpose had been given to the poet, for then indeed

he would have been one of the finest figures in all

literary history.

Induced at last to drive the few miles westward

to Erfurt, Goethe was called into the Emperor's

presence next day. He has himself left an account

of the interview (Annalen, Oct. 2, 1808) . At eleven

o'clock in the morning he found Napoleon at

dejeuner before a large round table. Marshal Daru
was near at hand, Talleyrand at a little distance.

The Emperor beckoned Goethe to approach, and

looking at him attentively, remarked, "Vous tes

un homme!" 2 Goethe bowed, and Napoleon asked

1 See Goethe aus ndherem personlichen Umgange darge-
stellt, by Falk, and the doubt suggested by Bidschowsky,
Vol. II, p. 409 (Edit. 1905).

2 Goethe elsewhere said the greeting was "Voila un
homme!"
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how old he was. "Sixty," said Goethe. "You've pre-

served yourself well/' observed Napoleon. He then

asked about Goethe's tragedies, and was informed

by Dam that he had translated Voltaire's Mahomet,
which Napoleon considered a poor piece. He turned

to Werther, which he had read seven times, and

he criticized the mingled motives of love and am-

bition for the young man's suicide. Goethe smil-

ingly defended his work, and the Emperor seemed

satisfied. He returned to the theatre, and, with the

decisiveness of a judge on the bench, condemned

the French theatre for its departure from nature

and truth. He disapproved of the so-called "Fate

Dramas/* which, he said, belonged to a darker

age. "What have we got to do with Fate in these

days?" he asked. "Politics are Fate/* After some

conversation with Daru, Marshal Soult came in

"a huge figure, with great masses of hair/' But

after a short and cheerful conversation with him
about affairs in Poland, Napoleon rose and, care-

fully isolating Goethe, came to speak to him again,

asked if he was married and had children, and

how he stood with the Ducal House, and what

sort of people the Duchess Amalia and the Duchess

Luise were, and so on. He seemed pleased with

Goethe's answers, and throughout he expressed
his satisfaction by nodding his head thought-

fully or saying "Out" or "G'est bien" and whenever

he had expressed an opinion he added, "Qu'en dit

M. Gotr
A few davs later Napoleon came again to
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Weimar, and after a performance of Voltaire's

Death of Caesar, he approached Goethe and told

him he ought to write a drama on the same sub-

ject, but in grander style. He showed himself sin-

gularly gracious to him and to Wieland; indeed,

he now treated the whole State with such indulg-

ence that he was regarded as a deliverer. It was more

remarkable that in rushing through Weimar and

Erfurt again after the destruction of the Grand

Army amid the snows of Russia (18 is) , Napoleon
should have remembered to send two greetings to

the poet as he passed.

During the vast movements in the War of Lib-

eration leading up to the overwhelming defeat of

Napoleon at Leipzig in October, 1813, the State

of Weimar was again overrun by both sides, and

Goethe retired to Teplitz and Dresden. He sank

into profound melancholy. "The man is too great

for you," he told the enthusiastic young patriots,

and he admitted it was no relief to him to meet

Cossacks and Magyars and Croats and other in-

comprehensible Slavs scattered about the country
instead of French and Italian soldiers. At the time

of that general outburst of German nationalism, he

was much blamed for his apparent indifference and
lack of enthusiasm. But the real state of his feel-

ing was best explained in a significant confession

to his friend Eckermann many years later. It is a

long passage, but we may quote a few sentences in

full:*

1
Gesprdche mit Eckermann; Mar. 14, 1830.
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"We Germans have no town, we have not even a

country, of which we can definitely say, 'Here is Ger-

many/ Sixteen years ago, it is true, when at last we
shook off the French, Germany was everywhere. A
political poet could then have spread his influence far.

But there was no need of him. The general woe and the

general feeling of disgrace had taken hold of the nation
like a daemonic possession. The inspiring fire, which a

poet might have kindled, blazed up of itself on all sides.

Still I will not deny that Arndt, Korner and Riickert

contributed their share/'

"People have reproached you," I remarked, rather

thoughtlessly, "because in that great time you did not

grasp the sword, or at all events that you did not play
your part as poet in the strife."

"Let us drop that subject, my dear sir,*' Goethe
answered. "It's a silly world. It knows not what it

wants, and we must let it talk as it likes. How could
I have grasped the sword without hatred? And how
could I hate without youth? If I had been twenty at

the time of that uprising, be sure I should not have been
behind the rest. But I was already past sixty.

"And then, again, we can't all serve our country in

the same way. Each does his best as God has given him

power. Half a century long I've given myself a hard

enough time of it (hob' e$ mir sauer genug werden

lasseri). I may say that in those subjects which Nature

appointed for my daily work I have given myself no
rest night or day, but always striven and struggled and

pushed as hard and as far as I could. If every pne could

say as much, we should all do very well/*

Thereupon, anxious to appease him, I remarked that

this fault-finding was but a form of flattery. It only
means that people expect everything from one who has

done so much for the nation.

"I must not say what I think," Goethe answered.
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"Behind all that talk there lurks more spite against

me than you know of. I perceive in it a new form of that
ancient hatred with which they have persecuted me for

years, and still try in secret to get the better of me. At
one time they call me proud, at another egoistic; now
I am envious of rising genius, now sunk in sensuality,
now destitute of Christianity, and, finally, devoid of
love for my country and my own dear Germans. You
have known me for ten years now, and can judge how
much truth there is in all that stuff.

"A German author, a German martyrl Yes, my dear

sir, you will find it no other. And I cannot complain
of my own fate. All the rest have fared as badly, most
of them worse. And in England and France it is just
the same. What had not Molifere to suffer? And Rous-

seau, and Voltaire too? Byron was driven from Eng-
land by evil tongues, and would have flown to the ends
of the earth if an early death had not saved him from
the Philistines and their hatred. . , .

"To write war-songs sitting in an armchair? That
would have been my fate. From the bivouac where one
could hear at night the chargers of the enemy outposts

neighingthat would have suited me well enough. But
that wasn't in my way of life, nor my business. It was
Theodor Korner's. His war-songs were just the things
for him. But for me, who am not warlike by nature and
have no feeling for war, such songs would have been

only a mask, fitting me very ill.

"In all my poetry I have never shammed (habe
nie affectierf) . What I have not lived through, what has
not touched me to the quick, I have never uttered in
verse or prose. I made love-songs only when I was in
love. How could I have written songs of hate without
hatred? And between ourselves, I didn't hate the

French, though I thanked God when we got rid of them.
How could I, to whom civilization and barbarism are
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the only two differences of importance, hate a nation

which is one of the most civilized on earth, and to which
I owe so great a part of my own education?

"In general," he continued, "national animosity is

a peculiar thing. In the lowest degrees of civilization it

is always strongest and most violent. But there is a

point where it vanishes where we can stand, as it were,

above the nations, and we feel the happiness or misery
of a neighbouring people as though it were our own.

That degree of civilization was suited to my nature, and
I had become firmly established in it long before I

reached my sixtieth year."

"There is a point where we can stand, as it

were, above the nations, and can feel the happi-
ness or misery of a neighbouring people as though
it were our own." What a height of wisdom do those

words implyl And how seldom is that height reached

during any war, even between the most civilized

peoples!
*

While the stupendous Napoleonic drama was

being played to the end during the seven years

between the Congress at Erfurt and the Field of

Waterloo, Goethe plunged into a depth of varied

occupation. He finished the Elective Affinities, fin-

ished his Theory of Colour, (1810), began his de-

lightful youthful memories (Aus meinem Leben,

Dichtung und Wahrheit) , which were greeted with

great enthusiasm, especially on the Rhine, and

turned to the study of Oriental poetry. Chinese
* JL J

seemed too remote, and was then almost unknown.

Though he was acquainted with Sir William Jones's
1 For the general sentiment compare Remain Rolland's

Au dessus de la M&Ue (1915) -
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translations from the Sanscrit, the Hindu concep-
tions of God under His multifarious forms, many
endowed with numerous limbs, did not attract his

definite and classic mind. But in the Persian Hafiz

he thought he found a poet akin to himself, and he

studied the translations much as Edward FitzGerald

studied the text of Omar Khayydm. While Napoleon
was advancing upon Moscow, Goethe was visiting
the baths at Teplitz and Karlsbad visits notable

only for his two meetings with Beethoven, then al-

most at the height of his genius. Profoundly as

Goethe admired that genius, the two men did not

get on well together. That was natural. Beethoven

thought Goethe too polished, too tolerant of aristo-

cratic society. Goethe thought Beethoven too savage
and untutored in his manner, especially if aristo-

crats were present. Beethoven was at the time sunk
in gloom. His deafness was growing upon him;
he was poor; his nephew was beginning to cause

him the deep annoyance that relations cause; and
at the best his passionate heart allowed him no peace

among courtiers. But he fully recognized Goethe's

genius. He wrote music to Egmont, three times be-

gan sketches for the "First Pan of Faust" and la-

mented he was too much occupied to finish them;
and he set to music nineteen of Goethe's songs, with
noble effect.

1

1 Schubert set eighty of Goethe's poems to music, more
than half of the best known, such as the Erlkonig, when he
was only seventeen or eighteen. Schumann set twenty-six

pieces, including some from the "Second Part of Faust."

Mendelssohn fourteen; Brahms fourteen; and Liszt nine.
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Among the very numerous acquaintances in these

years, Bettina Brentano must be mentioned, chiefly

for her expert forgery of letters which deceived most

people when she published them after Goethe's

death as Goethe's Correspondence with a Child. She

was a daughter of that Maximiliane Laroche, for

whom Goethe had a passing affection in his youth
at Frankfurt, and, on the Strength of this relation-

ship, she made violent love to the elderly poet when
she came to Weimar (1807) in the developed child-

hood of twenty-two years, and again (1811) after

her marriage to Achim von Arnim. With unusual

firmness Goethe, perhaps detecting her wheedling

falsity, rejected her amorous advances, and ulti-

mately forbade her the house owing to her insolence

to his wife. But the imaginary letters to which she

attached his name made her in after-life a centre of

attraction to uncritical literary circles in Berlin.1

In one form or another Faust has suggested music to

Gounod, Berlioz, Liszt, Rubinstein, Boito, and Wagner.
Omitting all under the number nine, the number of times

each song has been set to music runs up to 117. Kennst du
das Land, for instance, has been set seventy-five times;

Uber alien Gipfeln, 107 times, and so on. See Bielschowsky's

Life of Goethe, Vol. Ill, Note 9. Of Bach, Goethe said his

Fugues were like the eternal harmony conversing with itself

in the bosom of God a little while before creation. Mozart

he put with Raphael and Shakespeare as an example of in-

explicable genius. Once when listening at Court to an un-

named composer's prolonged sonata, he sprang up crying,

"If it lasts three minutes more, 111 confess everythingl"
1 Lewes, with the assistance of contemporaries, carefully

examined the authenticity of these letters, and exposed the

falsity of their claim: Life of Goethe, Book VII, Chapter 3.
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Far more serious, indeed quite serious, was the

love freely given him when he returned to his own
Rhineland in 1814. In the fertile and sunny Rhine

Valley he always felt particularly happy, and now
he was greeted with the highest honour, and trav-

elled as a courted guest from city to city Frank-

furt, Cologne, Heidelberg, and the rest. In Frank-

furt he .met a banker Willemer, only a few years

younger than himself, who in 1800 had adopted
and then lived with as his mistress a talented

young Austrian dancer named Marianne. She was

now thirty, and it was perhaps significant that he

married her a few days after Goethe's arrival, but

Goethe spent some happy days with them in their

country-house on the Main. Next year he was on
the Rhine again, and after Napoleon's defeat at

Waterloo he journeyed quietly up and down the

great river, partly with a young architect Bois-

sere, who was engaged upon drawings of the un-

finished cathedral of Cologne, and partly with the

great Prussian statesman, Baron von Stein of Nas-

sau. But the call of the new affection brought him
back to the country-house on the Main, and -then

to the Neckar with Marianne and her husband.

These were weeks of quiet and unusual happiness.

Steeped in the beauty and freedom of Persian life

and poetry, Goethe composed a succession of short

poems in Oriental style but with Western meaning.
He as Hatem and Marianne as Suleika vied with
each other in rapid composition, and it was not

always the poet that won the prize for beauty of
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treatment. As so often before, the relation was be-

coming perilously intimate, and, as so often before,

Goethe tore himself hurriedly away, with the deep-
est grief, and hastened back to the cloudy forests of

Weimar.

There he put together several books of these brief

verses under various titles The Book of the Singer,

The Book of Love, Of Observation, Of Discontent,

Of Timur, Of Suleika, Of the Wayside Inn, and so

on and taking the Divan (or Collection) of Hafiz

as model, he published them as The Divan of West

and East (West-Ostlicher Divan) . The disguise is

hardly a veil. Tamurlane (Timur the Lame) , the

great conqueror of the middle-east in the fourteenth

century, is obviously Napoleon overcome by the

snow. If a thousand roses, a world of life and flower,

must die just to yield their lasting perfume for

Suleika, how many hundred thousand living men,

the poet asks, were sacrificed to Timur's empire?
In the midst of the cramped and formal life of

northern convention and creeds, he loved to imag-

ine himself a fearless rider traversing the wilder-

ness, nothing but the stars above his turban. The

nightingales chant among the roses. The night

passes; like a gazelle she flees before the dnset of the

lion sun:

"God's is the West,
God's is the East,

And Northern and Southern lands

Rest in the peace of His hands/*

The minarets, caught in the noose of the rising
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sun, may reveal the city of Suleika's home. Or what

better could a poet desire than the lonely wayside
inn?

"I sit alone.

Where could I better be?

My wine I drink alone,

None sets his limits on me;
So I have thoughts of my own."

And here, in the Book of Proverbs, we find the

famous couplet:

"My heritage how noble, wide, and broad!

Time is my possession, my seed-field is time."

And in the Book of the Inn the famous line:

"Youth is drunkenness without wine."

In some we feel again the sharp touch of the

Xenien, as in:

"Confess! The poet of the East

Is greater than his Western brother;

Yet in one point we win at least,

I mean in hatred of each other."

, Or:

"If thou wouldst baulk the most outrageous thief,

Conceal thyroid, thy going, thy belief."

Or:

"Why dost thou complain of foes?

Wouldst thou expect any friends of those .

To whom the being that thou art

Is an eternal reproach at heart?"



LATE LOVE AND WIFE S DEATH

But varied as the subjects are, the main theme

is love, and all the wonder of love is gathered up in

the supreme verse:

"Is it possible, dear, that I embrace thee!

And hear the sound of thy lovely voice!

The rose seems impossible ever,

Inconceivable the nightingale."

"Unmoglich scheint immer die Rose,

Unbegreiftich die NachtigalL"

Among these songs of love, some perhaps four,

certainly two composed by Marianne were included

by the poet. The two begin:

"Was bedeutet die Bewegung? (What's the meaning
of the stirring? Does the east wind bring me good

news?) and Ach, um deine feuchten Schwingen (Ah!
how I envy thee, west wind, for thy rainy speed! For

thou canst bring him news how I suffer in our parting)."

But in Heidelberg the lovers had to part, and

they never met again, nor did Goethe ever return

to his native Rhineland. He was now sixty-six, and

he may well have thought the bitter hour had come

when he should never again love or be loved.

In June of the following year (1816) his wife

Christiane died, "You won't leave me! You won't

leave me!" he cried over her bed, but she was gone.

"In vain, O Sun, thou triest to shine through the

gloomy clouds/* he wrote in verse. "The only profit

"6f my life is to lament her loss/* It is possible that,

when Lewes lived in Weimar in preparation for

his Life of Goethe, the surviving gossips who had
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known her exaggerated the evil they had known
or heard of her pleasure-loving and intemperate
nature. At all events, she had lived with a poet for

close upon thirty years without an open rupture,
and that in itself is an achievement worthy of a

celestial crown.
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THE WISDOM OF AGE

AS Goethe was seventy when his wife died, one

xJL might expect some slackening of energy after

the limit of man's life set by the Jewish poet was

passed. And indeed the two main works of the fol-

lowing ten or twelve years do show a certain slack-

ening, not of industry, still less of ideas, but of

poetic form and the inexplicable inward emotion

which makes poetry. The two works were Wilhelm

Meisters Wanderjahre (published in the earlier and

better form in 1821, and in an enlarged but inferior

form in 1829), and the "Second Part of Faust"

(taken up again in 1824 and completed in 1832,

very shortly after the poet's death) . But throughout
those years his mind never rested, and at all events

till he was eighty his body retained its wholesome

activity and attraction* Between the years of seventy-

two and seventy-four he loved and was loved again,

though it was for that very last time which all age-

ing men know to be so desolating.

In 2821 and the two following years he went to

the newly discovered baths in the wild forest region

of Marienbad, not far from his former haunt at

Karlsbad, There he met Frau yon Levetzow, beau-

tiful mother of three beautiful daughters* the eldest
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being Ulrike, still in her teens, and endowed with

the young loveliness and open-hearted manner al-

ways irresistible to Goethe. He even longed to marry
her and bring her to his home, which was now a

poor place either to work or to live in. For, a year

after Christiane's death, his son August had mar-

ried Ottilie von Pogwisch, and the marriage could

not be happier than most marriages. For August
was a careless, dissipated young man, selfish in his

daily life, and Ottilie had not strength of character

to control either him or the household. Then chil-

dren came, and as the whole family was quartered
in Goethe's house, the turmoil and quarrelling were

enough to distract any poet.

If only this sweet young girl would come as a

fresh inspiration for the remaining years! She was

certainly fond of him. He was a noble figure still-

erect as an old soldier, brown-haired, the face of a

deep reddish brown, eyes still like balls of light; he

was rather carefully dressed, and scrupulously clean.

Heine, who comes nearest as a possible rival to

Goethe in German poetry, visited him in Weimar

shortly after this time of illusive love for Ulrike,

and a few sentences from his account will show the

personal attraction of the man.

"His appearance," Heine writes, "was as significant
as the words living in his works. His figure was har-

monious, definite, cheerful, nobly moulded, and one
could study Greek art on him as on a Greek statue. That

dignified form was never bent in Christian humility.
His eyes were calm as a god's. It is the mark of gods
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that their look is steady and their eyes do not turn this

way and that. Goethe's eye remained in his old age
as divine as in his youth. He carried himself as proudly
and tall. When he spoke he became still greater, and
when he stretched out his hand, it was as though he
were directing the stars in heaven upon their courses.

Some people say they noticed a trait of cold egoism on
his mouth> and that too is a feature of the eternal gods;

especially of the Father of the Gods, the everlasting

Jove."

It is impossible to break off there without quot-

ing the rest of this memorable meeting:

"In truth, when I visited him in Weimar and actually
stood opposite him, I looked involuntarily sideways
on the chance of seeing near him the eagle with the

lightnings in his beak. I was on the point of address-

ing him in Greek, but when I observed that he under-

stood German, I told him in German that the plums
on the road between Jena and Weimar were really

delicious. I had for so many long winter nights pon-
dered on all the sublime and profound things I would

say to Goethe if I ever saw him. And when in the end

I did see him, I said that the Saxon plums were really

delicious. And Goethe smiled. He smiled with those

very lips with which he had once kissed Leda, Europa,
Danae, Semele, and so many other princesses, or even

quite ordinary nymphs."
x

Ulrike von Levetzow was not a princess nor an

ordinary nymph, but a lovable girl whom the fame

and qualities of Jove might well have attracted.

But Goethe made the mistake of wooing her through
his Grand Duke (the extra title of "Grand" had

1 Die Ramantische Schule: erstes Buck (1833).
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been added after the war) , and he in turn through
her mother. "The answer was in the negative/'
as our Ministers say. The negative was not quite
definite, but when Goethe returned home, the in-

dignation of his son and daughter-in-law unhap-
pily settled the question. Being quite content to

remain in his house and bring up their young
there, they raged at the prospect of change, and
Goethe weakly acquiesced. As usual, he sought con-

solation in verse, and from this, the last of his pas-
sionate affections for a woman, came the elegy
known as "The Marienbad." It is placed second in

the series of The Trilogy of Passion, the first being
"To Werther," as it celebrated the fiftieth year of
that famous story's publication, and the third a
"Reconciliation" or peace. The elegy seems to have
been composed on the road home from Marienbad,
a rough road of some 80 miles or four stages, and
it was probably the last, as it is one of the most

profound, of his love poems. It contains two lines

which have added wisdom to the wise. They are

unusually hard to translate, but their purport is to

insist once more upon the necessity of wholerheart-

edness, of a complete life in the moment, as a child
feels life:

"Nurwo du bist, set Alles, immer kindlich,
So bist du Alles, bist uniiberwindlich"

The whole poem, so wise, so calm, so perceptive
of the soothing powers of nature, may be contrasted
with that first of Goethe's love poems, describing
the ride by night to Friederike's village home:
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"Es schlug mein Herz! Geschwind zu Pferde!"

So the desolating hour had struck, and the man who
had been inspired by love was not again to love or

be loved, except in memory so poor a substitute.

As a last farewell to love we may recall a less known
verse of uncertain date, called Thoughts at Night
(Nachtgedanken) :

"I pity you, unhappy stars, who are so beautiful,

shine so gloriously, and gladly light the hard-pressed
sailor, unrewarded by gods and men. For you do not

love, you never knew love! Ceaselessly the eternal

hours conduct your ranks through the wide heavens.

What a journey you have already completed since I,

lingering in the arms of my dearest, forgot both you
and the midnight!"

From time to time since Schiller's death, and
even before, Goethe had contemplated a continua-

tion to Wilhelm Meister^s Apprenticeship, and had
even written out bits for it. As we have seen, he

published the first form of the work in 1821, and
that is the form best known in England through

Carlyle's patient and admiring translation. It was

called Wilhelm Meister*s Travel Years, in reference

to the years of wandering imposed upon. the Ger-

man apprentice before he could become a Master

Craftsman. A fuller version appeared in 1829, ^>ut

even Carlyle could not admit an improvement. We
now know from Eckermann that Goethe, finding
there was not enough manuscript for the estimated

three volumes, handed him a lot of miscellaneous

papers, and told him to put in what he thought
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best. The first version was chaotic, but the second

is much worse. It is not to be called a novel,

hardly a book. It is like an unregulated dream,

full of bewilderment, inconsequence, and the ob-

literation of cause. Startling incidents lead to noth-

ing, and insignificant incidents appear charged
with mysterious sense. No character preserves

identity, some do not preserve their names. The
whole is a jumble of fairy tales, parables, and

observations upon women, emigration, Sunday,

astronomy, education (many observations, on the

whole the most interesting) , music, anatomy, and

factories. Outside long-suffering Germany, such

a book would have ruined the reputation of an

Isaiah.

But we may remember that the novel had not

then taken on a strict and well-pruned form, and
even Dickens, writing a few years later, had a habit

of throwing in extraneous stories and scenes which

had no connection with the main subject. Besides,

if we plunge about in the heap shot so slovenly

upon the highway, we may here and there discover

a chance jewel buried as though to encourage the

literary scavengers. Such are the rules laid down

by the mysterious Three for the education of the

boys in their charge the three forms of Reverence

in which they had to be exercised the Reverence

for what is above, represented by the ethnic reli-

gions, of which the Jewish is the highest; the Rev-

erence for what is around, as shown in the philo-

sophic or Greek religions; and the Reverence for
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what is below us, shown in the Christian religion.

This was the subject upon which Carlyle, with his

detestation of sceptical mockery and his fond at-

tempt to retain the substance of his Scottish wor-

ship, laid special stress. But of greater importance as

displaying Goethe's remarkable foresight, is his rev-

elation of a society in which there should be no dis-

tinction of rank or wealth, but among the highest

and the lowest each should be master of some hand-

icraft, and be honoured only for his skill in that.

He seems here to be approaching the ideal pro-

claimed sixty years later by William Morris, or even

by a free Marxism, if that can be imagined. He
had watched with extreme interest the growth of

machinery under the new inventions in England,
and already he foresaw the enormous change now

spoken of as the Industrial Revolution. He was also

intensely interested to hear of the first railway that

ran in England. From railways he hoped for the

breaking down of national frontiers and national en-

mities. He regarded railways as sure heralds of peace
and international understanding. It was a noble

hope, however vain.

The longer he lived, the more he admired the

English, not only for their great literature, which

he studied closely all the way from Shakespeare

through Swift and Sterne (a special favourite) to

Byron, but even more for their activity and love

of movement. Of course he laughed at them, as

at the Englishman who boasted to him in Rome
that he had "done" six churches and two picture-
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galleries that very day. But he so greatly admired

their instinct for action that one of the two guid-

ing principles in the great Fellowship or Union
which was founded in this chaotic collection of

stories and good advice, was the necessity of move-

ment. He thus contradicts the precept laid down
in the Apprenticeship that "Here or nowhere is my
North America." He urges the members of the

Union to seek new homes, however far away. He is

filled with admiration of the British pioneers who

continually pushed farther and farther west in

the unknown American continent. Movement!
Movement! the members of the Fellowship sing:

"Never stay rooted to the ground! gaily venture,

gaily rovel Head and arm, with cheery powers,
are everywhere at home. Wherever we enjoy the

sun, we are free from every care. That we may
roam about her surface, therefore is the world so

wide/'

The second principle of the Fellowship was to

be action. Action! Always Action! Only action can

dear away doubts and dismal dreaming. For his

own people especially he proclaimed the need of

action. "If only the Germans were more like the

English in their activity!" he said to Eckermann in

Jiis old age, as we quoted before. The conclusion of

another of the Fellowship's hymns runs thus: "Let

your endeavour be guided by love, and let your
life be deed." The great address by Lenardo to the

Fellowship, which in .the first form of the book

was placed at the end, lays down three rules which
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even the English might lay to heart, especially when

they travel. First, to honour every species of re-

ligious worship; second, to respect all forms of

government; third, to practise decorum of man-

ners and morals as required by that Reverence

for ourselves, which arises from the Three Rev-

erences. Renunciation was another of the watch-

words ordained by the Fellowship, and to fulfil

those three rules of conduct a great deal of renun-

ciation would be required, even by English people
on their travels.

As supplement to those Three Reverences, espe-

cially to the third, which gave Christianity as an

example, we may here quote a letter written by
Goethe soon after the first form of this book was

published. It is dated April 17, 1823, an(* addressed

to Auguste zu Stolberg, Grafin zu Bernstorff, a Mo-

ravian, who after a silence of forty years had written

to him, urging him to save his soul in Christ while

yet there was time:

"To live long," he writes, "is to outlive much,
men we have loved, hated, or regarded with indiffer-

ence, kingdoms, capitals, yes, the very woods and trees

we planted in our youth. We outlive ourselves, and
are grateful if only a few gifts of body and soul remain

to us. We must acquiesce as best we may In all this

transitory passage; if only the eternal is present with

us every moment, we do not suffer from the fleeting of

time. My life long I have always meant honestly by
myself and others, and have always looked to the highest
aim in all my earthly endeavour; you and yours have

done the same. Let us work therefore without ceasing
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while it is day for us. And as to the future, let us re-

main untroubled. In our Father's kingdom are many
provinces, and as He has granted us so pleasant a habi-

tation here, so no doubt he will take good care of us

both hereafter/'

With similar purport was his remark to his friend

and secretary Eckermann, as they drove down the

Ilm to Tiefurt, the scene of the woodland theatre

in earlier days:

With great cheerfulness, we are told, he observed:

"At my age (he was then 75) one must of course some-

times think of death, but the thought never gives me
the least uneasiness. For I am convinced our spirit is

a being of indestructible nature. If I work on inces-

santly till death, nature is bound to give me another

form of existence in place of this worn-out casing."

On the whole it is from Eckermann that we get

the fullest and most accurate account of Goethe

in his approaching old age, though Johannes Falk,

Zelter, and even Felix Mendelssohn tell us much.

Eckermann was a half-educated young man from

Hanover, where he had worked at various handi-

crafts, especially forestry, gardening, and carpentry,

just the occupations that Goethe most admired. At

last, having written a fine estimate of Goethe's

works, he made a pilgrimage to Weimar, merely in

honour of the poet, who was at once attracted by
his knowledge of trees and wild birds. Though
from time to time Goethe, having adopted the evil

habit of dictating, employed four other secretaries,

Eckermann became his chief companion, and he has
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ECKERMANN ON GOETHE

left us notes of Goethe's conversation, taken down
with the affectionate care of Boswell, though with

less artistic skill.

In his preface to the Conversations, published a

few years after Goethe's death, Eckermann gives
an accurate picture of his friend and master in old

age:

"I seem to hear again the peculiarly charming sound
of his voice, to which no other can compare.

1 I seem
to see him in the evening, with his black coat and

star, jesting, laughing, and cheerfully conversing amid
a social circle in his well-lighted room. Another day,
when the weather was fine, he would be with me in

the carriage, in his brown overcoat and blue cloth cap,
with a light grey cloak laid over his knees. There he

was, his face as brown and healthy as the open air, his

words flowing readily, and quite clear above the noise

of the wheels. Or in the evening he would be in his

study by quiet candle-light, seated opposite me at the

table in his white flannel dressing-gown, mild as the

impression of a well-spent day.
"His conversation was as varied as his works. He

was always the same and always different. Now he was

occupied by some great idea, and his words flowed

forth, rich and inexhaustible. At other times he was

taciturn and laconic, as if a cloud weighed upon his

soul. There were days when it seemed as if he were

filled with icy coldness, and a keen wind were sweep-

ing over plains of frost and snow. And next time he

1 Writing of Goethe when he was about 80, Mendelssohn

said, "His voice has an enormous sound in it. He can shout

like 10,000 warriors. Whilst I played, he would sit in a

dark corner glowering like Jupiter Tonans, his old eyes

flashing fire" (Letter of 1830) .
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would be like a smiling summer day, when the cuckoo's

note is heard under the blue sky and the brooks go

rippling between flowery meadows."

It is true that, as the years passed, he was forced

to think of death. To adapt Stevenson's metaphor,
he was like a skater on thin ice which grows con-

tinually thinner, while at his side his comrades

fall through and disappear. Nearly all his friends

went before him: Merck (1790), Lavater (1801),

Herder (1803), Schiller (1805), the merry Dow-

ager Duchess Amalia
(
1 807) , Wieland (1813),

Friederike Brion (1814), his wife Christiane

(1816) , Fritz Jacobi (1819) , his son August (1827) >

the Grand Duchess Luise (1830), and two years

before her his trusted old friend, the Grand Duke
Karl August, who, after that quarrel about a per-

forming dog which he insisted upon bringing on to

the Weimar stage, thus driving Goethe to resign

the Directorship (1817), had been entirely recon-

ciled to "the silly old ass," as he called Goethe

in his jolly fashion. Though Goethe well knew that

the debt of grief has in the end to be paid in full, he

always strove to merge his grief in contemplation
of eternal things: "Away with the transitory!" he

cried in well-known lines; "Whatever may have

happened, we are here to render ourselves im-

mortall" It is like Aristotle's protest against those

who would teach t&e Athenians to mind only mor-

tal things.

Without a touch of jealousy, he always wel-

comed the first sign of new genius. His one com-
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plaint against the present age was that people were

getting too clever for him. Sometimes he ironically

longed for a new home among the African savages

on the Gold Coast, that he might feel his own pow-
ers and the powers of nature more keenly again.

"If I were to be born now/' he said, "I could not

do what I have done. Even the Americans are too

smart for me now/* Casting his eyes round the

world, he was among the first to recognize the genius
of Burns, Walter Scott, Manzoni, Victor Hugo, and

Beranger. To Carlyle, an unknown young man,

dwelling far away in the Lowland wilderness of

Craigenputtock, he was naturally attracted by the

translation of Wilkelm Meister and his essays of

profound appreciation:

"It is admirable in Carlyle/' he said to Eckermann

(July, 1827) , "that, in his judgment of our German
writers, he keeps especially in view the mental and moral
core as being that which is really influential. Carlyle
is himself a moral force of great importance. There
lies much in him for the future, and he will produce
and effect such things as we cannot yet foresee."

It was an amazing prophecy, for within the next

thirty or forty years that unknown Scotsman was

to revolutionize our whole conception of history

and economics.

But it was upon Byron that Goethe bestowed

his highest admiration. In Byron he naturally

perceived something "daemonic" (to use his own

word) , a superhuman energy of life and production
such as always appealed to him more than mere
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literary achievement or precious form. He admired

the faultless ease with which such supreme works

as "Don Juan" were written, but still more he

admired the revolutionary passion, the call to ac-

tion, that universal appeal of mingled tenderness

and satiric wit, which, among foreign nations, still

keeps Byron in estimation as, next to Shakespeare,
the most brilliant and conspicuous of English poets,

while Keats, Shelley, Wordsworth, and their great

successors remain almost unknown. The splendour
of Byron's heroic action in defence of Hellenism,

as he and Goethe devoutly believed, did but con-

firm the elder poet's conviction of immortal great-

ness. And there was, besides, another quality in

Byron, the appreciation of which throws light upon
Goethe's own character and manner of life. In

conversation with Eckermann (March, 1858), he

observed:

"The body has greater influence on productiveness
than the mind. Commend me to a genius who has a

well-proportioned body, such as Napoleon, for instance.

One must be young to accomplish great things. If I

were a prince, I would have young men under me.
Productiveness of the highest kind is not in the power of

any one to command. Such things are elevated above
all earthly control. They are the pure children of God.
But in the productiveness that consists in carrying out
one of these divine ideas the body and external circum-

stances play a great part. A weakly poet tries to stimu-

late and force his powers. Productiveness of a kind

may come from wine or sleep, but such powers lie mqst
in air and water. The fresh air of the open country
is the proper place for us. It is as if the breath of God
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were there wafted immediately to men. Byron, who
daily passed several hours in the open air, riding along
the seashore, sailing or rowing in a boat, bathing in

the sea, and exercising his muscles in swimming and
so on, was one of the most productive men that ever
lived.'*

Scattered throughout Goethe's works are a great
number of sayings, maxims, epigrams and proverbs,

many of which were collected into a separate book
under the title Sayings in Verse and Sayings in

Prose. Though he was never a dogmatic or system-
atic philosopher, his sayings form what the Germans
call Lebensweisheit or "Philosophy of Life." We
may quote a few, almost at random:

As showing his persistent optimism: "The best that

we get from history is the enthusiasm it arouses."

On orthodox religion: "Piety is not an end, but a

means of attaining to high cultivation by the purest

peace of mind.'*

On Society: "Work makes the Comrade!" (A fine

blow at the rich and the aristocrats who call them-

selves Society. But I admit the word Gesellen might
also mean "apprentice.")
On use and wont: "If a rainbow lasts a quarter of

an hour, no one notices it."

On miserable sinners: "To grow tolerant you have

only to grow old. I have seen no sin committed which
I might not have committed too/*

"Superstition is the poetry of life; so that it does a

poet no harm to be superstitious/'
"Man never knows how anthropomorphic he is."

"There is no greater consolation for mediocrity than

to reflect that genius is not immortal."

"Where I cease to be moral I have no more power."
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"Let no one think that the world has been waiting
for him to save it."

"The public must be treated like women; you must

say nothing to them but what you know they would
like to hear." (A hard sayingl)

"Nothing is so detestable as die majority/' (An even

harder!)
"To know that the sky is everywhere blue you need

not make a tour round the world."

"Tell us, how can you be so polite
When youths in their wildness come pressing on you?"
To call them unbearable I'd have a right,

If I had not been so unbearable tool

"If youth is absurd,

It has time to repent;
But let age have a care,

For its days are far spent*'

"A man's God is what suits him best;

That's why the name of God's a jest."

"Pray to the fire a hundred years in solemnest of tones;.

If you fall in, it does not care, but eats you skin and
bones."

"Life is the fairest discovery of Nature, and death

is her stroke of art (Kunstgriff) to gain much life."

"Dirt is brilliant if the sun shines on it."

"He is the happiest of men who can make the end

of his life agree closely with the beginning."

As such a man we may think of Goethe when,

on his last birthday, August 29, 1831, he was again
in the hilly forest district of Ilmenau, not far south-

west from Weimar. He had his two young grand-
sons with him, and together they climbed the Gickel-

hahn no great height, certainly, but something of
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an achievement for a man of eighty-two. On the

little wooden hut at the top, he there showed them
the lines he had written in pencil on one of the

boards fifty-one years before:

Uber alien Gipfeln
1st Ruhf

In alien Wipfeln
Spiirest du
Kaum einen Hauch;

Die Vogelein schweigen im Walde.
Warte nur, balde

Ruhest du auch*

The writing may still be deciphered where it was
written in 1780, and one may attempt to translate

it as before into our English prose.

On every mountain height
Is rest,

On all the tree-tops
You can trace

Scarcely a breath;

The small birds are silent in the forest

Only wait; and soon

Thou too shalt rest

Fifty years of full and varied life had passed over

Goethe's soul since he wrote those lines upon the

wooden plank, and now the time for rest was ap-

proaching.
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THE prison walls, the anguish of Gretchen, the

pangs of remorse have vanished like a dream.

Faust lies asleep, though still restless, on the turf

of a mountainous district. It is twilight, and the

little spirits of nature, which always take pity on

the unhappy, whether saint or sinner, are purg-

ing his soul of the past. The four watches of the

night sing of peace and hope. Just before sunrise

Faust awakes, and looks with joy upon the scene.

Goethe left no room in life for repentance or retro-

spection. Life, he said, must always look to its

front, like a soldier a rather strange command
from one who so carefully and charmingly recorded

his past!
x

1 The whole conception of the "Second Pan of Pause9

was early, but, as we have seen, little, if any, of it was
written till the years 1797 to 1801, when Schiller urged the

poet on. Most of the Act called "Helena" was then com-

posed, but was not published till 1827. Various sections had
been written in the meantime as the mood seized the poet.
Then the death of Byron gave the final impulse, and from
that date (1824) until a few weeks before his own death the

rest was composed, the famous lines of the Mystical Chorus

being perhaps the final words added. This has been, at all

events, suggested by the authors of Goethe and Faust
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Turning his eyes from the overwhelming light

of the rising sun, Faust is now ready to enter that

"great world" which Mephisto had from the first

promised he should see, and so he is introduced

into the Court of the Emperor himself. The old

conception of the Caesars as the Vicars of God in

earthly things, as were the Popes in heavenly, still

attached to the title Emperor, and Faust stands be-

fore the man who is pledged to govern and pro-

tect God's people till his Master returns to reign.

But, most unfortunately, under this well-meaning

Emperor the Empire on earth is falling to ruin.

No justice is done, the army has no discipline, the

Treasury is empty, even the Emperor can dine only

by the forbearance of the Jews, and he feels hurt

at the complaints of his Ministers and people. The
murmurs of the masses reach the inside of the pal-

(F, Melian Stawell and G. Lowes Dickinson), whose work

upon the whole poem cannot be too highly estimated, for

careful scholarship and remarkable skill in translation.

Both scholarship and skill are especially shown in their

dealing with the Second Part.

Goethe kept the ideas of his Faust in mind for fully sixty

years, but, as we have seen, he gave them form only at wide

intervals, and some of the scenes intended for both parts he

never worked out, being, as he said, overcome by the magni-
tude of his conceptions. In the Second Part we miss the

directness, simplicity, and human interest of the First, be-

cause the habit of speaking and thinking in allegorical and

symbolic terms had, unhappily, grown upon the poet, and

his mind was occupied with scientific and artistic or even

philosophic conceptions for which few care very much. But

the Germans have always been more inclined to allegorical

forms than we English, as is still seen in their modern

drama and art.
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ace itself, and the Emperor is a good deal irritated,

for life is so much more agreeable when every one

is contented.

In his perplexity he turns to his new Fool, who
is Mephisto in disguise, and receives the fairly ob-

vious answer that only wealth is lacking. And
what is wealth? Why, gold of course! And there's

plenty of gold in the world if people would only

dig for it or fetch it out from the pots and cas-

kets hidden in fields and holes of the walls. In the

meantime, why not print quantities of paper notes

on the strength of the gold that has yet to be dis-

covered? Trade, he said, would thus be encour-

aged, and the people return quietly to their homes.

The printing presses are set to work. Royal notes

go fluttering out to the masses. All exult in their

sudden prosperity, and look to a future of soft de-

lights.

In these proposals Goethe was satirizing two com-

mon fallacies of the time: one, that gold is wealth

quite apart from its uses for decorating crowns,

women, picture-frames and other ornaments;- and,

two, that a government can make paper possess
the purchasing power x>f money by printing a

nominal value on it; or as we now say, by infla-

tion, as was seen with disastrous results in Aus-

tria and Germany during a few years after the end
of the Great War. He had himself witnessed the

effects of this fallacy when the shepherds rightly
refused the French assignats in Alsace during his

campaign in France; and he had studied it in the
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Life of John Law (1824) an(*^ smash of his bank

in Paris early in the previous century.

In the ecstasy o unsubstantial wealth beyond
the dreams of lotteries, the Emperor and his Court,

soon to be overwhelmed in revolution and slaugh-

ter such as in Goethe's time had lately overwhelmed

France and the rest of Europe, resolve to celebrate

Carnival with unheard-of magnificence. In mas-

querade they are shown long symbolic processions

of which the Germans and Dutch are more patient

than ourselves, though we retain a relic of the

pleasure in our Lord Mayor's Show and local

pageants. A succession of symbolic figures pass by

polished gentlemen and ladies as gardenefs of

Watteau scenes, a pack of pretty girls, and some

real workers; then parasites, drunkards, various

kinds of poets (the poets of night and the grave

send excuses because they are holding a most in-

teresting conversation with a newly discovered vam-

pire, from whom they expect to develop a fresh

type of poetry). Then come classic figures the

Graces, die three Furies of Scandal, Satiety in

Marriage, and Jealousy; Fear, Hope, and Prudence

accompanying Victory; Plutus, god of wealth in

a car driven by a beautiful boy, but dosely at-

tended by Avarice; and next, a crowd of Fauns,

Satyrs, Giants, Gnomes, Nymphs, and the great

god Pan himself. When at last the procession ends

we find the Emperor and his Ministers, with Faust

and Mephisto, enjoying life in a pleasure garden,

and promising to every one present the particular
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joy desired by each, and now obtainable with paper

money.
But in the midst of all comforts, the Emperor

is unsatisfied. He commands Faust to call up Paris

and Helen, as the finest types of human beauty,

from the shades. In a gloomy gallery Faust ap-

peals to Mephisto for aid, but Mephisto objects

that he has small power over classic ghosts. They
live in a hell by themselves, and he is never quite
at ease with them. He is not attracted by Helen's

beauty. He is bored by classic forms, and thinks

their costume most improper. But if Faust insists

(for the calling up of Helen was always part of

the old Faustus legend, as we see in Marlowe's

drama) , he must go down into a mysterious realm

of nothingness, where there is no path, no limit,

no sound, no sight, and nothing substantial. There

dwell the Mothers, goddesses so mysterious that

Goethe himself refused to explain them, but could

only repeat to Eckermann the natural wonder of

Faust: "The Mothers, Mothers! It sounds so mar-

vellousl"

What was the poet's meaning is much disputed.
Were the Mothers the original creative forces of

Nature, or the sources of all form and beauty? A
fresher explanation is that Goethe had read in Plu-

tarch that the Greeks worshipped the Mothers as

divinities, and had also read there the Platonic

myth of a Plain of Truth where lie unmoved the

Ideas and Forms of everything that has been or

will be, the home of that eternal Mystery of which
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our Mysteries on earth are but the shadows and
symbols.

1 Some conception of that intangible kind
was no doubt intended, and we know that in his old

age Plutarch and Euripides were Goethe's favourite

reading. One might further suggest that the home
of the Mothers may be the region where neither

space nor time have limits, where "was and is and
shall be are but is/' where the beauty that has been
still abides, where is Flora the lovely Roman, and
the snows of yester-year.

Into that unimaginable region Faust descends

alone, and Mephisto secretly hopes fie will never

emerge. But he reappears upon the stage of the

Emperor's theatre with a magic tripod which he
touches with a glowing key, that perhaps represents
a poet's power of beholding again the things that

have been upon the earth. Clouds of vapour fill

the hall, and from the douds issue visions of Paris

and Helen, the models of human beauty. The
women among the courtiers think little of classic

Helen, the men think little of classic Paris, but for

Faust the vision of Helen's beauty is overwhelming;

though Mephisto warns him it is but a vision:

"What?" Faust asks, "Is it then for nothing I am
here?

For nothing hold the bright key in my hand?

It led me through dark places, waters drear,

Lonely as death, and set me where I stand.

1 See Goethe and Faust by Miss Stawdl and Lowes Dick-

inson, page 150.
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I will not movel I touch Reality!

Spirit, 111 fight with spirits all alone,

And in the double kingdom for my own.

So far she was, and now so near, so near!

I'll save her, and I'll have her doubly mine!

Help me, ye Mothers, bountiful, benign!
See her and lose her? That shall never be!" *

But as he attempts to grasp the lovely phantom,
a terrible explosion follows. The phantoms vanish,

and Faust is left senseless on the floor.

In the Second Act we see Mephisto carrying
Faust to his old study, only more dusty and dilapi-

dated than at the beginning of the poem. He chases

away the moths and other insects dwelling in Faust's

old robe, and with polite irony receives the stu-

dent of old days, now developed into a Bachelor

of Arts, and endowed with all the omniscience ^of

his Degree, together with contempt for the past,

and especially for the old. Downstairs he finds

the former pedant Wagner engaged upon the

creation of a human being in a glass retort. Me-

phisto naturally asks if he has a pair of lovers

there. "No/* says .the man of science, "that way
was really too gross for making so noble a creature

as man. We can do it better by a chemical mixture

now," and as he watches the retort he does actually

perceive a diminutive but active mannikin coming
to life, perhaps by Mephisto's aid.

2 This is Homun-

1 Translation, ibid.; 158.
2 When I attended in Jena the lectures o the famous

moiphologist Ernst Haeckel he told us there was nothing
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culus, a useful and jolly little creature, almost defy-

ing exact explanation. Possibly he represents the

excellent though limited result of scholarship, how-

ever pedantic, as leading to the true knowledge
of classic beauty. For Goethe hoped that an ac-

curate knowledge of ancient Greek and Latin would

always remain die basis of education. At all events,

guided by the light emitted from the glass tube

in which Homunculus is confined, Mephisto, still

carrying the unconscious Faust on his shoulder,

flies to the Thessalian Plain, there jto celebrate the

Classical Walpurgis Night upon the haunted anni-

versary of Pharsalia's battle between Caesar and

Pompey in 48 B.C.

This prolonged and confusing scene was com-

posed when the poet was just over eighty, and he

seems to have desired to crowd into it all his

knowledge of classical mythology, and a great num-
ber of his theories in modern science. He admitted

that at his age he could write hardly a hand's

breadth in a day, so that many of the episodes are

disjointed, much of the symbolism is obscure, and

at least one great scene Faust's appeal to Perseph-
one for the restoration of Helena was omitted

as being beyond his ageing strength. None the

less we come suddenly upon passages in praise of

the Greek landscape and Greek ideals that by

mystic or spiritual about conception. Only a right admix-

,
ture of chemicals in a fitting atmosphere was required. And
so Wagner's hope may well be realized in time, and there

will be an end of sex and all its troubles!
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their beauty remind us of choruses in Euripides.

The scene opens finely with Erichtho, one of the

three Avengers, watching the shadowy tents and

armies which appear again on the field, as at every

anniversary, and in splendid classic language and

metre she laments the waste and uselessness of

war that ends only in tyranny and the loss of

freedom.

Mephisto, still bearing Faust, and lighted by
the glow of Homunculus in the retort, comes fleet-

ing through the air, and at the touch of the holy
Hellenic soil, Faust revives. His first word is,

"Where is she?" and he wanders off through vari-

ous adventures in the search for Helena. At last,

by the help of Cheiron and Manto, daughter of

the Healing God, he descends again into the shades

to make that appeal to Persephone that was never

composed. Mephisto also goes his own way, urged

by carnal desire for Greek beauties, but -they

continually cheat him till he himself is trans-

formed into a Phorkyad, the most hideous of femi-

nine beings in Greek imagination. Homunculus
also goes his way, and after meetings with Pro-

teus, Nereus, the Sirens, and other water-nymphs,
besides the philosopher Thales (whom Goethe fa-

voured as representing the science which traces

the development of the earth's fabric to the grad-
ual action of water rather than the violent up-
heavals of fire) the gay little Homunculus, over-

come by the beauty of Galatea as she sails in her

car across the Mediterranean, dashes after her
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with such violence that his glass casing is shat-

tered, and he is dispersed like flames over the

water, with a significance too obscure for mortal

mind.

The Third Act, called "Helena, a Phantas-

magoria, Interlude to Faust/' was written, as we
have seen, about 1800, but the episode of Byron's

appearance was, of course, not composed till after

Byron's death, and the whole was published as a

separate piece in 1827. The spirit of Helena is seen

returning once more from Troy with a chorus of

captive Trojan girls. We must forget the Helena

of the Odyssey, so elegantly working her violet wool

beside the husband she had shamelessly abandoned

when she fled with Paris to Troy. The return of

Helena here is more like the return of Agamemnon
in Aeschylus, and the note is tragic. In the metre

of Greek iambics (twelve syllables, a foot longer

than our blank verse) shevsays that her husband

has sent her forward to prepare a sacrifice in thanks-

giving for their safety. Her language is of calm

and simple dignity, but after she has entered the

familiar old palace, she comes rushing out in hor-

ror at the sight of an uncouth form stretched asleep

across the threshold. It is Mephisto, disguised as

one of the frightful Phorkyads. He plays the part of

an old stewardess left to watch the palace during
the absence of Menelaus at Troy, and his treatment

of the dubious situation shows Goethe's power of

irony at its best. He begins by taunting Helena for

her shameless past:
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"Old is the saw, and yet its sense is high and true,

That shame and beauty ne'er together hand in hand
Pursued their way across the green domains of earth."

In the classic fashion of alternate lines he and

the chorus rail at each other, and then he turns his

taunts against Helena herself, recalling all too ex-

actly her lurid past, so that she falls fainting amid

the girls.

They call on the hideous creature to be quiet,

and the metre changes to the rapid trochaic. As^
Helena recovers, the Phorkyad asks if she cannot

do anything to help. "Help to make ready the

sacrifice," she answers. "Everything's ready except
the victim," says the Phorkyad. "Menelaus said

nothing about the victim," Helena replies. "Said

nothing?" cries the Phorkyad. "That's quite tragic.

He must mean thee and these girls. Thou shalt

die a noble death by the axe, and they shall

hang like thrushes to the beam. I'm afraid there's

no way out." With malicious pleasure the Phor-

kyad summons a crowd of dwarfs to lay out the

implements of sacrifice, gloating over them with

bloodthirsty minuteness the altar, the gleaming
axe, the pails of water to wash away the blood,

the square of carpet on which the lovely lady

might kneel with dignity even after her head is

off.

Yet at last, to the entreating chorus the Phor-

kyad reveals with provoking deliberation a possible

way of escape. Strange knights from the gloomy
north have been building a queer sort of house
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on the hills overlooking Sparta (Goethe had per-

haps read of the loftg-deserted mediaeval fortress of

Mistra on the slopes of Taygetus above the valley

of the Eurotas). They perhaps might protect the

victims in their distress. Amid clouds of vapour,
the whole party are transported to the courtyard

of a castle, where they are welcomed by Faust and

his retinue of German knights, decked out in all

the gorgeous barbarism of chivalry. Treasures are

heaped upon the classic queen. Menelaus is beaten

off by the surprising explosions of gunpowder.
Faust teaches the fair classic mouth to speak

the rhymes that sound as though two lines em-

braced each other, and the tale of love goes rapidly

forward.

Amid a rocky woodland scene the Phorkyad very

soon announces to the chorus the birth of a lively

son, offspring of the classic and the romantic union.

His name is Euphorion (the name also given to

the son of Helen and Achilles when they met as

ghosts on an island after death). In Euphorion we

are meant to realize the genius of Byron, whom
Goethe regarded as the greatest poet of the cen-

tury. He admired his productive spirit, his perfect

ease in verse and prose, his impetuous heart, and

above all his love of action, even the action of war

which entailed his early death. We are shown the

inspired and passionate figure of Euphorion chas-

ing the girls of the chorus wildly about the stage,

dambering up rocky heights, lodging for war and

arms:
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"Never a rampart, never a wall!

Trust in his own heart, each and all!

Towers are strong, but mightier still

The steel of a man's enduring will.

Would ye live unconquered, free?

Arm, and fight for victory.

Amazons your women be,

Heroes be your sons!" *

It is the very spirit of Byron at his highest, and

Euphorion climbs ever upward till, defying nature

and man, he springs into the air from the edge of

a precipice and dies at his parents' feet. "In the

body," says a stage direction, "you may think you
behold a well-known form." It is Byron. After a

noble dirge over his loss, Helena melts from the

embrace of Faust into air, leaving only her robe

and veil behind. On these, as before on the magic

mantle, Faust is borne far away through the clouds.

Perhaps the garments symbolize the classic sense

of form in art and poetry, which we still may use,

though the classic substance is gone from us. "They
will bear you swift and high over the Common-

place," says the voice of Mephisto, speaking for

Goethe himself.

In the Fourth Act Faust is first seen alone among
the rocky peaks of mountains like the Alps. Clouds

as they melt away appear to take the forms of

classic feminine myths, but these are followed

by a shape that comes nearer to his heart, and,

1 Goethe and Faust, page 208. The rendering of this

whole long scene by the authors is indeed a model of poetic
translation.
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as he says, "draws the best of his soul forward

with it." The shape is the foreshadow of the

Gretchen who in the end is to guide him heaven-

wards.

Here again enters Mephisto in his proper form

and nature, and asks him, now that he has seen

the kingdoms of the world and their glory, what

next he wishes. For himself, Mephisto would choose

a good, comfortable, prosperous German city, and

near by a charming palace built in the midst of

woods and hills, and surrounded by fine gardens

with lawns and fountains and coy little arbours,

where he might court the loveliest women in de-

licious privacy. "I say women, for, once for all,

I think of beauties in the plural." Goethe ob-

viously had in mind such royal and imperial resi-

dences as Versailles or Schonbrunn, and it as sig-

nificant that he makes them the object of the Devil's

desire.

Faust, for his part, cares for none of these things.

He desires power, but power to serve mankind

by redeeming whole stretches of land now washed

and covered by the barren sea. Perhaps Goethe

was thinking of Holland with such noble effort

saved from the sea, or of the piles on which he

had seen the glorious city of Venice standing.

Mephistq at once perceives how it could be

done. Since he endowed the Emperor with all the

wealth of paper money, the Empire has fallen

into a hideous chaos of revolution and civil war.

With the help of his three magic giants of Slaughter,
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Plunder, and Greed, representing the invariable

features of war, he will secure victory for the Em-

peror, and as reward will bargain for a barren and
sea-washed strip of land. In a burlesque of the

horrors and absurdities of war, we are shown how
this is done, and, in joint satires upon the futile

results of war and the folly of Courts, we see the

Emperor flinging away the proceeds of victory,
and appointing his chief courtiers to hereditary
offices with tides and revenues one to organize
the Imperial banquets, one to bear the Imperial

cup of gold, one to superintend the Imperial
kitchen, another the Imperial cellar, and yet an-

other to be Archbishop and Imperial Chancellor

combined.

The satire upon the Imperial Court of Austria

and Germany, with its obsolete titles of Prince-

Bishops and Masters of Ceremonies, as of other

Courts that retained Masters of the Buckhounds,
Gold Rods, and Mistresses of the Robes, is evident,

and when Goethe is accused of being a mere court-

ier with a reverence for titular nobility, this pas-

sage might be remembered. He does not treat the

grasping Church with greater respect. Under threat

o eternal damnation for his use of Mephisto's

magic, the Archbishop secures from the timid Em-

peror a grant to the Church of all the wide lands,

mountains, woods, and waters covered by the scene

of the war. Then he returns to demand all the tithes

and taxes upon the stretch of shore that Faust is

to reclaim. The Emperor objects that the land does
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not yet exist. "No matter/' says the Archbishop.
"The Church can always wait." The Church has a

big belly, as Mephisto observed when a priest swal-

lowed Gretchen's jewels.

Before the Fifth Act opens, many years have

passed, and Faust is now a very old man. In idyllic

peace, a poor old couple, Baucis and Philemon,

are living in their cottage near the sandhills saved

by Faust from the sea, and close by is an ancient

chapel; for their little bit of land was a grant of

olden times. To a stranger they narrate the doings
of Faust for many years past: how he has driven

back the sea for miles, and by magic canals, dykes,

and harbours has converted the bed of ocean into

a rich and cultivated plain, swarming with happy
homesteads and new habitations. Baucis fears no

good can come of such magical growth, but Phile-

mon answers that the grant of the barren shore

came from the Emperor, and the Emperor can do

no wrong.
But Faust in his palace beside his Grand Canal

is tormented by unsatisfied desire. His object seems

accomplished, but he hears the tinkle of the little

chapel bell, which reminds him that just one scrap

of private land in all he sees around is not

his own. Mephisto comes with his three giants,

fresh from a profitable cruise of piracy, which he

identifies with commerce, and Faust commands

him to evict the aged pair and settle them in a

fine new farm on the plain. With the remark

that it's only a case of Naboth's vineyard over again,
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Mephisto goes off with his three assistants, slaugh-

ters the stranger and burns the old couple together

with their cottage, as the most expeditious method

of eviction.

Faust had not intended this destruction. Prop-

erty owners and the dictators of Empires often

do not intend the misery they accomplish. As may
happen to some of them, Faust is overcome with

remorse, and drives Mephisto and his helpers away
with a curse. He watches the light of the burning

cottage as it slowly burns down, and at midnight
he perceives four grey woman standing outside the

palace. One is Want, one is Debt, one is Poverty,

and the fourth is 6are. The first three cannot enter.

They wait outside, and far off they behold their

brother coming their brother who is Death. But

Care creeps through the keyhole, "Is any one there?"

says Faust. "The answer must be Yes!" says Care.

"And who art them?" asks Faust. "Once for all

I'm here," says Care. "Away with youl" cries

Faust. "I am in my proper place," says Care. For

Care is the most haunting torment that afflicts man-

kind:

"Once I make a man my own,
The worth of all his world has gone.
Eternal dusk blots out the skies,

No sun can set, no sun can rise:

Though the outer sense be whole,

Darkness houses in his soul.

He can taste nor good nor pleasure
In his dearest earthly treasure:
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Joy and grief alike are dead,

In plenty's lap he is not fed:

Be it rapture, be it sorrow,

He thrusts it off until the morrow,
Waits for what the Future gives,

Waits, and therefore never livesl" l

As she departs, Care breathes on Faust's eyes

and blinds him. Undismayed, he calls for more

and more labourers to complete his grand scheme

by digging more dykes and canals. He hears dig-

ging, but it is ghostly Lemurs who dig. They are

summoned by Mephisto, and they dig a grave.

Their chanted words imitate the gravedigger's in

"Hamlet/* Faust calls for thousands and thousands

of men to continue the work. He knows a foul

swamp that still must be drained. That should

be his final work. There cattle should graze, and

men should live as in a Paradise, though even there

all must labour and face the peril of existence.

"This," he cries, with Goethe's own voice, "This

is the final word of wisdom: 'Only he deserves

his freedom and his life who must conquer them

every day for himself/" That gallant and fruit-

ful life he would beHold: a free people standing

on a free land. "To that moment/' he cries, "I

should be able to say: 'Stay, thou art so fair/ The

trace of my days on earth cannot be lost for ages

to come. In anticipation of that happiness, I now

enjoy the highest of all moments/' So saying, he falls

dead.

1 Translation in Goethe and faust, page 240.
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It is the earthly end. The Lemurs seize the body

of Faust, and, chanting their burial hymn, "Who
has so badly built the house with shovels and with

spades/* they cram it into the grave. Mephisto stand-

ing by is already a little anxious with the doubt

whether they can keep the soul. In these days there

are so many dodges to cheat the Devil, and lots

o people don't believe in Hell. From the smok-

ing abyss that opens on the side of the stage, he

summons demons with short horns and demons
with long horns to squat round the body or stand

with outstretched arms ready to catch the soul as it

tries to escape. "Lovely Psyche with the pretty wings
is only a bit of phosphorus that can be snapped up
like a nasty worm/'

Suddenly a glory pours from the sky, and a host

of angels is seen descending. They scatter roses

in their flight, but at the breath of the devils

the roses turn into flames, blasting the infernal

flesh. The devils flee back into Hell, and Mephisto
alone remains, suffering but defiant. The sight

of the pretty angels so fills him with unnatural

desires that unwittingly he allows them to bear

away the immortal part of Faust, and he is left

alone lamenting. He, the man of the world, the

hardened old Devil, after all his trouble and

expense, to be cheated of his grand, unequalled

prize by his own childish lust and folly! It is

astounding.
So at the last gasp the soul of Faust is delivered.

For a poet of Goethe's nature, no other end was
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possible. To symbolize this final scene he invokes

the Christian mythology so as to render salvation

credible by the intervention o angels and the

divine power of inexhaustible grace. Besides, i

one searches for it carefully, one may find a legal

quibble by which the original bargain may be

evaded. For when Faust bids the moment stay

because it is so fair, he makes it conditional upon
a fulfilment of a happiness yet to come. But the

real reason is the nature of the poet, to whom the

eternal damnation of Faust's being was an abhorrent

conception.

Mephisto is gone, and we pass through moun-
tain regions, forests, rocks, and deserts haunted by
the spirits of Early Fathers a.nd Hermits, types of

the annihilation of the flesh, of the perception of

love in Nature. All we pass are innocent souls, un-

spotted by the world, but untested by .the struggles

of life. Then, in a higher atmosphere, triumphant

angels, fresh from the contest, are seen bearing
Faust's soul. "Delivered is the noble child of the

spirit world," they sing:

"Who strenuously onward strives,

Him we have power to redeem."

"Man errs so long as he strives/* We remember

the words of the Lord in the Prologue. The Devil

has played his part, stirring the heavy torpor of

the world like leaven, lest man should fall into

unlimited repose. But Faust had striven to the end,

and had found no lasting satisfaction in the lust
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of the flesh, the lust of the eyes, or the pride of

life. Only in the possible fulfilment of a labourer

for the cause of mankind had he at last foreseen

the moment which he might bid stay. And the

Devil himself had proved he was after all the spirit

who always wills the evil and always works the

good the spirit "who stimulates and works, and
must create, as Devil."

Still following the Catholic mythology, the poet
then shows us the spirit of Faust borne upwards
from one order of angels and worshippers to an-

other, until the Pater Mariahus announces the ap-

proach of the Divine Virgin herself. She is accom-

panied by clouds of sainted women, great sinners,

and penitents, one of whom, once called Gretchen,

nestles close beside her, and in joy at her lover's

coming implores that it may be hers to guide the

amazed soul into the ways of heaven. "Come! Rise

to higher spheres," says the Mater Gloriosa; "If he

perceives you near, he will follow." Then the Chorus

Mysticus utters the far-famed lines of Goethe's own

spiritual belief:

"Alles Vergangliche
1st nur ein Gleichnis;
Das Unzulangliche,
Hier wird's Ereignis;
Das Unbeschreibliche^
Hier ist's gethan;
Das Ewig-Weibliche
Zieht uns hinan"

Perhaps we may paraphrase the mystic lines: "All

transitory things are but symbols of eternal truths;
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all that here is insufficient and incomplete, finds its

perfect accomplishment elsewhere; all mysteries be-

yond description in words are there realized and

fulfilled; the eternal heart of womanhood the Love

that moves the sun and the other stars as another

poet wrote in his final line leads us upward into

heavenly realms."
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OPEN THE SHUTTER!"

WHEN
at last the "incommensurable** drama

of Fails* was finished as far as he was able

to finish it, Goethe said to Eckermann the rest

of his life might be taken as a pure gift, since

it no longer mattered much whether he did any-

thing more or not. None the less, his vital inter-

ests remained as keen as ever. He welcomed visits

from people of distinction such as Alexander von

Humboldt. He much enjoyed reading Plutarch and

Euripides, as we have seen. He read the latest

works of Victor Hugo, though with far less enjoy-
ment. He lived for the most part quietly in

his own house with his widowed daughter-in-law
and his two grandchildren, and was as calmly

happy as a healthy and active old man may hope
to be.

In March, 1832, he caught cold, and on the i6th

he made the last entry in his Diary: "Illness kept
me in bed all day/* Fever set in, and he suffered

from violent pain in the chest. But the pain
was reduced, and he sat up calmly in his arm-

chair until consciousness slowly faded. He spoke
once of "a beautiful woman's head with black curls

splendid colours a dark background!" Seeing a
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piece of paper on the floor, he asked how they
could leave Schiller*s letters lying about. Waking
from sleep, he called for some sketches which he

had seen in his dream. He told Ottilie to give

him her hand, and asked the servant to open
the second shutter so that more light might come

into the room. That had been Schiller's last wish,

and the two friends were like each other in death.

At midnight on March 32, 1832, Goethe's life

ended.
,

In looking back upon such a life as Goethe's,

we may recall three of his own sayings: "Who loves

no more and errs no more, had better far be bur-

ied"; "It is a man's errors that make him truly

lovable"; and, thirdly, "Not what the dead have

failed in, nor yet what they have suffered, but only

what they have done, what they have achieved, ought

to occupy the survivors. In their failings we recog-

nize mankind, in their triumphs we recognize their

real selves."

The third may seem to contradict the other two,

but in criticizing a man's life as a whole, all three

should be remembered. For the first two suggest

an affectionate sympathy with a fellow-mortal, and

the third reveak the path the narrow path to ad-

miration. In a long and variegated life like Goethe's,

how much there is that stirs the sympathy of all who

err and struggle and fail! If we imagine ourselves

in his place, we can feel his temptation to diffusion

of interests; to a dilatory habit of postponing fulfil-

ment till the subject has lost its zest; to allow a
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fresh endeavour to engross our attention before the

familiar themes are finished with; to assume satis-

faction with the dull and commonplace rather than

to wait patiently for the illuminated vision; and

whether in love or life to yield too readily to the

new attraction.

But these temptations, which, in Goethe's case,

have injured his reputation for persistence and ar-

tistic perfection, are but the necessary symptoms
of a heart and intellect that continually looked to

the front, like a good soldier. He was possessed by
a hunger for new knowledge and new experience.
To recall that early comparison of his own, he

was like a snake that sloughs its skin and starts

afresh. Owing to this very eagerness for the next

experience or revelation, the highest accomplish-
ments of his inner genius were few and rare. "The
Master shows himself in limitation!" No one has

been more confident in repeating his own maxim,
but no one of high and productive genius has been

so unwilling to submit to limits. "Away with the

transitory," he cried, "we are here to render our-

selves immortal!" Yet in all the vast mass of his

published works how seldom do we feel that

touch of perfection which makes us safe in saying,

"That is immortal!" Professor John Seeley, the

historian, in an essay on Goethe, compared him
to Solomon, of whom we read: "He spake of trees,

from the cedar that is in Lebanon to the hyssop
that springeth out of the wall: he spake also of

beasts and of fowl, and of creeping things, and of
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fishes: also he spake three thousand proverbs, and
his songs were a thousand and five." In so varied a

mass of knowledge and endeavour, perfection must
be rare.

But let us rather follow his own advice, and,

as his survivors, occupy ourselves only with what
he has done, what he has achieved, those triumphs
in which we may recognize his real self. This was

the man who, on one side of his nature, pointed
the way that the most modern of Evolutionists

now follow, and revealed unsuspected aspects in

the laws of light and colour. By his historic sym-

pathy he inspired all the swarming writers of Ro-

mance, and by his keen perception of beauty gave
new meaning to the ancient and immortal arts

of Greece. It was he of whom Heine said that his

songs were simply the best in the world, and Heine

knew the meaning of song. This was the poet
who poured all the life of spring into his song of

the May; who sang of the wild rose, and of the

wanderer in the storm and of the hunter at night,

and of peasants dancing under the limes while

loud the fiddles screamed, and of Prometheus defy-

ing the Father of Heaven, and of many a strange

mood of love and longing. He sang also of the rat

that lived in a cellar, and of the flea that was a

king's pet and tyrannized over the whole Court.

As we think of him, we see the quiet fisherman

beside the river, and hear a sweet voice enticing

him down into its mysterious depths; or we stand

on a cliff beside the King in Thule, and watch his
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golden cup drinking .the salt water far below; or

we hear the clatter of a horse's hoofs through storm

and wind; the man rides fast, but the child in his

arms sees a shadowy form moving faster grey as the

old willows or the meadow mists, and whispering

promises of a child's delight.

Then again there appears to us the lamentable

figure of Werther, drawn by slow and inevitable

steps to his own destruction. We see Philina, the

shamelessly generous child of earth, or .that Saintly

Soul, the bride of heaven, or Iphigenia, who gave

Germany a new model of womanhood, or Mignon,
child of the south, consumed by the fire of a yearn-

ing she cannot name, or Gretchen, supreme example
of restrained and overwhelming pathos, or Fau&t,

the modern man, or Mephisto, the modern devil,

one of the most profoundly significant creations of

human genius.

That is not a bad record of the achievement by
which Goethe bids us realize a man's true self, and
it might be easily expanded. In the outward na-

ture of the man, we may realize one who through-
out a long and complete existence strenuously
strove with the persistence of Faust, whose soul

the angels could redeem; of one who struggled to

fulfil the vow "to wean himself from half-hearted-

ness, and incompleteness, honour, beauty to live

without flinching." Throughout his life we feel a

certain healthy completeness, an active sympathy

open to all classes of mankind and to all races. We
are encouraged by his example to find even in poets
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and literary men a: serene composure, an indiffer-

ence to popularity and a sunny tolerance, sharply
contrasted with the nervous irritability, the seclu-

sion from common life, and the consequent gloomy

absorption in self, characteristic of many whom we
have known:

"As peevish, cross, and splenetic
As dog distract or monkey sick." *

It was in accordance with his healthy and active

nature that Goethe concluded the poem called Loge
or Symbolum, which Carlyle was so fond of quot-

ing, with the words: "We bid you hope" (Wir heis-

sen euck hofferi).

But when we have reviewed and attempted to

summarize the nature and qualities of the outward

and visible man, there still remains the inexplicable

secret of genius, into which no one can penetrate,

not even the man of genius himself. "A girl cannot

prove her love for you by arithmetic/* he used to

say; "her dowry is a different matter/' It is with

genius as with love. You cannot prove, explain, or

analyse it. Circulation is a different matter. So, with

the reverent recognition of a genius the secret of

which we cannot attempt to penetrate, we may leave

our rapid summary of one among the most remark-

able personalities in history.

* Butler's Hudibras, I.
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